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INTRODUCTION 

The Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial  Development 

and Co-operation, which was adopted at the Second General Conference of 

UNIDO in March  1975 (and subsequently endorsed by the General  Assembly 

at  its seventh special  session)  re-asserted that industry was a 

dynamic instrument essential to the rapid economic and social  growth of 

the developing countries,  and called for a 25  per cent share  for the 

developing countries in total world industrial production by the year 

2000.     (Their present   level  is 7  per cent.j 

The Lima Declaration and Plan of Action instructed UNIDO that 

"in order to give concrete content to the process of industrialization 

in the developing countries,   studies must be undertaken and specific 

measures formulated in different  sectors of industry,   special  attention 

being given to priority sectors".    One of the priority sectors identi- 

fied for study was the  iron and steel  industry,  the development and 

extent  of which   ire generali;/  accepted to be  prime indicators 

of the level and maturity of a country's industrialization. 

The present  draft   study represents a concerted attempt  to provide 

an overview of the opportunities for,   and constraints upon,   the develop- 

ment of the iron and steel industry,  which is closely linked with such 

other sf.ctors as construction,  transportation,   agriculture and resource 

extraction.    Through this study,  the newly established International 

Centre for Industrial  Studies  in UNIDO seeks to contribute to an under- 

standing of the  issues   involved:     projections  provide an indication  of 

the magnitude of growth  in the sector,   and extend to the year  ?0C0. 

The opportunities  open to developing countries in their  endeavour 

to  increase their share  in world industrial  production in this  field 

are considered,   as are  implications in terms of the relative  positions 

of various iron and steel  production capacities in the world.     Despite 

the amount  of data collected,   however,   the study is not  intended as a 

mere compendium of statistics:     rather,   it  is intended as a decision- 

making tool for persons  involved in investing in the iron and  steel 

industry.     Its component  chapters treat  the factors that must  be 

considered in any meaningful discussion of the iron and steel   industry 

and its significance for the future of the developing countries.    The 
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data have been gathered,   sometimes with difficulty,  to serve as 

illustrative background material  essential to the clarification of the 

issues discussed and to an understanding of the multifarious  factors 

involved. 

The study attempts to identify the main opportunities for the 

advancement of the iron and steel  industry and to assess the  potential 

contribution this sector could made to th* attainment  of the  over-all 

industrial  production target  set  in the Lima Declaration. 

Following a summary,  the second chapter provides a survey of past 

and present  iron and steel consumption and production,  with  future 

projections through 1985 and extensions to the year  2000 in variant  form 

denoting low and high estimates  of possible consumption.      ^n a ,-loLal basiü, 

the production patterns  are assumed  to   shift   in .juch  a maimer 

that the  share  of the developing countries    -.ill    increase at  a rate 

higher than that   of the developed countries. Ir. the  following 

chapter,   estimates are given which indicate that the developing countries' 

share of steel  exports may also  increase.    Together,   the two  chapters 

lend substantiation to the hope  expressed in the Lima Declaration con- 

cerning the attainment by the developing countries of the 25  per cent 

share in world industrial  production by the year POCO.    According to the 

growth scenarios,   a total  of some 1.7 - 1.9 billion tons of steel  may be 

produced world-wide by the year  ?000.     Of this,   the  developing countries 

may be expected to produce   '    to ?•) per cent,   a substantial   increase over 

the 5«1  per cent   produced in 1974.    This expansion may include numerous 

small plants for the manufacture of such products as  reinforcing rods and 

large plants. 

The  subsequent three chanters are devoted  to technological   censidera- 

tions,  resources,   and capital  requirements in order to provide decision- 

makers with  information concerning choice of processes,   optimum utilization 

of resources and  financial  orders of magnitude.    Consideration is also 

given to environmental   problems,   direct  reduction of ore and the use of 

charcoal  as a source of energy. 

An initial  attempt  on the part  of UNIDO to point  up the  implications 

of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action for the iron and steel  industry, 

this study is also oriented towards the system of continuing consultations 

called for in the Lima Declaration with a view  co facilitating the creation 

of new industrial   facilities in developing countries. 
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It must be borne in mind that the strict time schedule established 

for the initiation of the consultations allowed only eight  months for 

the completion of this study,  whereas at least 18 «onths would have been 

more commensurate with the task.    The  work was facilitated to some degree, 

however,  by the use of studies carried out in this field by UNIDO in 

years past, and the experience accumulated in the course of technical 

assistance activities. 

In view of the dynamics of change that are constantly occurring in 

the technology,   trade patterns,  geographical  location and  financing of 

the iron and steel industry,   it  is  essential that policy- and decision- 

makers recognize that the situation presented in this study may change 

when the time arrives  for decisions regarding investment  and implementation. 

Furthermore,   regardless of the possible progress set  forth  in this study 

as attainable by developing countries,  careful consideration should be 

given before implementing decisions to possible gaps between planned and 

actual production so as to assure appropriate utilization of capacities. 

Prom the  foregoing,  it will be obvious that the present  draft will 

need to be revised and updated on a regular basis.    Thus,   as a first step, 

copies of this  draft  study are being submitted to Governments and selected 

individuals in  order to solicit their criticism and comments which will be 

incorporated in the revision. 

The International  Centre for Industrial Studies is indebted to the 

following persons for their co-operation in the preparation of this draft 

study:    John Elliott,   Bay Estes,  Janos Path,  William Hogan,   R.  Krishnan, 

and Nelson L.   Nimerow,   and to the International Iron and Steel  Institute, 
M 

VùEST-Alpine,   IIASA and UNCTAD for having supplied information. 
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Chapter I 

SUMMARY 

World steel production and consumption to the year 2000 

In this study,  global estimates  of steel production in   1985 and 

alternative growth scenarios to the year 2000 are presented.      The 1985 

estimate uas obtained by elaborating upon projections made by the 

International Iron and Steel Institute at Brussels. ^>     In the course 

of this elaboration, past trends in production and consumption were 

anal;   ed, as were subjective judgements with regard to future rates of 

substitution for steel and competitive products, the severity of the 

1975-1976 recension and country plans  for future development   of the industry. 

Estimates  for  1985, together with high and low grovrth  scenarios for 

the year 2000,  are shown overleaf.      World steel production  is expected to 

reach almost   1.1  billion tons by   1985.      The share of the developing count rien 

in this production should rise from the  1974 figure of 5.I  per cent to 11.7 

per cent  (125 million tons). 

The grovth  scenarios developed  for the year 2000 wore based on postulated 

annual  grovrth rates for world steel  production of 3 and 4  per cent 

respectively.      These scenarios  should be interpreted  strictly as indications 

of possible  future groirth.      According to Alternative A  ( 3 per cent)  some 

1.7 billion tons of steel would be produced in 2000, whereas according to 

Alternative B (4 per cent) this  figure would be come  I.9 billion.      The 

estimated share of the developing countries could range from  22 to 25 

per cent  of world  production, 

..  supplementär;' investigation of historical chan-es in the pattern of 

industrial  gro'.rtn ana its implications  for steel production and consumption 

was also carried  out.      Trie methodologies applied were  Quantitative, based on 

the approaches adopted by other international  organizations. 

Undoubtedly,  these estimates will  have to be revised as  world economic 

conditions change.      In anticipation thereof, more formal means of forecasting 

ow prowth 

variant 

1955 196! 1965 107, 

aula:   FigureB  for China are   included   ,n   the world  tctals, but are not  shown  as  part  of 
the two economic groupings. 

Source:     UN ID" estimates. 

j/ See International Iron ana Steel Institute, Projection 85. Brussels. 
March  1972. 



steel p.oüuction are bein ; develo-od  in UNIDO.       Ovine to the strict  time 

schedule that a ad  to be maintained during the conduct  of this study,  t;:e 

preliminary recuite of tr.c more formal  forecast could not be explicitly 

incorporated  in the  estimates presented.       nevertheless,  it  is considered 

useful to t,re. 2nt  tr.c  resulte of the  ruant i tat i ve investigations carried 

out  since they complement  come of tue  assumptions employed in developing 

the estimates;  in this  report, ana the technics constitute one  element  in 

a more  coT,.isticated   forecasting frame- or!:. 

.'reduction patterns 

T..e    or'.: dra: s  heavily on t:.e structuralist approach to sectoral 

development and  aüopts  traditional   structural   models to estimate   sectoral 

,-Tovt:.. ^     :.ultip.le  recession tec;.ni rues  vere applied to tue follo::in- 

efnational  form: : 

-r. :: =  a + b  In y +   c   lr. 1: 

ana 

-:". "      '.. + b  In ;• +  c   In I; + d  (in yj" 

•••here x      po- ra-.ita value ad--a by iron  and   steel: ^    y  -. gross domestic 

product  per cry.-ta:     ami  ::       ,o-ulation   in  r-l.ions. 

:er ca-ita   income   ir t ra> it.onally conrriucrcu  t.-.c most  important 

determinant   cince  acr.-.s-na  for  iron and   .-tool   is  kno-Ti to mercase 

substantially a.    income   n..e. .      ?.e distribution of total demand   anon- 

invectment,  yo vcrr.m e r.t   concurp tior. and  private  consumption varies   -it., 

trie level  of per capita  income ,m thus   sac   a  siynificant impact   on demana 

for    ron and  stee,. it..  rcL-art  to su- ; ,y,   the  level  of : er capita  income tenu: 

to be ciocci;-  related  te t..e relative costs  of  labour and capital :     it   ir- t .as 

indicati, c of t:.e   . rcbablc extension of industrial  production  mtc  a. 

intensive and carir::  maust-::.,     ub-soctors   sue:,  as iron and  stee.. 

, 4 -,1 . 

Vhis  is a met.ou   frequently c:-loyeu  to  a:.proximate the .-rosla    pat-   cf 
manufacture- ana   or  muuetri*]   cub-sectors,   sue,  ac iron ana   steci.       Pee, 
.or example,   ...  h.   .,  cs.ci-y ana ...   .pr-u:n,   i atternc of development.   1v

r)C-^'"o. 
a ..orla Jan.:  rcsearc:.  rubiication (London:     Oxford Univ.  iress,   ^'5/ anu" 
Ul.CT,. .,   "T.se ..ir.enr.-ion:: of t:.e .er-uired  . estructuriny of Porld  r.anufacturin- 

?Ut
I
P

r
Ut

(.,
anU,,rr:U1C  in  °"UCr ic    c;cJ: t;0  Ll- '^r¿^f (T.vl35/-:urr.-!;f   srescntoa 

to u..i,....;  ^   ,   i.airobi,  ..ay  1 pV6. 

Value luucci   is.  at   factor cert.      The definition of the iron ana   steel  sector 
is tauen from t: e  If.   : nternational   stanaara   Industrial Classification. 
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The second  structural variable  incorporated in such an approach is 

population.       Production of iron and  steel  is dependent,  to some extent, 

upon economies  of scale.      Together    itn  per capita income,  population 

provides a means of measuring the  influence  of market size, and thus the 

importance of economies of reale in  iron and   steel production. 

The percental change of iron and  steel production for a given 

percentage change in GDF per capita or population can be derived from the 

regression analysis.      The derivations,  which conform to the traditional 

concept  of elasticity,  are kno-.;n as grovth  and size elasticities,  respectively. 

Por example,  a coefficient  of P. 15  (see  the table below)  implies that  iron 

and steel production increased by about  2 per cent  for a 1  per cent increase 

in GDP per capita.      A similar interpretation applies to the population 

elasticities. 

A  summary  of the gro-.rth elasticities for iron and steel production at 

level  of per capita income m selected years  is sho-.m belo-..-.4/     comparison 

of elasticities  for lar .Tí countries  (populations of more than  15 million)   ::ith 

those for small  countries (populations  of less than 15 million;  reveals 

important differences in gro'-tr: patterns. 

(Gü ¡- per cap ita ; 

- 225 5OC 2    , ,000 

Lar^e Small Lar.-c Small Large 
countries 

Snail 
countries 

2.15 

countrie 

3.26 

countries 

1.0¿ 

ountries 

2.73 

countries 
1963 1.26 1.72 
1066 2.21 A. ób 1.86 3.69 1.2/ 1.36 
1970 2.25 3.96 1.9Ú ..18 1.26 1.76 
1973 2.15 3.91 I.G5 

by 

3.18 1.28 1.0/, 

Source: Ul.'IDO,   b 2sed   ,n u ata sur.r.lioci the  Ul:   ., t ,it. ìR+.ìC r. i 

Gro'.-th  elasticities in su-11 countries  arc decidedly ..irncr than those 

in large countries.      Tr.is serves to demonstrate the rapid response of iron and 

steel production once the constraining factor of small market size is alleviated, 

&    The elasticities are derived from tne regressions for the second eruation 
niotea on page  3. «.u^uu 



AB indicated in the table, the grò; i; h elasticities tena to decline at higher 

levels of per capita income. However, they exceed unity throughout the income 

range shown. This fact suggests that iron and steel is an important growth 

sector, regardless of the level of development. Over the period 1960-1973, 

each set of elasticities can be seen to have exhibited a similar pattern of 

behaviour, reaching a maximum in the latter half of the 1960s and declining in 

more recent years. For large countries, the relationship between iron and steel 

production and per capita income was remarkably stable over the period investigated. 

However, annual fluctuations in the figures for small countries were somewhat 

high. These facts are particularly important when regression results are 

intended to serve as a guide to the approximation of future growth patterns 

in iron and steel production. 

Size elasticities are not a significant determinate of iron and steel 

production. Unlike per capita income, small increases in population do not 

have a substantial impact on production. This characteristic distinguishes the 

ircn and steel industry from consumer goods industries, such as food, textiles 

or clothing, where minor population increases stimulate production through 

final demand. In investment goods industries, production is responsive to 

factors other than consumer demand. 

Consumption patterns 

As with the production analysis, a cross-section approach to the study of 

steel consumption was adopted. Unlike a time-series approach, this method 

enables the researcher to assess the impact of common factors affecting 

consumption patterns in all countries for given years or groups of years.  When 

the identified relationships between steel consumption and its determining 

factors remain stable over a period of time, the statistical results provide 

a guide to future conditions. 

The basic hypothesis is that the per capita steel consumption observed 

at a given time in various countries is r.ubject to the same broad set of 

factors, such as access to the same types of production technology, similar 

price ratios between steel and other goods, and comparable patterns of steel 

utilization.  According to a line of reaconin- analogous to that described 



for the production patterns  (oa^e 3)f  GDP per capita is frequently used as 

tl.e measure best  reflecting these far cors. 

The methodology used in this report to determine consumption patterns was 

a standard Divariate and multivariate  remission analysis applied to data given 

for 45 countries.    The following expressions were selected as an initial attempt 

to provide a plausible explanation of the relationship between per capita steel 

consumption (c)   and GDP per capita (y) : 

lnc=a+b  lny 

c =  a + b  In y 

In c = a - b/ - 
b/ In c = a -    I , -   . In 

lnc = a + b  lny-d(lny)2 

where a,  b and d are constants. •" 

These equations were tested for several  time periods and sample 

stratifications.    The results confirmed the analytical validity of the approach 

and revealed a slight superiority in the performance of the multivariate models 

when applied to  the total sample,  and a clear superiority in that of the 

bivariate model where the samples were  stratifipd according to the  level of 

economic development.    Hence,   the hypothesis  of a common pattern of steel 

consumption among different countries can be accepted.    As confirmed by detailed 

analysis,   the level of economic development  is an important  factor in specifying 

the relationship between steel consumption and per capita income. 

Further investigation served to reveal how consumption patterns change 

over time.     In the case of the developed countries,  the pattern exhibits a 

tendency to rotate clockwise  in  successive two-year periods from I95O to  1970. 

Time instability was also found  in the  case of developing countries,  but no clear 
trend could be detected. 

Income elasticities of steel consumption were derived from the regression 

equations.    Depending upon the functional form considered,  these elasticities 

are constant,  or they decrease with either  higher levels of per capita steel 

consumption or higher levels of per capita income. 

These forms have been applied in several instances. See, for example, 
PAO, Agricultural Commodities - Projections for 1975 and 1985. Vol. II' 
Rome,   1967. 
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All  countries 
u eve lo;, ed 
countries 

Developing 
countries 

1950-5f 

1959-61 

1968-70 

1.8/ 

I.S0I 

1.CC3 

1.062 

0.977 

1.224 

1.221 

1.068 

Source:       irjJ,:C.,  bar od on cìnta  sap-lied by ti.e IT.   .Statistical  Office 

V.'.c tabic above s!.o- s   c::ar.;ler   of incox.c elasticities  for cteel 

e on:: urr.pt i on  obtained fron re .~re scions  of the e;uation In c      a + b  In ,7, 

by country    rourin • ir,   .cicatea  years, AS ni.-ht bo expected,   income 

elasticities   for ücvelo;ln~ countries  are generally higher than taosc  for 

developed countries,   i.e.   r.aryinal   increases  in income induce  laryer 

increases  of  steel  consumption  in ucvolopin- countries than  in develo: ea 

countries.       In the case  of ucvclo-cd countries, tue tine trend  -.-as  found 

to reduce  in  ore clr.-ti   itios,   a  a.enorv.non ti.at nay be interpreted as 

reflecting- a tre: ^ toaru:-   savin.- ste.l. 

Methods and  results of tne   1985  estimate 

The Brussels forecast,  upon which the present  projections vere 

partly based,   .as carnea  out   ir.   1971/72 as  a -nediuiTi-ran.Te  forecast  for 

1965.       ^ubse-uent to t..e   forecasting exercise,  unusual cyclical 

fluctuations,  occurreu.      .It   ou-:, tac   oriymal   forecast had been b.aacd 

on a tr:nu   line and uuc : secant   hac. beer-, t..her.  of past cyclical 

fluctuations,  the e::tent  of tr.c   197  -76  fluctuations necessitateci an 

ad/iusttr.cr.t. 

IT, ei'fectin. • this au us trient,  future  • lans for expansion and investment 

in t;ie iron  and  steel  industry    -ere yiven  serious consideration.       This  inform- 

ation aas c err-les  on a sovr.tvy-by-cour.try basis,  often at  ti.e project  level. 

.nere der.ar.u   arojccticr.s  at  t. r national   level  aere available     in respect  of 

pro,¡cet.:  pla.nr.cu, t..esc data • ere a.so taker,  into accoiuit as  • ell  as any   intent- 

tions to r.roduce c.ti.c.r /o¿- e;:  ox't  o:- uoa.ostic markets.    ka.-Gr anu   -ote   lai   steel 

producer    in  all  uovelcpir." countries    c.c  incluucd.    Cm;: to divergent  assumption: 
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regarding such factors as planned rates of capacity utilization and possible 

project delays,  some degree of judgement was required   m determining the weight 

to be given to each plan when making the projections.     On the basis of such 

exogenous information,  the original Brussels forecast of 1,144 million tons of 

steel to be produced  in 1985 Mas revised to  1,069 million tons. 

Estimates for  'Quo 

The alternative growth rates for world steel consumption in the period 

1986-20OO cited in this study reflect  the fact that, since world production will equal 

world consumption in the long term,   the same growth rates apply to production. 

Levels of world production and consumption thus calculated for the year 2000 

are  1,665 million tons (Alternative A)  and 1,9?5 million tons (Alternative B). 

.jub-rcgional production and consumption gro-.rtn rate¡¿:     1^8b-A)U(J 

Regional and sub-regional totals for production and consumption have been 

estimated on the basis of the UHIDO forecast for 1985.    Growth rates at regional, 

sub-regional and country levels have been assumed for the period 1974—1983 in order 

to estimate the pattern of distribution. 

Comparable estimates have been made up to the year 2000.    Consumption 

rates of 2 to 2.5 per cent are assumed for the developed countries while those 

in the developing countries are assumed to be   }-4 times higher. 

Whereas production in the developed countries is assumed to grow at 

approximately 2 to 2.5 per cent up to the year 2000,   production rates in the 

developing countries are expected to  increase by 6.7  to 9.4 per cent over the 

same period. 

.ii.c  iron and   cteel trade of developir..; com'.tnr^:     structure, 
prospects and policies 

Implications for developing countries 

Global trade patterns in the iron and steel industry are determined by 

steel consumption trends which in turn are commensurate with the pace of 

industrialization.    As developing countries enter the early phases of industrial 



development,  their imports of steel and steel-intensive products tend to 

increase  rapidly.    Over the  period  1964-197Î the developing countries'   imports 

of crude  steel   rose  in  value  from $1.6 billion t<     ^.1 billion:     if the  Lima 

target   is to be attained,   it  has been estimated  that the steel   imports of these 

countries must  increase to a "alue of $?6.? billion by the year ?000. 

Developing country imports  of semi  finished  steel  products  from developed 

countries grer  from 986,000  tons in  1964 to over >> million tons  in  19'M,  and 

the value  of indirect   steel   imports through  capital  equipment  rose  from £9 

billion  to $iO billion  from   1967 to  197i. 

üteel  exported  from the developing to the developed countries between 

1964 and   197     increased  in value  from 310 « million to $668 million:    three- 

quarters  of these exports    ere  in the form of  semi-fini shed  products.     Primary 

and intermediate processing of steel   is being  located to an increasing degree 

in the developing countries,   and  it would  appear that this trend will  continue 

since  it  enjoys vade  support  among decision-makers in both  industrialized and 

developing countries. 

The  total  trade  in  rav   materials,  semi-finished, and  finished steel 

products  of the % developing countries (from  six  regions; that  supplied 

statistical  information  for this study  was  largely with developed market 

economies  which  in 197     provided some 80 per  cent of these developing countries' 

steel  imports and absorbed  60 per cent of their exports.    Approximately   10 per 

cent  of the  steel trade  flow  of these countries  was with the developed countries 

with centrally  planned  economies.    Uhereac  their  imports from other developing 

countries  were  less than  10 per cent  of their total,  their exports to other 

developing countries approached   30 per cent. 

The» íntraregional   patterns of steel  trade at all  levels of processing 

seem to  suggest that  while the dependence of the developing countries  on  steel 

imports  from the developed countries vili certainly continue and even increase, 

certain  of the more advanced developing countries are emerging as  prominent 

intraregional   suppliers,   for geographical  and   pricing reasons. 

A  significant aspect  of trade in the ir n and steel  industry   it that 

contrary  io the pricing behaviour of most commodities,  .1ère price  stability 

L 
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increases with  every   sta,* of  processing  coot,  in the iron and steel  industry 

fluctuate most  at the  top rather than at tne bottom  of the  processing 

ladder.       ¡hereas the cost   per ton  of heavy  steel   plate  increased  from 

,.88 m  1966 to  .40/  m  V//4,   or som,   ^    per cent,   the prices of iron ore 

in,   for example,   India ana Brazil     rose b.y  only   1 •   and  60  per cent 

respectively   over the  sane  period   (India:     ,..(>.BS  to  ,.7.8S  per ton;     Brazil: 

¿J.W to „1,1..Aì  per ton;.       fne   .,ain  explanation  for thin   is that   iron ore 

export  prie ,  are  net   in lon,-term contracts    .hile  those of intermediate 

and finished   steel   product:   are  subject to the cyclical  variation,  of the 

"orld  steel  market  ,-it,  "on-t: e-cpot« purchases and   open bart1ainine.      On 

the other hand,   the   f.o.b.   price of coal,  a resource that  is concentrated 

lar^ly  in the developed countries,   effectively doubled,   from $11.15 to 

*'?<\1;- per ton,   m the  period   1"64-197   . 

Barnen to trade 

Amonr the chief  obstacle!:  to  international trade  in iron and  steel 

are tariffs,   non-tariff barriers and   i:itf, transport  costs.      Host 

developed countries  currently   levy tariffs of 6-1C  per cent  0n intermediate 

and   f,ni:J.eu   iron and   steel   -oductr,   the tariffs e^calatin,    ..ith the level 

ol   Droce^m,    involved.       .io ever,   for most developinf countries these 

tanffs are otfset  by   the Generalize«   System of Preferences,    hich  provides 

duty-free arre.,,   for their  iron an,!   steel   products,   but  is subject  to 

arbitrary  anu  com¡.lex   mota restrictions. 

In accordance    ith the Lomé convention,  the European Economic  Community 

/rants duty-free   privi lerer, to 46 developinr countner.  on all their industrial 
and  primary  exports  to  its member states. 

lion-tariff barriers include  such  ad  noe  restrictions as import   licenses, 

exchange control.,  cu,  oms duties,   a.     ell a,   patents  and trademarks.       Their 

impact  varier   iron case  to ,ase,   but  they must  be token into account  by 

deve^orinr countries consxderinr the  export of steel   to developed    arkets. 

Transportation cost:    .resent  a major obstacle to  prospective steel 

exporters in developing countries since they can reduce or eliminate 

whatever advantare their exports may  enjoy in the markets of the developed 

- 
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. orld.       Escalating ocean freight  ratee present  a strong incentive to 

intraregional traue among tie developing countries. 

The international   market 

The  international   steel market  in  cased  on  intergovernmental 

negotiation:: and  agreements,   and the industry  is usually arranged  in a 

monopolistic or  ol.gopoli .-tic manner at the national  level.       These 

agreement:: ::>ay  encompass:     voluntar;/ import  ana  export  ruotas;     market- 

sr.armg arrangements for   ruantitics and typer,   oí'   productc traded;     guide- 

line-  for  investment ana   specialization policies;     and "gentlemen's agree- 

ment';" concerniiV- pricir.- ;olicies. 

A developing country entering the international steel market, be it 

as ar, exporter or importer, must take into account tue trade constraints 

anu arrangement;-  alreaay   in c-erati on. 

Vccsnology  oí'  steel-making 

T. e  various     roces.o;- involved  in  steel-making are described  in 

this study    it..  a vie    to attemptinr to access  rav material,   energy' and 

capital   requirements. 

Given that   the introduction  of a nc    steel   : roc e s r     from conception 

to  side-scale commerçai  application often takes  as  long as a decade,   only 

processes that   are currently  in commercial use  or  under development  should 

be  includes  in any assessment  e** steel  production technology up to the 

year '98;>. 

lron-nai'.m, • 

Iron blast  furnace.       In tsc  last  Vo decades,   tse  iron blast   furnace - the 

princ.-al   .sor.     rotation     roc es s  - j.as  under.-onc  ma, or improvements  and 

r-ro-T. enormously   :r.  riso.       ..itiou.-l; ti.e j ractical   scale for blast   furnace 

use range;   ."ron  ...5 s.  Lier, te  ss ;roximatciy  3.p  million tons of hot metal 

per furnace,   lar -e : ¡ite -ratea   s.tecL  giants ,.ave   furnaces    its  capacities of 

million to í,  million ton: • j V,vJe tc   1/V-CY   tons o:'  • (t  set ai   ; er ci ay,   i.e. 

per year.       Blast   furnace   o; erat i on;-  in tie coming ti.ree aecacies.  are  expecteu 

to  folios   several  na;or trends: 

(a,       . euuction  of coke   sate by  fuel     n-ection.        ..here coke is  expensive or 

L * 
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supplies are limited,  the coke rate can be reduced by  injecting fuels into 

the tuyeres and hot cases into the stack.      By  190%  coke consumed during 

normal   operation should be ecuivalent  to the   loi rest  level currently 

attainable,  i.e.   perhaps  350 kc Per ton of pic iron,   "iti:  an auxiliary 

tuy e re- injected fuel consumption of 100 k¿- ( e suivaientj  per ton.      Total 

enercy  consumption should therefore be  about   3.1  G cal  per ton of pic 

iron,   diminishing after   1935»   "it»"1 the  in.iection of   -i::o2 into the stack, 

to   ;.0  G cal per ton;     sith coke consumption beinr reduced to  possibly 

25O kc per ton of pic iron.       '..'here supplies  of reasonably ,TOod coking coals 

are available up to the  end of the present  century,  coke  rates can be 

expected of 475 to 525  kc and the emivalent   in  injected  fuels  of 25 to 

50 kr,  per ton of pic iron,   i.e.  a total   of  3.'/  G cal  per ton of pic iron. 

(bj       Lubstitution of form coke  for metallur,71 cal coke.       '..here coal not 

suitable  for cokin~ but   suitable  for conversion to form coke  is  in aderuate 

supply,   it  rill  probably become the principal   fuel used  m blast  furnaces 

v:ith a corresponding drop  in the use  of injected  fuels.       This material  will 

most   likely be commercially available within tne next  five years. 

(cj       Substitution of charcoal  for coke.       Provided that   it  is  in abundant 

supnly,   charcoal can be used as a blast   furnace  fuel.       Altnour:: si~hly reactive, 

it   is  not  stron,- cnour;.-i to '..'iti.stand the abrasion    rf thr   cnar,~e  in a standard- 

h e i cht   furnace;     it can,   ho. ever, be used  : ost   satisfactorily  in smaller 

furnaces.       ..'lien this  form of substitution  is  macie,  afforestation sros-rammes 

should be  introduced  in the  interest  of environmental  conservation. 

hi reet   reduction.       Processes employed to reduce iron  ore to  solid metallic 

iron -  otj.er than the   iron blast  furnace  - are called  "direct   reduction" 

processes.    Depending on trie processes  used,   several   cf • Liei,  ¿.ave  found 

industrial application,   the end-products  are   s:cn 0  iron,  metallised  iron ore, 

reduced  pellets,  direct   reduced  iron etc. 

Direct reduction  processes are generally classified accordine to the 

reductant and fuel employed.      '..'hile ¿as is used as the  fuel  and reductant 

in the  shaft furnace,   cas  retort  system and  fluidized bed,  solid fuels are 

used  in the rotary kiln and in the retort  system of the same name.      It  is 

to be noted that all  direct  reduction  processes enjoyin:; larrre-scale commercial 

application utilize gas,   primarily reformed natural ras,  as bots, fuel and 

reductant. 

J 
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Processes employing various types of solid fuel have been in 

use for several years,  albeit on a modest scale.      The present capacity 

of direct reduction systems tends to be small, at the most that of a   ' 

small blast furnace.      Where production capacity of more than 0.6 million 

tons per year is required,  several direct reduction units will be necessary. 

In 1975t  only 1«5 per cent of the world's pig iron va* produced using direct 

reduction processes.      This notwithstanding, in 1976 no !•" than 50 new 

plants were under construction or being planned,  20 of tallen should be 

operational by 198O.     Most of these new plants are largar than those 

existing at present.      Some 5 per cent (30 million tons) of the world16 

pig iron in 198O, and possibly 8 par cant by 1965, will be produced by 

these new capacities. 

Steel-making 

The principal processes by which uoumon steels, euch as carbon and 

low-alloy, are produced on an industrial scale are:    the basic oxygen type 

of furnace (ID/BOP or OBM/Q-BOP);    the BaBic Bessemer;    the electric arc 

furnace;    and the open-hearth furnace.      The priaoipal raw asterials from 

which the steel is made are pig iron (hot or cold), iron and atoad scrap, and 

direct  reduced iron. 

Basic oxygen furnaces.      Current advances in steel-making attributable to these 

furnaces are:    decreased heat times;    improved slag oontrol and lining life; 

improved furnace control;    better furnace charging methods;    and improved 

facilities for collecting and utilizing waste gases.     Although the 

OBM/Q-BOP process *,as developed Beveral years after the LO/BOP process, it 

offers only limited advantages and is not expected to replace the LD/BOF process 

to the same extent that the latter process replaced the open-hearth and Basic 

Bessemer furnaces in the years between I95O and  I965, 

Basic Bessemer process.      This  is reasonably well  suited to the  production of 

many steels of commercial  quality.      Although it has fallen into disuse, its 

operation is simple and inexpensive and may still be considered for the 

refining of hot metal v-lth a high phosphorus   content (I.5 - 2 per cent). 

L 



Open-nearth  furnace;;.       The  principal  disadvantages  of these are the 

high cost   of the  plant  and refractories.       A   furtner constraint  13 the 

ni,-h decree  of labour remi red  for opcratinf the furnace,   -.-hich  is other. 1:0 

very flc^ibJe  in terme   of   :;ize,   ra-   materiale  and fuels. 

electric   furnace.      Tne  principal electrically powered  furnace employed  m 

the production of -steel   is the arc  furnace    hi ci. operates òn a three-pnasc 

alternatin- current.       Several  metnour   for meltin- direct  reduced  iron have 

been developed.      ¡io.ever,  the conventional   electric  arc  furnace  is not 

ideally   suited  to meltin- directly reduced  materiale,   especially those 

containing more than /;   per cent  pingue,   as this  leads to the  formation of 

a large  volume  of slag. 

casting operations.      T.:o type:   are nov  in general use:     traditional   ingot 

casting urea extensively  in  large and  srall  steel plants,  and continuous 

casting -..'hich  is currently u.;ed in approximately  10 per cent  of all   steel 

produced  in the United  States  and approximately  20 per cent   in Japan. 

The  continuous castm,- process can be  expected to  spread  further, 

on account   of its savings  in energy and   its high yield  compared with 

conventional  ingot casting. 

J.anrin- technological  patterns.      Despite t,.e  difficulty of  forecasting 

the evolution cf individual   steel-making processe:: kr. o- n today,  certain 

trends  arc  identified   in this  study: 

(a)       The decline  of the Bosse-,er and Thomas processe.-,  to  some   \ .^ 

per cent of -.-orici   steel  production  in  T//5 ; 

(b,        ,\ decrease  in  open-hearth  steel-makin,-,  altnoug. ti,e  r.rocess 

is  still used   in steel   ; lants  in various  parts of the   .-orla 

(   0.8 per cent   0:' t.:c   :orld   steel   production  in   7975 , - 

(c;       Tse  phenomenal   spread of basic   oxygen furnaces  since tne mid-1950s, 

accounting for 5ü.o  r-er cent   of crude steel   production in   1975* 

(d;       An  increase   in electric  furnace  processing,   i;nich has more than 

doubleu from 7   -er cent  in   1950 to   16.9 per cent  of steel 

production  in   1975. 

Considering all t,.e steel-making projects under construction and in 

preparation, it can be anticipated that tne use of basic oxygen furnaces 

'ill  increase to nearly  ','C per cent of crude by   1985. 
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In the light of expanding une of direct   reduction and the trend 

touards  trans forming primary  energy (including nuclear  energy;   into 

electricity,  ts.c  electric   furnace »ill   be  used to an  increasing- degree 

jn ..orld   stee 1 -rr.aking (about   .0  per cent   in   TJo1;, and     Ö per cent  in 

2000)  at   the expenne oí' ti.e  open-hearth   procer:.: in particular,   srueh  uill 

probably decline to  10  ¡-er cent  of sorld   steel   production  in   19B1) anu 

to 2 per cent by tse year  r.'UOO. 

'fsereas  the  bacie   oxy y.n   furnace     ill   i.ave achieved   it:   sighest   c.are 

in : orld   steel   production by   1' cL),  it   is   expected  to decline  subse suently 

to 60 per cent   of    orld  : roduction in ti,c  neriod   1986-.VOÜÜ. 

Levóle  of integration.       In  ; 1 arming the   1 por.  and steel   muustry,  tue  choices 

to be made  are not  solely   unfed to the  technology of  iron and   steel -making 

processes,   since considérât ion   could  also be  ,riven to  ti,o  level   of  integration 

of tue  various  processili     sta -es. 

...ceordìn ' te the traditional  classification,   an   integrated   'lant    .ouid 

carry out   all   operations   from the ¡roduction  of ;.ig iron using iron  ores 

and coal   to the  production  of   finished   products.      IJon-inte~rateu  steel 

plants need not  have smelting  furnaces;     tsey could  rely  on steel  scrap   as 

th.   principal   ra    material. 

in  t..e  ,,ast,   m ...  genou,   of   TO; ing iron and s.t.ecl   uenans     it..  conseillent 

lo:   scrap   availability,   tse construction  or  integrates   steel   ¡lant:      iti 

coking  facilities    s:   considered necessar".       \ouay,     o   ever,   t: e ui sect 

reduction   rrocess  offers   ;_r.  alte .ative   to  tot.si  dependence  or.   sera;    sui plies 

and,   if combined     it:    electric   arc  furnace      sis   sont 1 nuou. -est in, -,   offers 

anotscr   icsibiiit;   of  'nttTitin- iron-   and   steel -making  in  one   -lsût.       it 

is to be   expecteu t:.at,s.    se  aras  -roce.:sing,   tic  sain  co. te rice  rciati onci 1 ; s 

in iron-   and   stcel-nakin. -     ill   be determines  by  tse   lar, r  eess lexes     ítr.   10-ft 

ITS Ilion  ton"  e a; .city. 

c;all   anu rr.euium-sizeu  units    ill   still  be able to    osk  efficiently 

slth  supr.liec   of  local   cerar   or  "ouurcu   ore.       'mem-      ro:s. •:. tg   t<   "s.rset   , 

ra    reterei]   :.n.,   f!.rr p   : cu "-e. ,   -s     <•••}'•      s   t. eis ¡ibiiitg   to   !v:-onu    .-"ley iL.!g 

to  specific   retirements,   couiu   overeóte   t.c   so: t  au vanta 'es   un,; oyes,   b,    îar-o- 

seale liants. 
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The design and manufacture of steel  plant equipment 

L»teei   plant  eruipmcnt  n   manufactured by  a   large number  of enterprises 

operating as  independent   firms,   or as  at; t;oc i at e r,  of major ¡;teel-making 

companies.       The development of   local   spare parts manufacturing capacity 

if. a complex  t rocern.       It can be  assumed that   the average annual  requirement 

oí'  spare   part:   raneen  from ,',400  tons  to  },200 ton:;  per million tons of 

production capacity, depending on the  age of equipment and standard  of 

maintenance.       Local  manufacture  of  spares may   help   obviate production 

delayc and   reduce   import   bi ] Ir  as    ell   as promote the development  of local 

engineering skill   and manufacturing capabilities. 

In developing local   steel   plant  engineering and  production capabilities, 

priority  should   logically be ¿riven to light- and medium-weight   rolling 

mills and   fir.ir.hinr line ecuipment.       In building up a steel  plant 

manufacturing industry. 

(a;       ;• denigri ana   engineering company can  be  formed to  specialize 

in the  purchase and  development of  ecuipment designs; 

(b) lanufuctunn,'   conroames  producing mrnilar   enuipment   could  expand 

and restructure their   organ z.rti on  to meet  local   recuarements; 

(c) . ne    cont-any  coulü  be  :;et   u;   to manufacture ecuipment  and spare 

part:,. 

The dc: ign  anü manufacture   o    steel  plant   eioupment  /ill   of necessity 

lead to a   -,tren,-t: emng of the  heavy  engineering  -.ector.      In  a  sector SUCíI 

a:   tiie heavy cantal   roods industry,  tue appropriate balance  of  engineering, 

production  and marketing capability can only be  assessed in the   long term. 

environmental management 

The   iron and   steel   industry   is responsible   for the production of 

gaseous,   liquid, and solid contaminants.     The gaseous contaminants from 

large plants include sulphur and  nitrogen oxides,  ammonia, and  carbon 

oxides, as uell  as particulates such as iron,   silica, and Hmestone.     The 

liquid contaminants include tars,   oils,  phenols,  cyanides, aanonia, heavy 

metals,   low pH, and suspended solids.      Solid wastes are largely raw 

material  fines,  such as carbon,   iron,   silica,  and limestone. 

L 



..or.t  contaminant,   in ti.o  conventional   -.rocce? onerate  in trio 

reparation of ri,   iron,   i.e.   m coke  oven:;,   cinterin,- anu   i,  lletizin,-, 

and blast   furnace- o¡cr;.tion,.       The coke  oven, contribute met  of t,e 

cnenucai   contaminant;   .ale  t,<   other unit,  ,-enerate tr.e  solid  natter. 

In  addition,  tie   finirían,, operation,   in  hot-forming and cold-rolling tTive 

off metal,,  ac:d: ,   and   oil   a,     ell   a,   iron  scale,   „file  po -er plant:-  " 

exude oxiden of  sulphur and  nitrogen. 

Gaseous contaminants can be controlled by baghouse filters,  cyclone 

separator,,   eiee-ctatic   : ree i ; itators,   and  both  ,olid  anu  li-uid 

scrubber: .     Liquid contenant, can be   removed by neutralization, 

sedimentation ano   flotaron a,     ell  as by concentration  and  re-use. 

In certain  instance,,   biolo-ical   treatment   i,  ronured.       Solid -..artes 

are   settled   in or   futereu   out   of   -crabber and   ¡roce,     atCr     aster; 
tlGr can^l,o be  refmeu   fro-, blast   furnace una basic  oxy, on  furnace 

-lap.       Ko  rositi   c ,te, :   nave been taken on an  international   scale 

to reduce noise   level,  or  ¡rêvent  aestnetic contamination. 

-s a  ,lant  become,    "environment conscious" it tends to convert more 

and  more  of it,  air ana    ater contaminant:   into solid :,.;te, -/¡.ich  m 

turn become  one  of it, ma or concerns.       It  is very important  to the 

economics  of t..e   industry  to recover and   re-use as much  of these  solids 

as  possible.      T.,e  re-use  of solid,  found   m mill-scale,   blast   furnace dust, 

sinter plant dust,   sla^   lime dust,   scrap and  scarfing powder is recommended 

fcr reasons of economics as    ell   as nollution abatement.       All  the particulate 

solids recovereu  -  ,itf the exception of slar - can be  incorporated  m 

sinter mix,   ;ellct-:a!un   ,   cohe-maki n. -,   .aia   ,o:der ^Jlunch,       Ï]JC 

blast   furnace  : 1;-    can be   re-., eu   m  t.,-   : ruction  of cerne,!,   inflation, 

builum - materia,. ,  ana  , - -rentes  for roaa building       :i,,-:1c  o*. .-en  furnace 

nla,-  is  also  valuable  for  bct>    it,   iron  ana   relatively   ,i  -,   ,no,pt.orus 

content.       T,e   iron can be   rcclaimeu   for  n.-us.o  m t: f   -l,,nt,   ;,alc  t:.c 

remaining p,osp,orus    can be used as a fertiliser. 

The major process canres    hich  reduce environmental   pollution are: 

(a;       jry instead of vet   r-uencnin.; of coke; 

(b)       Hydrochloric  ama   instead of sulphuric acid  picklin--: 

(c;       . ircct   reuuction  insteau  o" blast   furnace mot.oas. 
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The environmental consequences of steel  production at a ßiven site 

should be studied and evaluated prior to approval of the project.      Environ- 

mental  ruality Ruidelir.es should be entablished during plant design and 

construction so as to prevent excess environmental contamination.      The 

site of a steel mill must be selected carefully to ensure that there is 

ample air and ;;ater for dilution, and  land to  serve as a buffer zone and 

receptacle  for residual unusable solids.      In iron and steel production 

some environmental degradation is almost inevitable, but the degree of 

degradation snouid not exceed the minimum standards acceptable to the 

local  community and government, nor should it be arbitrarily set by the 

industrial  plant.       Furthermore,  care should be taken to ensure that the 

clean air and    ater at present abundant in many developing oountries are 

not  slandered through indiscriminate use as waste receptors.      In general, 

stricter environmental controls should be exercised in iron and steel 

Plants constructed in the developed countries,  since heavy industrialization 

in these countries no longer permits the use of the natural environment as 

an effluent     receptacle. 

Air and  ; rater pollution control costs can be expressed either as a 

percental of production costs or in dollars per ton of product.      In the 

first  instance,  the  factor -..-ill be  1  to 2 per cent,  in the second    S2 - 5 

per ton of steel produced.      These costs are sufficiently low to be spent 

by plants in developing and developed countries alike.      They should be 

absorbed in the price of the steel  and passed on to the consumer.      These 

costs may be reduced  still further in future by establishing integrated 

industrial complexes containing steel mills and such auxiliary industries 

as fertilizer and agro-industrial  plants.      Though the production of iron 

and steel results in the disellarne  of numerous contaminants,  it need not be 

constrained by environmental  factors since control technology is knoiai and 

abatement costs are relatively insignificant  in relation to other production 
coots. 

Plants should be  located primarily but not  solely in developing countries 

on minimum-cost  sites,  preferably in integrated industrial complexes so that 

both production and  environmental costs can be minimized through the utiliz- 

ation or re-cycling cf .'actes.       Considerable  research and  pilot experiment- 

ation is necessari' in order to optimize these  industrial complexes (-hich 

may contain a different mix of industries for each site;.      inerever possible, 

, 
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steel   products  should be manufactured usine direct  reduction,   electric 

arc  furnaces and continuous casting ser-uences,  thereby minimizing 

environmental damage* 

Resources 

In considering tne resources necessary for the    development  of 

the iron and steel  industry,  resource availability and geographical 

distribution are of paramount  importance.       These factors are considered 

here as they relate to energy resources,  mineral reserves and 

scrap availability. An attempt  has been nade to assess tne  prospects 

of an increased  share  in :roduction  for individual  countries,   in terms of 

resource availability.       It   is hoped that  tue assessment will  assist  in tne 

decision-making process regarding the establishment   of production capability, 

concomitant  with the aims of these countries in terms  of their desire for 

import   substitution,   export targets and   self-sufficie. cy. 

However,  availability of resources   is not the only  factor vital  to 

the development  of an iron and  steel  industry.       Some countries have 

achieved a successful development  record  in this sector without the 

advantages  of domestic mineral  or energy resources;     • ith trained manpower, 

acmired technological  skills and  financial  creditibility,  they have been 

able to produce and  export.      nevertheless,   it  is considerably easier for a 

country having its  o.-n resources to enter tue production field. 

Uight  major  parameters  nave  oeen identified with  respect  to energy and 

mineral  resource;:.       Four of them relate  to energy -  total coal,  natural 

gas,   potential  oil  and r,ydro-elwctric  energy;    and  four relate to ra-• 

materials  or are conbineu  fuel  and reductant s - coking coal,   ferrous  ore, 

cnarcoal,and manganese  ore. 

It can be  seen that tr.e most  significant hindrance to tne establishment 

of steel  production facilities  m the developing countries is the lack of 

coking coal.       Tni.:,  lack will,  to some extent,   limit  the technologies tnat 

can be utilized  in the desired  over-all  expansion pattern, but  it  will 

not necessarily preclude development by  individual countries;     in  1970, 

over 5C  per cent  of crude  steel  -as  produced by countries   .hich  imported 

¿5  "er cent  of tweir  fuel  retirements  for energy alone.       ..ucn a wide choice 

L 
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of production options existe that,  given marketing, technological and 

financial ability,  fev; developing countries exist  in v:hich the  industry 

cannot be developed.      The direct  reduction process,  in particular,  offers 

opportunities  for the establishment  of steel industries  in developing countries. 

It  has been possible to identify those developing countries which,  in 

the sense of knov/n mineral  and energy reserves,  are in a favourable position 

to establish an iron and steel industry,   and to designate them favourable 

('.'hen they have five  of the eight  parameters mentioned above J,   less 

favourable (three parameters;,  or least favourable (less than tnree 

parameters). 

It   is emphasized,  however, that this assessment has been made in the 

light  of kno'-.-n resources only, and must be considered in this respect. 

Furthermore, the concept of five favourable parameters does not necessarily 

imply that all  resources for any particular production  route exist;     some 

countries m this category may need to import essential  resources in order 

to complement those existing.      Again,  other countries,   classified as  less 

'avourable, may have an abundance of one  or more  resources rhich, taken in 

conjunction    ith other factors,  such a.   proximity to markets, may -.'arrant 

further consideration by decision-makers. 

Tue most  significant conclusion to be dran  from these figures is that 

•..•hile tne developing countries have a dominant  share of uorld resources of gas, 

oil and hydro-electric energy potential,  and a good share of ores, they suffer 

a lack of coal,  particularly coking coal.       It vould appear, therefore,  that 

for many developing countries the electric  furnace method, utilizing both 

scrap and directly reduced iron,  offers the most  favourable development 

possibility;    this method has the added advantages of flexibility of size 

and lo.cr plant costs. 

In the blast furnace method,  the substitution of charcoal  for coke is 

an acceptable and fully feasible technology.      Its utilization uill call for 

an early decision "ith respect to forest  establishment,  however,  in order 

that sufficient  supplies can be ensured by long-term harvesting and replanting 

strategies.      The paramount importance of preserving environmental balance in 

the developing countries may limit  the utilization of charcoal,   if programmes 

for adecúate repl nting are not given priority. 
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Total demand 
to 2000 

Average arnual 
demand, 1975- 

1985 

Average annual 
demand, 1986- 
2000 

Ifrgineers    Technicians 
AdMiniE-    ,.   H   .    Semi- and 
trative .U „    unskilled 

60,000 

1,800 

2,800 

4,500 

orkers 
workers 

Total 
workers 

150,000 ?K),000      640,000    9?o,ooo      2,000,000 

7,000 19,500      28,000 61,000 

7,000 11,000 30,000     43,000 93,000 

capital requirements 

replacements and nei   investments;    their order of magnitude 

It   is expected that nev iron and  steel   production facilities uith  a 

total capacity  of 38O . illion tons    111 be added to the vorld's steel- 

makin;: capacity over the period  1975-1985 'i^' a possible further 765 

million to  1,080 ...illion tony beinr added  over ti.e   period  1986-2OOO.       In 

the t-c  -,eriods cited  above,   replacement  of existinf capacities vili most 

probably be of the order of 24C million and 45C    .illion tons respectively. 

The developing countries'   share in these ne     production capacities and 

replacements • ould be   115 million tons (1975-1985;  and   ;39 million tons 

(1986-2OOO). y    The estimated average annual expansion of production is 

sho-.-n  in the table belo;-,  in millions of tons: 

1975-1985  

Developing  , 
.orid total    countries -' 

1966-2OOC 

Developing 
'..'orId total    countries -* 

Ilei: capacity 

Replacement 

38 

24 

10.9 

0.6 

51-722/ 

30 

19.6 

j.O 

&     China not  included. 

£/     51   million tons  •.•ould involve an increase in investment of 37  per cent, 
72 million tons an increase of 89 per cent. 

Although several  production variants are presented in uiapter II,  oniy 
one steel production capacity variant  is examined here, corresponding 
to the production by the year 2000 of 378 million tons -.ith a plant 
utilization factor of 85  per cent. 



The   58 million tons additional  annual  capacity estimated  for the 

period   1975-1983 is very close to the present  level of investment  in iron 

and  steel  plants.      Bottlenecks may  occur  in certain regions or  countries 

O'.'ing to infrastructural  shortcomings or   lack of skilled  labour. 

Calculating average capital  costs 

Nei: steel-making capacities of the magnitude of   ^-40 million tons 

annually are currently under construction.       However, as these  are based 

on contracts agreed upon in various years and under ndely differing 

conditions,  their capital  cost can  only be  approximately   indicated.       For 

the purposes of this study,  an average price of C6OO per ton has been taken. 

The rationale  for the assumption of this  figure was: 

(a)       The capital cost  figure selected is based on installed capacity of 

crude   steel-making;     it would have been higher had it been calculated en 

the basis of the expected operating rate of 75-95 per cent capacity, 

(b;       The expansion of steel-making capacities involves investment  in both 

ne-.: and existing plants (green-field  investments ana round-out s ;.      The 

capital   cost   figure  mot ed  for iron and  steel mills covers: 

- lulls  of different  size, hence at different points on the  capital 

costs degression curve; 

- Mills using different  production methods,   such as blast   furnace and 

basic  oxygen furnace;    direct  reduction and electric  furnace;    and 

scrap melting: 

- Mills  --ith rolling ind  finishing facilities, greatly varying in 

terms  of size and emipnent. 

(c)       Using aggregate data relatin - to the  current decode,  tie  ev; ital  ret 

have been elaborated separately for niants  usin- blast and basic   oxggen  furnace 

(C648  per ton of capacity;  and those using direct  reduction anü   electric 

furnace techniruec (C-,02 per ton of capacity;.       l'or the  latter,   a steel- 

making capacity  of 0.5 million tons   .as assumed  as ; as a direct   reduction 

capacity to meet  70 per cent  of the metallic  retirements  of the   electric 
furnace. 

(d;       Por developing countries unable to afford the plants described above, 

smaller   steel-making capacities of ?00- ,00 tons  per day can be  achieved 

throu-k  the installation of an integrated   plant  using direct  reduction ana 

electric   furnace methods,  or t:.rougr.  the expansion of existing  re-rolling 

L 
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or scrap-melting pianti. 

Given appropriate bar, rod and section-rolling facilities, the 

capacity of these integrataci mills using direct reduction and  electric 

furnace methods may be as high as 0.5 million tons, while the investment 

costn may be  as  lo.   as $180 per ton of steel-making capacity.       Depending 

on tf.e  i.roüuot mix,   operation may  be deemed economic at  an annual  production 

Inveì   of r\;0,000      400,000 tons.       Capital  cost degression in respect of 

both d ì . ect   reduction and electric   furnace methods is considered  loi; at 

level:-  above  ^00,000 tons per year. 

(ej       tolling and  finishing facilities have an appreciable effect upon 

ca¡itai coots,  though the exact extent thereof ir, often  only vaguely 

defined  in  investment figures published.      The capital  costs usually vary 

between    90 and     ^00 per ton, but  they may be much higher, depending on 

the  cize cf the operation and its  ena-product.       In this  area,  the economies 

of    cale arc   particularly important. 

(£,      Te    lanufacturr- >f "rounds",   nuoti as    ire rod,  concrete reinforcing 

barn  and ligt.t  and medium structurais,  uhi eh- account for more than half 

of tr*e  cteel   consumed in the developing countries,  is deemed economic at 

an annual   production level  of more than  10C,000 tons.       The investment needed 

in a merchant  bar mill is of the  order of „70 per   ; on of capacity.      An 

efficient   level   for tne manufacture  of most flat-rol led  products is in 

the range of   1-    million tons. 

(g.       In vie;    of the capital cost  degression of tne rolline and  finishing 

capacity as     ell  as the local demand  for steel,  the priority given by 

developing countries to self-sufficiency  in non-flat  products    'ould appear 

logical.       It  might be economically desirable for these countries to export 

continuouc-cact  slabs, billetn and bloom until  such time an demand (l- 

rr.illion tone;   for flat products   lustifiec the installation of rolling and 

finishing facilities.      The capital  cost   figures are certainly   influenced 

by the  fact  that,   in the developing countries,   rolling and finishing 

operations  are assumed to be less divernified,  and manufacture  is more 

oriented to "arüs non-flat  producto. 

(h)       In the case of nulls using blast  and basic  oxygen  furnaces, tne fixed 

assets account  for 68.9 per cent  of total  capital  costs,   ..hereas in the case 

of mille using direct reduction and  electric furnace methods,  they account 

for 74.5 per cent.       l'roject implementation and  pre-ope rating expenses 
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account  for 9.6 per cent of total capital  costs in the case of the first 

mills and 8.2 per cent in that of the second mills.     In respect of the mills 

using blast and basic  oxygen furnace methods, the infrastructural 

investment estimates  given in the study were based on experience gained 

in projects executed  in Latin America and Europe,  uhereas the infra- 

structural investment  figure quoted  for the mill using direct reduction 

and electric  furnace méthode is a pro-rata estimate, 

(i;      The working capita    recruired for a mill  using blast and basic 

oxygen furnace methods    as based on experience gained in Latin America,  uh i le 

that of the mill  using direct reduction and   electric furnace methods v;as 

assumed to be much  lover. 

(,];      Investments necessary for the extraction and beneficiation of iron ore 

may amount to    ¿100     per ton (including pellet  plant), and those for coal 

mining wjO-40 per ton,  or even more.       These  investment costs are not included 

in the average capital  costs per ton of steel  cited in the report:     however, 

they : ould have to be taken into consideration if mining operations  -ere 

carried  out locally  or if the level  of past  export earnings  „ere to be 

maintained. 

(kj      Uo attempt  r.as  been made to estimate   price escalation  in the   long 

term.       llouever,   this must be taken  into consideration,  should specific 

national  studies on  financing be made.       For example, steel  plant  emipment 

uent up some 80 per cent in price in the period  1965-1975,   uhile building 

and construction coste  increased by an even  greater amount  in many  ¡arts  of 
ti:e uorId. 

(l¡       Interest   payments may account   for an  aduitional 2/\2 per ton  in the 

case of the capital  costs estimated   for a  riant using blast  and basic 

oxygen  furnace     methods,  and an additional   .10 per ton in tnosc j lants 

using direct  reduction and electric  furnace  neti:our.      iioucver,  t.; e sc 

additional costs  ¡ave  not been considered  in this  study. 

(•1;       The proportion  of foreign to local  cavitai   is of ma,;or importance 

to steel   projects  in the developing countries.      This proportion differs 

in respect of   the various fixeu assets,  sucr.  as plant and spares,  transport, 

construction and civil  engineering works.       On an average,  this proportion 
night be 60:40. 
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Uapital  rerniirements,   1975-2000 

The estimated capital expenditure involved in replacing and 

expanding iron- and steel-making facilities are: 

•lant 

(Billions of dollars,   1975) 

Per year,   1975-198b Per year.   1986-2000 

Developing ••nT,iH        Developing '..'or Id 
countrice 

,,'orld 
countries 

i.eplaced 

expanded 

No-.: 

Total 

7.2 

6.4 

11.8 

25.4 

0.2 

0.8 

6.2 

A           D 
variants 

9.0      9.0 0.9 

9.7     15.1 2.1 

14.4     18.0 8.3 

33.1    42.1 11.3 

Grana tota  , 
period 25/.0 62.0 496.5 631.5 169.5 

Assuming that, on an avera,-^,  40  per cent of the capital costs :rould 

be met  from local currency,  come $3.7  billion and w6.8 billion foreign 

exchange vould be reruired annually in the respective periods.      Further 

assuming that,  on an average,  5C per cent of these amounts rould be 

financed through Medium- and lone-term loans,  forei,'^i resources reruired to 

finance the steel industry in the developing countries (not  including China) 

•.ould be of the order of  ,2 billion  in the period  1975-1985,  and C4 billion 

in the  period   1986-2000. 

:\'¿ a comparison,  reference is made to tne fio-   of financial resources 

from selected developed countries •"   to developing countries and multi- 

lateral  institutions  .hici. amounted  to 126.8 billion in 1974 and an estimated 

2/ Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,  Finland,  France,  Germany 
(Fed. Rep.),    Italy, Japan, Iletherlands, Ilei: Zealand, Ilorviay,  Sweden, 
I: itzerland, United Kingdom and United States. 

- 
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C37«5 billion in 19751 a•1 comprised both official and private net 

disbursements. ->    The sharp increase from  1974 to  1975 was linked with 

the rise in private export credits from $2.5 billion to £6.2 billion. 

In determining the total capital expenditure,  consideration should 

be given to the cost  of establishing or adapting the infrastructure: 

these costs, however, have not been entered into in depth in the study, 

ov/ing to their high degree of variance. 

-*    World Bank Annual Report  1976, table _}, p. 100. 

L 
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ühapter II 

WORLD STEEL PRODUCTION AND  CONSUMPTION TO THE YEAR  2000 

A.       FORECAST TO   1985 AND  2000 

In this chapter,  steel Droduction and consumption are projected to the 

year I985» and alternative growth variants are given  for the year 2000.    In 

addition to the specific approach adopted in this study, various other fore- 

casting methods are discussed.     Steel  production and consumption projections 

are presented for economic groups and  geographical regions.     Of the significant 

determinant factors,  particular  consideration was given to  long-term production 

and consumption trends and t<   new steel  capacities planned  in  specific countries. 

Also presented are the results   of a quantitative investigation into historical 

steel production and consumption  patterns     Owinp to the strict schedule for 

this study, the preliminary quantitative findings could not  be incorporated in 

the projection,   though the methodology used may serve as an  input to the 

development of a more sophisticated projection procedure. 

Patterns  in steel production 

Steel-making has long been   regarded as the traditional  foundation for the 

development of heavy industry.     Historically,   the industry's  growth rate has 

tended to be rapid during the  early or formative phase,  only  to decline or 

become negative in later periods  of development.   The  long-term growth pattern 

of the iro-  and steel  sector usually provides a clear demarcation between the 

industry's early and mature phases  of development.    Consequently,  growth rates 

for iron and steel production  differ widely between countries where  the industry 

is in its mature phase and those  where  steel  production has  only recently started. 

The steel industry has gradually  spread fr >m traditional  European centres 

to other developed countries and,   in   recent decades,   to developing countries. 

The global share of the traditional  steel producers has generally decreased 

while world totals have increased.    For example, in the period  1936—1938, 

Western Europe and North America accounted for over 70 per cent of crude steel 

production, and the USSR,  with   over  I4 per cent of world output,  was also a 

prominent producer.    By way of contrast, Japan accounted for less than 5 per 

cent of world production,  while  the developing countries'   share amounted to 

only 1 per cent.-/ 

l/    Stahl und Ten, v'iX'j,   Number   ',;,  p.   5Ó8. 
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Since 1945» the geographical  pattern of steel production has undergone 

major changes which  reflect  the type of long-term growth  pattern  described 

above.    In 1974, the developing countries«   share in world steel  production was 

5-1  per cent (as against  1.6 per cent in  1955),  while Japan's share increased 

from  3.5 per cent to   16.5 per cent  over the  same period.-^    This consistent 

pattern constitutes a useful,  although by no means infallible,   guide to the 

future scenario of world production.    Thus far,  the production pattern has been 

roughly similar from one country to another,  a characteristic which also lends 

itself to forecasting exercises. 

Forecasting future development 

In planning future steel production capacity for a plant,  country,   or 

group of countries,   the first step must be to make projections for the markets 

the new capacity will  serve.¿*     These projections should be made in terms of 

specific steel products such as plates, bars,   structurais,  wire,   sheets and 

piping.    In planning for a specific plant,   attention to product detail  is 

essential (exact grades and  sizes).    Por national   or sub-regional planning, 

however,  product detail need not be  so precise.    The planning can bp carried out 

on the basis  of expected total  steel consumption,   which is usually expressed 

in terms of raw steel  equivalents  (i.e. the consumption of steel  products 

divided by a factor of 0.7  or a little higher). 

In the case of the present study, it was found impractical  to attempt 

forecasts in terms of broad product categories.    Detailed product information 

will  be necessary for planning at project or national levels.    The method 

normally employed for a study of this nature is the  sectoral approach,  according 

to which future production is  forecast for specific  steel-consuming industries 

such as construction,   machinery, automobiles and shipbuilding,  often in  relation 

to the estimated gross national product.    Steel consumption factors,  generally 

based on past experience, are established for each consuming industry,  whence 

envisioned steel requirements can be derived. 

2/   See Table  1.     (Numbered tables are to be found at the end of this Chapter.) 

¿/    This study distinguishes between projections of demand and consumption 
on the basis of the model employed in the projection exercise.    Ideally, 
a projection of demand ìB preferable to one of consumption, and where the 
model uses income and/or price variables,   the result are referred to as a 
demand forecast.    In those cases where the model isa simple extrapolation 
of previous consumption trends, the results are described aB projected or 
expected consumption. 

h 
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Unfortunately, however, this method, although generally considered to be 

highly effective,   supplying as it does the type of product detail described 

above, is also the most time-consuming,   requiring voluminous data    inputs - 

particularly when it is applied to more  than one country.    And it often happens 

that the required date are not available,   especially from developing countries. 

Thus,  for planning at the project  level,   the method is extremely useful,  but 

it is beyond the scope of a broad study  such as the present one. 

In developing the model upon which  the forecasts given in this study are 

based,  projections by the International  Iron and Steel Institute (iISl), 

Brussels,  were taken as the starting point.    The USI  projections,  in turn,  are 

based on the steel-intensity method,  which relates steel  intensity - defined 

as steel  consumption per unit of gross national  product (GNP)   or gross domestic 

product  (GDP) - to GNP per capita.    By combining steel-intensity factors with 

forecasts  of population and GNP levels,   it is possible to arrive at projections 

of steel consumption for countries,  groups of countries,  and the entire world.^ 

The figures were adjusted to reflect developments that have taken place in the 

industry since the original USI  forecasts were carried out in   1971-1972 and 

projected on the basis of expected growth potential in the developing countries, 

together with complementary information derived from national  development plans. 

Other inputs included the information gathered by UNIDO in the  course of its 

technical assistance activities over the past decade. 

The economic fluctuations that occurred between 1972 and  1976 were taken 

into account, as was information that was not available to the original USI 

forecasters.    Among the non-quantitative factors considered in the revision, 

planned expansion and investment  in the  iron and steel industry were accorded 

particular importance.    This information was compiled on a country-by-country 

basis,  often at the project level.    National demand projections were also con- 

sidered,  as were production estimates and the intention to produce for both 

domestic and/or foreign markets.    As the information from various sources re- 

garding planned rates of capacity and possibilities of project delays diverged 

somewhat,  it had to be analysed in the light of past experience to determine 

its worth as an input to the projections,  it being remembered that the estab- 

lishment of iron and steel complexes can take up to ten years. 

4/      0":'D  - Forecasting Cteel Consumption.  Paris,   1974.    USI  - Projection 85, 
Brussels,   1972.     World steel demand for 1985 is projected according to 
the Brussels method. 

k 
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Two world growth paths,  corresponding to growth ratee of 3 and 4 per 

cent of world steel production and consumption,  were assumed for the period 

1985-2OOO.    Available information on planned expansion and historical patterns 

of consumption and production,  growth rates for the various economic groups and 

geographical regions have been used. 

The fundamental assumption is that the global growth rate of production/ 

consumption will  drop from the levels achieved in 1955-74 to 3.8 per cent in 

1975-85,  to settle between the 3 per cent low and 4 per cent high indicated 

above.    Both growth rates were considered in relation to country groupings, 

consideration being taken of percentage changes in world production and consump- 

tion.     Per capita consumption and production figures were used to test the 

impact  of the various growth rates on the level  of steel consumption and pro- 

duction.     One production variant was elaborated on a country and sub-regional 

basis (Africa,  Asia and Latin America for the years  I985 to 2000).    The re- 

sults are considered alternative scenarios,  on the basis of which a quantita- 

tive assessment can be made of various growth expectations and their impact on 

resource consumption and capital requirements.    In this context,   special consi*- 

deration was given to the views expressed in the Lima Declaration and Plan of 

Action. 

Consumption and production in I985 

In its original forecast,  USI estimated that  1,144 million tons of steel 

would be produced in  1985.    Though the forecast was carried out in full aware- 

ness of the pattern of previous cyclical fluctuations,   the subsequent boom of 

1973-74,   and the suddenness and severity of the  1975-76 recession,   made a slight 

reduction necessary.     This recession was equivalent to the elimination of all or 

part of one year's growth from the long-range picture.    Thus,  the original 

forecasts constituted an over-estimate of the  order of 10 per cent. 

It is far more difficult to evaluate the  possible extent of future changes 

in the price and availability of the various inputs for steel production.    In 

the long term,   this will probably be somewhat negative for steel consumption, 

but not markedly so. 

With respect to the substitution of materials such as aluminium, plastics 

and concrete for steel,   the easiest and most logical substitutions may have 

already taken place, and these are fully reflected in the data for past periods 

upon which future projections are based.    The rate of substitution is likely to 
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be lower in the future,  hence substitute materials may find increasingly less 

application.    Furthermore, although the costs of other materials relative to 

steel have been low for many years,   this trend now seems to be declining and 

may even reverse.    The plastics and aluminium industries may have reached 

maturity and their rate of technological advance is slowing down and becoming 

more comparable to that of the steel  industry. 

In the light of the above,  a slight reduction in the USI forecast  of 

1,144 million tons for  1985 might appear justified.    According to the methodology 

used in the present  study,  some  1,069  million tons of steel production/consumption 

are expected for  I985,   corresponding to a 3.8 per cent annual growth rate in 

world steel demand between 1974 and  1985.^    The growth rates of steel  consump- 

tion and production in the different groups of countries would be the following: 

(Per cent] 

Consumption Production 

Western Europe 2.7 2.2 
EEC 2.3 1.7 
Other Western Europe 3.9 4.6 

Eastern Europe (excluding USSR) 4.2 4.0 
USSR 3.1 3.4 
North America 2.5 2.0 

USA 2.4 2.0 
Canada 2.8 2.0 

Oceania 3.6 2.0 
Japan 3.6 3-7 

Average,   developed coutries 3.0 

6.7 

2.8 

China 7-5 
Africa 6.5 23.3 
Asia 7.7 11.2 
Latin America 8.2 11.2 

Average,  developing countries-' Ila 12.0 

South Africa and Rhodesia 4.5 6.5 

World Total 3.8 3.8 

Source:    UNIDO estimates. 

a/    Not including China. 

¿/    While the present study was under preparation, USI published a prelimi- 
nary corrected estimate for 1985 of  1,058 million tons.    (Discussion paper: 
"Some economic aspects",  Annex 3, USI, Annual Meeting and Conference, 
10-13 October  1976.)    The reason given is different,  however.    The de- 
crease is derived from the better yield of steel-making connected with 
the spread of continuous casting.    This means that USI has de facto not 
changed its consumption forecast for  1981) for the time being. 
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In general,   the share of the developed countries in world steel con- 

sumption will probably continue to decrease,  although  some countries are 

expected to maintain,  or slightly increase,  their particular levels.    The 

share of the developing countries will  probably reach  I5.9 per cent in I985 

(compared with 10.5 per cent in  1974).    In I985,   steel  consumption per capita 

will be of the order of 700 kg in the developed countries,  a level  that compares 

with consumption in the United States and Japan in,  1974.      The geographical 

pattern of world steel consumption for I985 (Figure l)     demonstrates the 

substantial percentage increases forecast for the developing countries in the 

three geographical regions.    Consumption per capita projected for Latin 

America in 1985 is expected to be roughly comparable with the levels achieved 

in Eastern Europe in the mid-1950s,  whereas the per capita figures for 

developing countries in the other two regions would be considerably lower tnan 

recent levels in the developed countries.^ 

In view of the probable production pattern in I985,  the major net steel 

exporters (EEC and Japan)  are not expected to expand their share in total 

world exports beyond the present levels.    At the same time,   the present im- 

balance between production and consumption common to developing countries 

'.'ill  probably be  redressed.      In  1985,  production in both developed and developing 

countries vili be   largely determined by existing capacities as ;:ell  as by those 

investment  projects currently under preparatior  or in the course of execution. 

Except  for '.'estera Europe (not   including the EEC)  and Eastern Europe,  the 

developed countries'  share in vorld production will  probably decrease in the 

period  1974-1985«       It is estimated that production in the developing countries 

will represent   11.7 per cent of  world total in  1985.  2/     The increases in the 

shares of each of the three developing regions are shovm in Figure 2,  together 

vàth corresponding shifts  in the   shares of the developed market and centrally 

planned ec  nomies. 

It is  not  expected that the dev loping countries   .ill be able to expand 

their steel capacities so as to match their estimated  consumption requirements 

of 170 million tons in 1985.      Even an ambitious annual growth rate of 12 

per cent cannot  result in production    greater than  125 million tons    by 

6/ 

2/ 

8/ 

See Table 4. 

Ibid. 

See Table  1. 
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9/ 
1985,* which means that the net import of crude steel equivalents will 

probably exceed 40 million tons of steel in that year. Compared with the 

38.1 million tons imported in 1974, this quantity seems to offer no absolute 

improvement in terms of the developing countries« steel deficit. 

Figure 1. Geographical pattern of world steel consumption 
(Per cent shares) 

Western Europe 

Eastern Europe and USSR 

North America 

Japan 

Oceania 

China 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin America 

• , 955 

2/   A more detailed analysis of the development potentials of sub-regions 
and countries are given later in the Annex to this Chapter. 
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Growth of steel consumption and production, developed countries.   1985-2000 

The growth paths of 3 and 4 per cent for world steel production and 

consumption are shown in Tables 5 and 6.    These postulated growth rates 

compare with rates of approximately 5 per cent in I955-I974,  and an assumed 

rate of 3.8 per cent for the period 1975-1985.-=2/ 

Figure 2.    Geographical pattern of world steel production 
(Per cent  shares) 

1985 

10/ See Table, page 32. 

L 
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(Per cent) 

Consumption Production 

1955-74 4.7 4.9 
1965-74 4-4 4.6 
1975-85 (expected) 3.0 2.8 
1986-2000 (hypothetical) 

Grov.-th 
Variant 

Growth 
Variant 

I a 1.5 A 1 1.8 
I b 2.0 A 2 1.5 

II a 2.0 B 1 3.1 
II b 2.5 B 2 2.6 

Source:    Tables lf 2t St and f, 

Postulated growth rates in the developed countries for the period 

I986-2OOO are shown in the table above.    Consumption growth rates of 2 per 

cent or below are roughly equivalent to those achieved by the United States 

during the period 1955-1974.    By way of contrast,  the USSR, Eastern Europe, 

and the EEC countries have enjoyed a growth rate more than double that  of 

the United States during the past two decades,  while Japan's growth rate was 

7-9 times that of the United States during the same period.    On the basis of 

these historical trends, an average growth rate of 2 per cent was thought 

reasonable,  although a rate of 2.5 per cent cannot be excluded. 

As for the possible pattern of steel production in the developed 

countries,  indicative growth rates were assumed of roughly the same magnitude 

as those adopted for steel consumption (see table above).    Variation    in 

growth rates among developed countries was not consi lered and,  for the purposes 

of this study,  the same rate of growth was assumed for each sub-group.-il/ 

Shown below are the consumption/production ratios for all developed 

countries in the period 1955-1974 together with hypothesized results for I985 

and 2000, which were derived using the assumptions indicated above: 

11/   See Table 6. 
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Per cent 

1955 95.3 
I960 95-4 

1970 95-3 

1974 93.1 

1985 94.6 

2000 A 1 - - 1 b 97.2 

B 2 - - II b 94.4 

Source;    Tables 1,   2,   5 and 6. 

One alternative (Production variant Al and consumption variant lb)   for 

2000 would result in a narrower margin for net  steel exports,  whereas 

opportunities for additional exports would be greater in the case of the 

second alternative (B2-IIb).    Since similar growth rates were used for each 

sub-group  of developed countries,  the expected net  export or import per- 

formance of the groups remained unchanged. 

Tn the  light of these assumptions,   projected steel production in the 

developed countries would range from a low of lf142 million tons (variant 

Al)  to a high of 1,373 million tons  (variant Bl)   in the year 2000.   .--co-Vi .^-ly, 

the developed countries«   share in worlc5   steel production may drop from the 

82 per cent projected for  I985 to 69-71  per cent by 2000. 

Additional insights into future consumption patterns may be gained by 

examining trends in consumption per capita.    The results of this examination 

provide further justification for the assumed steel consumption growth  rates 

in the developed countries.    As mentioned before,   steel  consumption per capita 

in the United States and Japan amounted to almost  700 kg in 1974.    In the 

United States it has exceeded 600 kg for most years in the past two decades 

(see Table 4),  reaching a high of 68O kg in 1974-     The consumption pattern in 

Japan is distinctly different, however,   ranging from 206 kg in I960 to 695  kg 

in I974.     In the long run,   per capita consumption levels of 900 kg or more are 

not inconceivable.     In fact,  such a figure will probably be indicative  of 

average steel consumption in most developed countries by the year 2000. 

If the assumed steel  consumption growth rates of 2.0 and 2.5 per cent are 

applied to present per capita data for developed countries,  other than the 

United States and Japan,  hypothetical levels are obtained which are roughly 



comparable with  levels at present achieved in those two countries.    Consumption 

levels in the centrally planned economies are expected to exceed the benchmark 

figure of 700 kg per capita by some  17-34 per cent.     Owing to a slow rate of 

population growth,   centrally planned economies in Eastern Europe may reach 

higher levels  of steel consu ption per capita than the USSfi by the year 2000, 

although growt'   rates for total consumption  may be  lower.    Thus,   the per 

capita consumption  figures implied by  the assumed growth  rates would appear 

to fall into an acceptable  range in  light  of present  consumption patterns. 

Growth  of steel consumption and production,   developing 
countries.   1985-2000 

Consumption is assumed to increase 2-4  times faster in the developing 

countries than in  the developed countries over the period 198--2000.    Annual 

consumption and production growth rates for the developing countries are 

shown below :¡n   , er  cent  : 

Consumption Production 

1955-1974 8.3 11.8 
1965-1974 9.9 9.2 
1975-1985 7.8 12.0 
1986-2000 

Grò •t. ürc til 
variant variant 

I a 7.1 A  1 7.7 
I b 5.8 A  2 8.3 

IT a 9.4 B  1 7.8 

IT 8.3 B  2 9.4 

Sourcet     Tables 1,  2, 5 and 6. 

Several  factors are implicit in  the assumed growth  rates for the 

developing regions.     First,  since most of these countries are still  at a 

stage where steel intensity (steel consumption as a proportion of GKP) 

should continue to increase,   the assumed steel consumption rates will 

probably exceed the  corresponding GDP growth  rates.     Secondly, Africa can 

be expected to maintain higher growth  rates than the  other two developing 

regions,  mainly as a consequence of the initially small base upon which 

future growth is measured.    Thirdly,   the growth  rates  for Asia and Latin 

America are expected to be approximately equal. 



With regard to steel production,   the assumed ¿rowth rates range from 

7.7  to 9.4 per cent  for   the developing countries.    As  shown in the table below, 

the scenario calls for a production increase in excess  of 200 per cent between 

I974 and 1985.    A similar proportionate increase would have to occur between 

I986 and 2000.    According to these scenarios,  the developing countries'   share 

in steel  production would range from  22.7 to 25.0 per cent,   while their share 

in world steel consumption could vary  from 23.7 to 34.0 per cent. 

Production 
Millions           Percentage 
of tons               share in 

world total 

Consumption 
Killions 
of tons 

Percentage 
share in 

world total 

1974 

1985 

¿000      j Low    (A) 
.Hie*  h) 

36.1 

I25.O 

378.0 
481.0 

5.1 

11.7 

22.7 
25.O 

74.2 

170.0 

395.0 
655.O 

IO.5 

I5.9 

23.7 
34. c 

Source: Tables 1, 2,   5 and 6. 

Despite such impressive rates of  growth,  production is not likely to  prove 

adequate to satisfy steel demand in  the developing countries as a whole in  the 

year 2000.     The historical and hypothesized trends in  the production/consumption 

ratio between 1955 and 2000 derived from the various growth scenarios are  shown 

below: 
Per cent 

1955 26.2 
i960 42.7 
1965 5I.6 
1970 59.4 
1974 48.7 
1985 73.5 
2000 Al-Ib 

A 2-1 a 
Bl-IIb 

95.7 
87.8 
68.8 

B2-IIa 

es  1,   2,  5 and 6 

73.4 

Source: Tabi 

L 
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In the course of industrialization,  steel consuming sectors have tended 

to grow faster than the domestic steel-making capacities.    However,  ii, the 

developing countries,   some exceptions to this general  relationship between 

consumption and production may be expected.    A number of developing countries 

in Asia,  Africa,  Latin America and the Middle East are amply endowed with 

both natural and financial resources,   favourable geographical  locations and 

limited local   steel consumption.    These countries have the potential  to 

develop into significant net exporters,   provided that they can obtain access 

to foreign martcets.    Assuming that the main factor influencing production 

levels up to the year 2000 will be consumption in the developing countries 

themselves,  an expanded role may be anticipated for these countries as steel 

exporters. 

The indices for per capita steel consumption derived from the growth 

scenarios are shown below.    By 2000,  consumption per capita \ .11 have increased 

substantially regardless of the growth scenario considered. 

12£ 

132 
169 
177 

4. 

(1974 = 100) 
2000 

Africa 
Asia 
Latin America 

Low (A) 

274 
279 
273 

High (B) 

389 
397 
391 

Source:    Table 

Steel consumption per capita was calculated for only two alternatives. 

The resultant averages for the developing countries correspond approximately 

to the per capita steel  consumption levels of countries in Western Europe 

(excluding EEC)  in 1955 and I960 (109  and 145 kg respectively).    Figures 

for Latin America relating to 2000 would appear to correspond to average 

levels achieved in Western Europe in the 1960s,  while the level of consumption 

in Asia would be comparable with those achieved ir. Western Europe (excludi-.g 

EEC) and Japan in 1955•    The higher growth rates estimated for Africa in this 

period would not affect its lag ir per capita consumption relative to the other 

developing regions. 

J 
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Sub-regional distribution of steel-making capacities in Africat Asia 
and Latin America,   l?85-2000 

The cteel-making capacity required to achieve the production level? 

elaborated for I985  and 2OO0 provides a basis for the  estimation of 

capital requirement.     The possible  sub-regional  distribution of steel- 

making capacities using available information on present plans,  projects 

and intentions contributed to the development of the scenarios presented 

above. 

The capacity estimates  for I985 are mostly based on project information 

and national development  plans.    Necessary lead-times,   delays in implementation, 

amoiguous definitions of capacity,  and other uncertainties may limit the value 

of such an approach.     This information,   however,  was used as a starting point 

to the identification of possible  development paths.—' 

Project  schedules,   expected capacities, national  development plans and 

regional estimates were not explicitly or automatically incorporated into the 

work.    In any event,   the time-horizon of this study exceeds the limits of 

governmental or project planning.     The information was used to indicate future 

capacity distribution,  at  regional and sub-regional levels.    It is a tentative 

assessment  reflecting hypotheses and ic not intended to be an explicit 

indication of government  or corporate thinking.    The assessment was made on 

V\'~  barsi:;  <••{': 

(a) Information c: 

- Preparatory and construction  stages of raw steel-making projects; 

- National  development plans; 

- Government intentions and priorities. 

(b) Performance analysis: 

- Co-parison of production capacity targets with average steel 
consumpti ^r in  1972-1974,  and known growth  rates; 

- Conpari son of productior capacity targets with previous pro- 
duction performance and  cap~?ity utilization. 

(c) ^xaninatior. of determinant  factors: 

- Availability  of financial  resources; 

- Availability  of energy and  raw materials; 

- General  infrastructure,   in physical and human terms. 

(d) International  contesti 

- Export  markets; 

12-'    A oountry-by-cov.r.try suTnrry of the  salient features of these plans is 
provided in the An  er to this Chapter. 

- 
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- Comparison with  other estimates  from regional  and international 
sources; 

- Comparison  of  steel  consumption  per capita and production  levels 
with  figures  from other countries  or répons. 

The  sub-regi   nal  classification used in  the tables is purely geographical 

and does not correspond to any political  or economic groupings.—'     Though 

the sub-groups are incidental in this sense,   the geographic proximity of 

neighbouring countries may  lead to various   forms of co-operation and comple- 

mentarity in the  establishment  of production capacities within a sub-region, 

owing to  the high  transport costs and  economies of scale characteristic   of 

the iron and steel  industry.    Such complementarity can be established  both 

in the primary production  of steel,   and  in  the  stages  of forming and shaping 

primary steel into a variety of finished products. 

In some cases,  the sub-regional or national development potentials are 

of interregional   significance,   as indicated  by developments in North Africa, 

the Kiddle East,  East Asia,  and Latin America.     Such projects or plans are 

the outcome of a favourable combination  of financial and natural  resources. 

The raw steel-making capacities of Africa,   Asia and Latin America in  the 

years  1965-2OOO are summarized  below.     (For sub-regional  distribution,   .co 

Tables 7,   8 and ).) 

(billion tons) 

196^ 1975-^ mi 2000 

Africa 0.4 1.0 16o 58.0 

Asia 10.0 20.0 66 ó 198.0 

Latin America 10.0 22.0 70.3 19O.O 

20.4 

8 and 9. 

4.Ì.0 153.3 446.0 

Source:     Tables 7f 

a/    Estimates,   based on 80 per cent   operating rate. 

b/     Estimates,  based on 85  per cent  operatin•: rate. 

In order to attain  the expected capacity of  153-3 million tons by  1985, 

11  million tons of new steel capacity must be installed annually.    For the 

developing countries,   this annual growth  should double in the period  1906- 

2C00,   to  reach 446.0 million ton:-- of steel-naking capacity by the end  of the 

century. 

13/    This .Trouping of countries corresponds to the one used by  the Population 
Division,   Department   of Economic and Social Affairs  of the United Kation; 
Secretariat  in "Selected VI ori d De-io^raphic Indicators by  countries,   1>M- 
2000".     ESA/P/W    p.   V),   28 Kay  197:. 
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retool-mc2: in £ capacity ic defined ac tlio production of cruoc or 

ra1: steel,  vh-ich has not yet been rolled,  and  is usually in tJ.c  forr of 

in~ots,  blooms, billots,   or slabs.      An appreciable  proportion of invest- 

nent  in the steel  industry is made in millinr,   finishing, and  processes 

not  nccccor.ri]" intcTated with raw ctcei-ir.akin",   euch as production  of 

plates,   r..ootG, barn,  an.-les or shaper,.       In t do (Jj.apter,  reference  ìG 

not naac to investment  in these  fields,  nor ìG  it reflected  in tr.e  tabic 

beiov,   re -ardi ess whether they are attached to primary steel-r.ial:in • 

operations  or carried out  separately. 

Expansion of raw Bteel-making opacities,  developing regions;     1965-2000-/ 

(Millions  of tons) 

1965-75 1976-85 1986-2OOO 

Africaf  growth in period 

Average annual  growth 

Asia,   growth in period 

Average annual  growth 

Latin America,  growth in period 

Average annual growth 

All  developing countries,  growth in 
period 

Average annual growth 

0.6 I5.5 4I.5 

0.06 1.6 2.8 

10.0 46.5 I3I.5 

1.0 4-7 8.8 

12.0 48.O 120.0 

1.2 4.8 r'.O 

22.6 110.0 293.0 

2.3 11.0 19o 

Source;    Tables 7i  8 and 9. 

a/    Por replacement costs not included in this table,   see Chapter VI 

L 
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The rate of operation  indicates the production level in relation to 

full  capacity.      At  a regional  level) a 90 per cent rate of operation is 

considered favourable.      Owing to the difficulty of bringing newly installed 

capacities fully on stream,  operational  rates may vary  from 75 "to 90 per 

cent  in developing regione with a high rate of investment in new steel 

plants.      In core circumstances,  however,  the rates of operation may be 

louer•      I'Yurthernoro, market conditions as vieil as the continuity of supply 

oí' coal, coke,  electricity,  oil and ore  influence the rate of operation. 

The production levels indicated below may be considered feasible in the 

developing countries by  19Ö5 and  2000. 

Operating and production levels in raw 
steel-making, developing countries 

1985 

Operating rate 

Per cent 80    90 

Production level 

Millions of tons 123   138 

2000 

80 85 90 

357        379       401 

The dynamics of steel-making capabilities 

In the present context,  steel-making capabilities are discussed  in 

terns of a region's or country's production capacity,  and expressed in 

per capita terms.       Accordingly,  the steel-making capabilities  of countries 

and  regions nay be defined in such relative terms as low (up to  100 kg per 

capita),  medium (1OI-4OO kg per capita),   and high (over 4OO kg per capita). 

In 1975,  all  sub-regions,  except Eastern Asia (101  kg per capita),  fell 

into the lou category.      The range of per capita capabilities was quite 

varied, houcver.       ?or exemple,  five African and tuo Asian cub-regions had 

steel-making capabilities  of no more than  15 kg per capita, uhereas the 

kidule Dast  and Turkey as well as various Latin American sub-regions  uere 

to be  found among the higher sub-groups within the low category. 

J 
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By  198% Eastern Asia,  South-West Asia, and the three Latin 

American sub-regions may have reached the medium level.      None of the 

Asian sub-rct~ions  is expected to remain at the lowest level, while both 

North and '..est Africa may move to higher sub-groups within the low 

category. 

By 2000, the  southern sub-region of Latin America is expected to have 

achieved production capabilities exceeding 4OO kg per capita, while North 

Africa, East and South liest Asia as well  as the two other Latin American 

sub-groups will  nave attained medium production capability (IOI-40O kg per 

capita).      Half of the sub-regions, however, vail probably still remain 

in the  low production jutegory, though within the higher sub-groups thereof. 

Lonfi-term trends in world steel consomption and production 

In addition to the data presented earlier on the planned expansion 

of the steel industry, careful attention was given to long-term trends in 

world  steel consumption and    production while developing the scenarios 

discussed above.       The results of this    analysis served as inputs for the 

assuriptions regarding growth rates at the global, regional and sub-regional 
levels. 

The implicit  assumption maintained throughout this Chapter has been 

that  rorld steel consumption will in the  long-term coincide with production. 

For the short tern,  it has been generally assumed that the relationship 

between steel consumption and production will vary,but  systematically. 

Fif-ures 3 and 4  show the pattern of steel consumption and production in several 

countrie  ,  regione and economic groupings.      A comparison of the consumption 

and  production paths offers a clear indication of trade patterns and  shifts 

from net  exporter to net importer status in certain cases. 

Between 1955 and 1974,  the EEC and Japan consistently maintained 

significant trade  surpluses.      In 1974,  for example, Japan exported over 

35 per cent of its total production, while the EEC figure was in excess of 

18 per cent.      As  shown in Figure 3, the United States shifted from net  steel 

exporter status to that of net steel importer over the same period. 

In many other developed countries, the general trend has been for steel 

production to keep pace with the increase in domestic demand.      In the case 

of the centrally planned economies, their share in both world production 

and consumption has risen in the past two decades, reaching 26 per cent in 

1974. 

L 
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With regard to the developing countries, the gains in steel production 

heve not  substantially altered the fact that this economic group has relied 

heavily on steel imports.    Production increased from 16.4 million tons in 

I965 to  36.1 million tons in  1974.    Simultaneously, steel consumption rose 

from 31.8 million tons to 74.2 million tons. 

.»it.h regard to per capita levels of steel consumption, anticipated 

levels  for 1985 and  2000 have been discussed earlier.       Historically, 

cteel   consumption per capita almost doubled in the developed countries 

between   19S5 and  1974,   increasing from 279 to 549 kg per capita.      By 

-..-ay  of contrast,  the corresponding figures for the developing countries 

wore  only ¡> per cent   of the  average achieved in the developed countries 

in   1955  and 6.9 per cent in   1974.       In absolute terms,  the rap between 

tnc (ievcioped and developing countries was larger in  1974 than it had been 

two decades earlier.      The general distribution of steel consumption per 

capita  indicates that more than 60 per cent of the world's population 

achieved levels of 50 hg or  less,  and 42  per cent  of world population 

only  achieved level s  of 30 kg or less in   1974. —*' 

In   -onerai,  per capita  steel consumption is thought to be  a particularly 

useful   indicator of economic development and the stage of industrialization. 

Considerable empiasi a uas attached to per capita trends  in the course  of 

developing the assumptions presented in the various grovrth scenarios. 

Certain qualifications, however,  should be added    with regard to the 

interpretation of per capita figures.      One limitation arises  from the 

Tact that different  quantities of steel are expressed in terms  of a 

common  physical unit,  and variation in the steel  quantity across countries 

can :iean that this unit of measure is sometimes distorted.      Furthermore, 

technical progrecs can lead to a lower use of steel per unit of output 

in many  inuustries,  and this trend may not be reflected in per capita 

figures.      Bearing these points in mind,   per capita consumption figures 

have been utilized in tire present  study for purposes of verifying cone  of the 

trends  implied  in the grovrth  scenarios at  the national  and regional  levels. 

T..C nain determinants  of steel consumption 

^he pattern of steel demand  in a devciopec. market  economy   is  illustrates 

by I'i-ure 5 on the basis of steel consumption statistics for the United 

in;uor.. Approximately 74.3 per cent  of the steel was allocated to the 

¿ce Table 4. 

Iron and Steel  Industry,  Annual Statistics  for tnc Unitcc .angue-:;, 
. •     3 -  6.'r. 

* 
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Figure |5.      Distribution of steel consumption according 
to the main sectors of the economy 

-VUNlrdG 

Û*S, O.ÍCTKJCITV, 

WATER.   12 % 

C a *i S f*D CT i o <vj 

TRANSPORT /      "-»^ ô'4/£ 

i>3 

Source;    Iron and Steel Industry, Annual Statistics  for the United 
Kingdom, pp.  63-64. 
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manufacturing industries, 8.4 per cent to construction, and 2.8 per cont 

to mining.      For purposes of the present study, this type of relationship 

•-as thought to be roughly indicative  of steel consumption patterns  in 

most developed countries. 

The manufacturing industry is the predominant  steel consumer:     a 

ornali  increase  in the  size of the manufacturing sector can lead to a 

disproportionately larger increase in the demand of steel.       This 

relationship between steel demand and the growth of manufacturée is 

lihely to bo oven more exaggerated in the developing countries, and an 

analysis:   is given later in this Chapter. 

The  specific steel  intensity of the various sectors may chance in 

tine ov/mg to the following factors:     steel  consumers' better use  of 

steel;     improvement in the  quality of steel;     new substitutes for  steel 

appear,     and  old ones  improve. 

In the medium term,  patterns of steel  consumption and production arc 

determined by the variations  in over-all industrial  and economic activity 

rc.-vltin ; in steel cycles some four years in duration.     The last cycle end cu 

••ith t..c decj) recession  in the third  caiartcr of 1975.      These fluctuations 

arc linked ;;ith the fact that   steel demand  is a derived demand which depends 

on the  output  in various steel-consuming sectors of the economy. 

B.       QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS,   1950-I973 

The methodology for analysing iron and steel production 

The  steel  sector plays a prominent role  in the industrial development 

of nost  countries.      Its importance is a natural consequence of typical 

changes  in the pattern of aggregate demand which occur in the course of 

economic development  or growth.      Creation of the necessary infrastructure 

(in construction and transportation,   for example) usually accompanies, or 

even precedes,  a country's industrial development.       The demand for  steel 

products  increases substantially and  is a prominent  feature  of over-all 

industrial  recruirenents  in the  initial  phase.      At   first,  growth  in denanu 

is often  satisfied through imports,  and it  is not unusual,  therefore,  for 

the steel   industry to be one  of the  first industries to receive government 

encoiira-ement through  import   substitu+ion prolamines. 
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In more advanced phases of development, the demand for steel  prodnete 

continues to grow as countries begin to manufacture for export and produce 

intermediate industrial supplies and/or capital goods for the domestic 

market.      Although its relative importance varies systematically  with  levels 

of development attained, the iron and steel sector remains a major 

contributor    to over-all growth throughout most  of the development  process. 

The fact that the steel inluctry has always esibiteci a marked tendency to fello; 

a growth pattern closely related to the level of industrialization has 

influenced the choir-  of methodology used in this study. 

The methodology adopted draws heavily on the structuralist approach 

to sectoral development ¿T,  2, Ç', U in which it is presumed that the 

sectoral production pattern is largely a function of differences in 

countries'  levels of income.      Universal factors,  involving both supply and 

demand,   are thought to contribute to systematic variations in the growth 

pattern of steel production as over-all development takes place.       These 

factors can be summarized as follows: 

(a) Similar variation in the composition of demand for consumer and 

investment goods with rising per capita income; 

(b) Availability of similar production technologies; 

(c) Similar patterns of resource allocation among industry,  agriculture 

and services as per capita income increases. 

The two versions of the structural mcdel employed in the industrial 

context are: 

A: lnx = a + b lny + c In N 

and 

Bs lnx = a + b lny + c In N + d (lny)2 

where :c = per capita value added by iron aud steel j-H/    y = g^g domestic 

product   (GDP)  per capita;    and N = population in millions. 

Gross domestic product  per capita serves as an over-all index of 

development:     it is thought to be a major determinate of the demand pattern 

for steel over tine.      The distribution of total demand among investment, 

government consumption and private consumption changes with the level of 

16/     References, page 74. 

V¡J     Value added at  factor cost in  1970 dollars was used.      The définit 1er. cf 
the iron and steel sector conforms to that used in the III International 
Standard Industrial Classification (iSIC 37 l). 
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per capita income and thun has a significant   impact  on the demand   for 

steel.      Uith ro¿-ard to supply, the level   of  per capita income tend? 

to be closely related to the relative coi/ts  of labour and capital   inputs; 

it  is thus  indicative  of the production growth path in capital-intensive 

sectors,  such as   iron and steel. 

The second  independent variable,   population,  alloi.c for the  effect 

of economies of  scale.      Together with  per capita income,  it  provides 

a means of measuring the influence of market   size and the ii portance of 
13/ economies  of scale to the iron and steel  sector.-—J 

The equations cited above were calculated for 40 - 50 countries.-^ 

using annual data on value added by the  iron and steel sector during the 

period  1960-1973«       The régressions were calculated for the total   country 

sample and  for the following sub-groups:     developing countries;     developed 

market economies;     large countries;     and  small  countries.      The  latter two 

groups which are  frequently found in studies  of structural  change  are det- 

ermined according to their populations;     lar¡ge countries being defined as 

those   with a population of at  least   15 million in  1965» and  small  countries 

as those with a population of less than  15 million.—'    Examining- the data 

in this fashion provides additional  insight     into the relationship between 

growth of the iron and steel sector, domestic market size ana economies 

of scale. 

Structural models such as this are not  intended to yield normative 

conclusions.      The results indicate average or "normal" grovrth paths for 

the iron and steel  sector;    they refer to what can be anticipated  on the 

18/     A third variable is traditionally included (lny)    for statistical 
reasons.       The typical grovrth path  for  steel production is  widely 
believed to be non-linear.      In order to test uniformity in   the grovrth 
paths of different  countries, the  log quadratic torn is employed to 
take account  of possible non-linearities.     ¿T, pp.  143-145   and 2,  p. 395^7 

19/      The number of countries varied from year to year according to the data 
available. 

20/      This distinction is largely arbitrary,   and the results are  not  substantially 
altered,  even  if a dividing line of   10  or 20 million is used.       However,   in 
order to provide results comparable with previous studies £^ and 27,  a 
dividing line of 15 million was chosen. 

m 
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basis  of information available.       For projection purposes,  the ,;rci-th 

paths  of countries with the  expected income and  population levels 

provide a useful  reference point.^ 

Oroirth  paths  for .tool product i on 

On the basis of data for  1973,   Figures 6 and  7  illustrate the growth 

paths  of steel   production  m  reject  of countries   arr^ged according to 

economic grouping (developed market   economies and developing countries)   and 

size.       They  summarise the recession recuits,  ar.a  reíate  the average ¿jro;rth 

path  for iron and steel  to increases  in per capite,  income.      The grcn.th 

path  is defined  in terms of value added,  which is  expressed as a percentaje 
of GDP. 

Figure 6  shov:s  iron and  steel   production for developed market 

economies and developing countries.       This  grouping is rourhly écrivaient 

to dividine countries  accordine to their levels of per capita income.       The 

growth  paths are devoted by unbroken lines.      Pew data are available for the 

$600-1,000 per capita income range  (broken line),   and the curves  for thin 

ranee,   therefore,  should be regarded  only as tentative.       In developed market 

economies, value added  by iron and  steel reaches a maximum of about  «.5  per 

cent  of CEDP at  a per capita incor.e  level of 02,000,  whereafter it declines.^ 

In the developing countries,   steel  production increases  steadily throughout 

the 0200-600  ine or.« rar.ee.      Oonparison of the f./o curves  leads tc tho 

conclusion that  during xhe period of transition from "Ó00  to £1,000 per 

capita  income,   gro.rth  in this  sector accelerates relative to average GDP 

growth.     More precise uefinition of this portion of th3 curve is bartered 
by the  lack of data. 

In Figure  7,  gro-th paths  for large and small   countries in the CiCC-^OO 

CDP per capita rar.ge are shown.      Once again,  a portion of the intermediate 

income range r.hould be regarded as tentative for tne reasons .given above.      2oth 

groirth  paths,  however,   are truncated  at income levels ;;herc isolated countries 

£2/ 

By the same token, the structural, models are not intended to rrovid 
mechanical projections. To make a justified estimate of output, c 
information or. the country's econome, institutional ana other pert 
characteristics must be talcen into account, -nd those are only part 
reflected  ir. the  explanatory variables used   m this  study. 

The tendency to decline at high levels of income is due, at least 1 
to changes in the co ntries' over-all economic structure. The aha 
services  in ZÙÏ'  increases rapidly at  these levels.       As a result,   t 
entagc of GIT accounted  for by  total  manu fact uri n    ard b" ir';-  
Doctors defines liner, their -ro;.i;; rate- ...0 not u:;.uh] v'natcl- "t -V 
cervice?   in thic   inoonc   rr-.n-c . *' ^ 
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Figure   6.   Growth path of steel production. 
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23/ have been excluded.—»     Thus, the extremities of the curvos may be 

regarded as reasonable indications of the growth paths. 

Figure 7  demonstrates the extent  to which market  size  and economies 

of scale influence production growth in iron and steel.    At  lower income 

levels, market   size apparently delays the decision to expand domestic steel 

production,  thus forcing the  smaller countries to rely upon steel   inports 

to a large extent.      Once per capita income reaches  C600,   the share of 

iron and steel   in GDP tends to increase sharply.      Once per capita income 

exceeds C800,  the relative importance  of the sector becomes  greater in 

small countries than in large.      There is also eviaer.ee thai at inter- 

mediate levels  of per capita income  (OóCO-SOC) countries begin to  export 

certain basic  steel products. 

The regression results 

Using the two structural  equations cited above, the average percentage 

change in iron and steel production can be estimated on the basis of a 

percentage change in one of the explanatory variables.      In Equation A,  for 

example, a value of 1.28 for the coefficient b implies that, on average,   steel 

production increases by  1.3  per cent   for s. one per cent  increase  in GDP per 

capita.—»     These derivations conform to the traditional  economic  concent  of 
25/ elasticity. —^     In the case of CUP per capita, the figure derived is known 

as a growth elasticity while,  for population, it is? described as a size 

elasticity. 

The table  on page 57 summarizes  the elasticity  estimates for  selected 

time pezñods in each country grouping.      Average elasticities nave been 

estimated for five-year periods during both the initial and terminal phases 

of the time period under study.      This practice (known as  pooling cf cross 

sectional or annual data) has been adopted because  average  patterns cased  on 

23/    Por example, the  gro-.rth  path drawn for large countries does  not take  into 
account  the United States which had a GDP per capita of over '^5^000  in 
1973)  since no other data were  available ir. this range.      A   similar cutoff 
point was applied to isolated countries below the ¿300 per capita level 
in 1973. 

24/    The relationship between GDP por capita and steel production  is slightly 
different   for Vernation 13.      The  concept applied  in this section is dex'inoa 
in more detail  in the description of the table  on page 57« 

25/   Formally,  the elasticity of x en y is defined as: 

E (x,y)   =  perenni .a ~o .1,-, .n~c 
percentage er.ringe in y      \'J¡'J      "      \'j 
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data for several years are generally more suitable indicators than 

equations relating to a single year.-=2/ 

Comparison of the summary results for developed market  economics and 

developing countries provides an approximate indication of the influence the 

stage of development may have on iron and steel production.      The growth 

elasticities are considerably larger than the size elasticities, which 

suggests that marginal gains in per capita income, unlike marginal increases 

in population,  lead to significant increases in steel production.      Grouth 

in per capita income stimulates steel  production more in the developing 

countries than in the developed countries.      In the developing countries, 

growth elasticities exceed a value of 2.0, which indicates that steel 

production would increase by over 2 per cent for a 1 per cent increase in 

GDP per capita.       In the developed market economies, growth elasticities 

have declined, in recent years, to less than unity.      It can reasonably 

be expected, therefore, that, in the coming decade, the iron and steel 

sector will become more important than hitherto for countries with lower 

or medium income levels, while the converse will hold true for more 

developed countries. 

Dividing the country sample according to size also results in two 

distinctly different sets of elasticity estimates.      The sector's production 

is considerably more responsive to marginal increases in GDP per capita or 

population in small countries than it  is in large.      This difference 

emphasizes the important role played by economies of scale and market  size 

in growth of the iron and steel sector. 

In the table on page57, the growth elasticities for Equation 3 are not 

identical with the regression coefficients, since the equation contains two 

variables involving GDP.      Using the definition of elasticity (E = j¡x . y_) the 

following formula is derived: *y      * 

lnx = a + b lny + c In II + d(lny)2;    *x = bx + 2d x lny and 

•y     y        y 
E        = b + 2d lny 

According to the formula,the grovrth elasticity will vary with the ascuT.od level 

of GDP per capita.       Size elasticities are identical with the regression 

26/     The results for consecutive years may bo tested to determine whother the 
coefficients in each case have the same characteristics.      Whoro no basic 
difference in annual results is revealed by these homogeneity tests, the 
data for different years are pooled /?,  pp.   163-169 and ¡jj. 
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coefficients for both  equations and,  therefore, similar Cc-.lcula.tior.i3 

were not required. 

Summary of  To;th and size elasticities,   selected yearn 
• 

Developed market 
economies 

Developing 
countries 

Growth     Sice 

Lar,~s t 

Gro-./th 

countries 

Size 

Small c ountries 

Growth Growth Si ze Size 

E cuati on A 

1960-1904 1.28 0.23 2.03        O.57 1.48 0.21 1.96 0.49 
1966 1.14 0.21 2.35        0.75 1. 3ó C.I8 2.11 O.52 

1969-1973 O.98 0.20 2.12         0.63 

E cuati on B 

1.31 O.O5 1.86 C.70 

1960-1964 

1966 

1969-1973 

3.1 

1.64^ 

1.75^ 

0.26 

0.24 

0.23 

1.42^    0.66 

2.33^    0.75 

1.90^    O.69 

I.52 

1.45 

1.47 

O.42 

O.4O 

O.28 

2.O7 

2.49 

2.28 

0.59 

0.60 

0.86 

Source: Tables   12-15. 

*/ 

Calculated for a GDP per capita of C800. 

Calculated  for a GDP per capita of $600. 

A further indication of the extent to which these considerations 

influence the sector's groirth path is to be found in Figure 7.      On an 

average,  the growth constraints imposed by economies of scale and small 

market size are not fully overcome until the country reaches a GDP per capita 

of $800.      The iron and steel industry is a relatively important  contributor 

to the economic  growth  of large- countries with a per capita income range 

of $300-800 uhiic, in smail countries,   its relative importance is usually 

delayed until a later growth phase, when per capita incomes ranee between 

$800 and 01,400. 

Equation B  shews hoi; the grovrth elasticity for steel changes with sr.all 

increases in GDP per capita.      As per capita inccne ranges  from below £100 

(the least developed countries) to over $5,000 (the United States), the 

growth elasticity declines /rom a value of 3.5 to approximately 0.8.      This 

fact underlines  the potential  significance of the iron and  steel   industry  for 

economic growth  in the developing countries. 

A Eummary  of the regression equations  employed  in this  study arc  cho;m 

in Tables  12-15.       In fact, nore than   100 equations  were  calculated  for tao 
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two structural models, the four country croupin-s and the 14-year tino 

period.      All the results could not be reproduced in this study.       An 

indication of the trends observed  in the complete set of regressions   is 
fciven   later in this Chapter 

In cenerai, both structural  equations perfora satisfactorily in terms 

of explaining historical changes  in production in the ircn and steel  sector. 

In the case  of lar~e countries,  over 90 per cent  of the variation in 

production  (identified by the coefficient  of determination, u2)  can be 

explained by the equations.       The proportion of explicable variance is 

lower for the small country recessions (7O-8O per cent), which surest s 

that   factors other  than GDP and population nay influence production,  although 

to a lesser extent.      The regression results for both developing countries 

and developed market  economics are  similar to those for snail countries. 

The regression coefficients  for larce countries are stable and shovi 

little change over time,  especially in the case of Equation A,  whereas 

those  for small countries  chou a do-.mward trend  over time.      Thus    the 

equatio. s would appear to civc a more reliable indication cf future trends 

in respect  of la.rr;e countries than of small.      A  further important criterion 

governing the use of the equations  is the standard error estimate,  in which 

lower values are preferred.       Here too the  equations performed best in 
respect of lar^e countries. 

Use  of the method 

The methodology described above provides some  insight into steel 

production patterns in the course of economic development and. -routh; 

its possible  applications are discussed belo;:.      Although some cf the results 

are promising,  it must be borne in mind that they are only preliminary 

indications.      Considerably more investigation would be required to determine 

the validity and the implications of usine the structural models to anticipate 
future production patterns. 

One means of testing a model's capacity to anticipate  future  -routh 

is to make hypothetical projections  on the basis of historical data,       Usin;- 

the present model and Equation D,   hypothetical projections uere made  for   irJl?. 

on the basis of da;a for 1963.      The results fcr individual countries and 

the projected steel production in   1972 as a percentage of the actual steel 

production recorded for that year aro ¿;ivcn belo-.:.    (Table  16 ^Ivos the 
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hypothetical projection results  for each country.) 

Distribution 01" hypothetical ctcel  projections 

Projected production as percentage o:' actual  production 
(By number of countries) 

Under-cst imat i on Over-est ir.at ion 
(Per cent) (per cent) 

50-75      75-90      90-95 95-105 IO5-IIO      110-125       I25-15O 

Unadjusted 
method 

Adjusted 
method 

3 

3 

Two alternative assumptions were tested.      The first procedure was 

to assume that the growth path calculated on the basis of figures for  1963 

would accurately reflect chances in steel production up to  1972.       In the 

table above this  is termed the unadjusted method.      The second procedure 

was to assume that each country's relative deviation from the average grotrth 

path    (as determined by the  1963 data) would be reduced over time.      In 

other v.-ords, -..'hen steel production either exceeded or lagged behind the 

1953 average,  the proportionate discrepancy would decline over time and 

the country would tend to merge with the average growth path in later years. 

This technique is based on the use of the residuals from the 1963 regression, 

the residuals being the difference between a country's actual and  expected 

steel production in  1963 and consequently a measure of the extent to which 

that country deviates from the  growth path.       per example,  a po-itive residual 

indicates that  ctcel  production exceeded the average  for that year,  the 

statistical assumption beine that the absolute value cf the  1963 residual 

did not chance over the projection period.      The residual, therefore, would 

be seen to decline in relation to the growing output. 

Other assumptions have been examined elsewhere, but considerably more 

work would be required to dcterimine the technique best  suited to projecting 

steel production and to identify different techniques applicable to different 

countries ß,  pp.  32-3¿/«        On the basic of  the results shown in the table 

above, the adjusted method would seem to perform slightly better than the 

unadjusted one.       Using the adjusted method,   ever half of the country project- 

ions were within +  25 per cent  of actual production,  while slightly lees than 
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half the country projections were within the Dane range when the unadjusted 

method was used. Similar results were obtained when the calculations were 

carried out for 25 small countries. 

As stressed earlier,  the  estimated growth  patterns are regarded as 

average or normal paths;    they are not indicative of the performance to 

be expected in any given country.      In the case  of projections, this would 

imply that the structural model could be used to project steel production 

for a number of countries in any one group.      In a croup sample, country- 

peculiarities reflecting differences in resource endowments or development 

policies would not have the same impact as they would in individual country 

projections. 

Accordingly, a second set  of hypothetical projections were developed 

to verify further the structural model's capacity to project st2el production 

in groups of countries.      '..'here the growth path  of individual countries tends 

to approach the average for the group, projections on this basis would be 

more reliable than those for specific countries.      Hypothetical projections 

made for both the large and  small country groups using regression equations 

for  1963 and Equation B are shown beiow: 

Hypothetical steel prelections for lar~e and snail countries,   1963-1972 

(Projected as percentage of actual  group average) 

Simple ¿rroup ?.vera.~e^ Total value added over total 

Unadjusted method 

Adjusted method 

Lar ¿re 

99.0 

101.3 

Snail 

82.8 

102.4 

populatl b/ on- 

Largs Small 

125.O 85,4 

IO3.9 100.6 

Source;    UIIID0, based on data supplied by the Uli Statistical Office. 

a/    „_ 
-'     The simple average for actual production in larçe ar.d small countries was 

calculated by averaging por capita steel production for the total  nuv.ber 
of countries in each group. 

y The average was determined    by dividing total value added in the iron and 
steel sector for the countries included by total population of the sane 
G^oup, 
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For purposes of comparison with the  individual country projections, 

the came equational  form and tine period v;as employed.      Various methods 

of calculating the ,^-roup averages for actual production in 1972 are available, 

and two different averages were tested in this  report.      Both the unadjusted 

and adjusted projections provided very encouraging results.      The preliminary 

teats support  the supposition that  structural  models may constitute an 

element in actual projections, particularly in those for groups   of  countries 
of the  rare  size and/or income levels. 

Consumption patterns  in iron and  steel 

As in the case of the production analysis,   a crocs-cecticnal approach 

has been adopted to the study of steel consumption.      Unlike a timo series 

approach, this method permits the researcher to identify the impact  of 

common factors affecting consumption patterns  in all countries for ¿iven 

years or croups of years,      lihen the identified relationships between steel 

consumption and its determinant  factors remain  stable over time,  the 

statistical  results provide a reasonable guide to future conditions. 

The assumptions 

The basic hypothesis  is that  per capita steel  consumption as observed 

at a given time in different countries is subject  to the same set of broadly 

similar factors, such as access to the same types of production technology, 

similar ratios between the price of steel and other jjoods, and similar patxerns 
of steel utilization. 

Owinc to the common influence of these universal  factors,  it nay be 

expected that,  all things bcint~ equal, countries will tend to display 

similar patterns of steei consumption.      In reality,  however, all things  are 

not equal:     countries differ in many respects and these national  idiooyncracies 

are likely to  influence the universal factors determining the steel consumption 

patterns. Tor the purposes of this study,  however,  it has been assumed that 

the only relevant difference between countries  is their level of economic 

development.       Consequently,  it may be argued that countries enjoying the  came 

level  of development tend to have the same per capita level of üteel  consumption 

or, in    other words,  that differences in per capita levels of steel conrur.ption 

amone countries are attributable solely to differences in levels of economic 
development. 
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On the basis of this hypothesis, a statistical relationship may be 

sought to fit the general function  (c)  =  f(y),  where (c), the variable to 

be explained (the dependent variable in the regression equations),  is 

per capita steel consumption,  and (y), the "explanatory" variable (the 

independent variable in the regression equations),  is the level of 

economic development. 

As a first  step towards estimating this function, the variables have 

to be defined in statistically measurable terms.      The measure used for 

(c) is the apparent consumption of steel  equivalents expressed in kilogrammes 

per capita.-^       Following a line of reasoning analogous to that described fox1 

the production models,  GDP per capita has been chosen as the measure best 

reflecting the  level  of economic development  (y).      Data for both  (c)   and 

(y)  are available on a yearly basis throughout the  1950-1970 period and for 

45 market economies. 
28/ 

The next step in the estimation procedure is to specify the  form of 

the functional  r3lationship to be  investigated.    Ideally, the mather itical 

statement  of the  function should transmit   cither empirical or theoretical 

knowledge about the relationship between per capita steel consumption and 

GDP per capita.      However, very little is known about the linkage between the 

two variables,  except that the consumption of steel generally increases in 

relation to economic development.      Hence the researcher is not able to 

select the form of relationship on the basis of a ori ori assumptions.      In 

such cases, the usual recourse is to ascertain the most appropriate type of 

function through empirical experiments.       The following five equations have 

been selected in an initial attempt to provide a plausible expression of the 

27/     Apparent consumption is defined as domestic production plus  imports less 
exports.       For a more detailed definition of apparent consumption and 
steel equivalents,  see United Nations Bconomic Commission for Europe, 
Steel, CE 2/R-I. 

28/     See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,  op. cit., Add.   1 
(Appendix)  Table II,  pp.   3-4.      The 45 countries are:     Developed countries: 
Canada, United States, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,   Franco, Germany 
(Fed. Rep.), Greece,    Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal,  Spain,  Sweden,  Switzerland, United Kingdor.., Yugoslavia, 
Australia,  ¡lew Zealand, Japan. Israel, South Africa.      Developing countries: 
Turkey, India, Korea (Rep.   of),  Pakistan,  Philippines, ügypt, Iran,  Iraq, 
Algeria, Morocco, Liberia, Tunisia,  Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Ilexico, Venezuela,  Peru,  and Uruguay. 
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relationship between (c) and (y)=^4 

C In o = a + Ì) In y 

D c = a + b In y 

E In c = a - b/y 

P In c = a - b/y - d In y 

G In c = a + b In y - d(ln y) 
where (a), (b) and (d) are constants. 

2 

A particular hypothesis about the elasticity cf consumption per capita in 

relation to GDP per capita is implicit in each cf these    onctions (see table 

on the ne:ct  page).      It is important to note that the characteristics  stated 

in the table are valid only when the coefficients of the variables in the 

five equations for c = f (y)  exhibit the expected signs. 

Elasticity is defined in the context of the consumption analgia as 
lc,y"£y/7     -./here àc    and Ay are differentials.      It should be noted that 

this approach differs from the production approach of this report not  only 

in the choice of variables involved in the definition of elasticity, but 

also by virtue of the fact that in this case the variables are measured in 

real terms as opposed to the value terms used in the production approach. 

In Equation Ct a constant positive value of £        js assumed throughout 
c»y 

the domain of positive GDP per capita.      This assumption obviously contradicts 

the intuitive belief that the ratio between the relative change   _f (c) 

and (y)  is likely to decrease,  at  least in the upper range of GDP per 

capita.      However, if intuition is correct, the analytical performance of 

the equation should prove relatively poor,  at least when tested in respect 
of developed countries. 

Implicit in the four equations described below is that the elasticity 

coefficient,£, decreases with the rise of (y).      It is thus expected that 

at higher levels of (y), larger increments of (y) will be necessary to 
produce a given decrease of €. 

In Equation D, it is assumed that the decline in £ is nropcrtional 
c-y 

to the rise in (c).      In other words,  it is assumed that the proportion by 

which (c) changes in response to small changes in (y) depends upon the level 

22/   These forms have been applied in several instances.      See,  for example, 
FAO, Agricultura}. Commodities-Projections for 1975 and  1^35,  vol.  II, 
Rome 1%T.  '— 
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of por capita steel consumption.-^0/    por low icvcin of (c) _ nore 

precisely,  as lonj as c<b - the declinine elasticity is creator than  1. 

Wien Ob, the value of €  falls below  1, but  remains positive.      Actually, 

the function must bo positive for the set  of all non-nc^tivc real numbers 

comprised in this domain.      This means that no saturation of steel consumption 

is admitted;    however high a level of (c),  a rise in (y) would still mean 

an additional  increase in (c). 

Equation E displays the same .analytical properties as Equation C, 

except that it relates the decline in   Í   to GDP per capita, rather than 

to steel consumption per capita. 

Both Equations P and G are distinct  from the above equations in that 

they admit negative elasticities.      In the case of Equation F,  elasticity 

equals 0 as (y) reaches a level determined by the parameters b and d 

(y = b/d).      At this level of (y), the per capita consumption of steel  is 

maximum; when (y) becomes creator than b/d,  any increase in income per capita 

determines a decrease in steel consumption.       The negative elasticity, 

however, cannot fall indefinitely,  it must  find a Unit at d. 

In the case of Equation G, the elasticity is negative for y>e°/2d; 

its negative value tends towards infinity as y approaches infinity. 

Since, according to historical data per capita steel consumption is 

actually growing in all countries, the saturation point will evidently not 

be reached in the near future.      Therefore, the analytical validity of 

equations that  imply a level of saturation followed by a decrease in 

steel consumption per capita is highly hypothetical..    Consequently, even 

if an empirical testing of Equations P and G proves to be lar^ly satisfactory, 

the reader should not be precipitous in concluding that the estimated pattern of 

Bteel consumption is leading to future saturation. 

The results 

The five equations wore tested for:    all countries;    developed countries; 

and for developinj countries - in several time periods between 1950 and  1970. 

Tho results obtained for the pools of years  1950-52, 1959-61,  1963-70 are shown 
in Table 17. 

¿0/ A simnar hypothesis is used in Guiducci, G., «¡•îiddle-ran.~o forecast er- 
st eel consumption in OECD countries» in: Eorccastin- stool consumption' 
cross-section and tine-scries approaches.  CJüJj. i':^ s  l^v'. "~" 
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All countries.    In this case, the coefficiente of determination (R^)   are 

fairly high and (y)   is  found to be a significant  explanatory variable of 

the model c --• f(y).       On the:; o grounds,  the hypothesis  of a typical crosa- 

country pattern in the relationship between (c)  and (y)  can be accepted. 

(The snail t ratios found  for the variables of Equations P and G are due to 

the high collinearity between the terms in (y);    therefore,   they do not 

necessarily place the significance of (y)  in doubt.) 

2 
Judging by the R  ,  Equations D and E appear to be slightly less 

appropriate analytical instruments than Equations C, P and G.      Therefore, 

the idea that the elasticity of steel consumption varies in proportion to 

the level of actual consumption or the level of development would not seem 

quite as  justified as the  less direct relations implied  in the other 

equations. 

2 
The R    of regression D is not comparable irith those obtained for the  other 

regressions because in this particular case the dependent variable is the 

ant i logarithm of In c.       Since the variance of c is larger than the variance 

of In c,  it might be expected that,  other things being äqual, the it2 would be 

larger for regression D than for the others.      However,  since the R" was 

actually lower, it may be assumed that Equation D does not perform as well a3 

the others. 

The regression of Equation P reveals an unexpected sign for the coefficient 

(d).      This nean¿ that instead of having a maximum at a positive value of 

(y)t  given by y = b/d,  it has a minimum at a negative value of (y), given 

by y = b/-d.     In other words, the estimated equation rejects the hypothesis 

of saturation implied in Equation P.      The estimated results differ fron 

the anticipated characteristics stated in Row 5 of the tabic on page 64 ao 

follows: 

Elasticity function    f»(£)      f"(£)     £>1 

b + d 
y 

£- 1 £<1 E = 0    Limit off 
when y 
approaches- 

-b 2b      b+d>1      y=b_      b+d<1      y=b_ 
y2 y3     y 1-d     y -d 

a 

The regression of Equation C chows the expected signs and thus the 

fitted function must pass through a maximum at some positive value of (y). 

However,  the value of (y)  at which the fitted curve reaches  its maximum 
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extends so far that the existence of a maximum cannot be meaningfully 

integrated in the analysis. 

It v:ould thus appear that the superiority of fit  obtained by Equations 

P and G over D and E is not due to the saturation hypothesis supposedly 

implicit in the curves of P and G.      It is due rather to the fact that 

these two curves fit the observations in a segment alone v.-hich the    rate 

of chance in steel consumption varies relatively litt: o (tro segment 

approximating a straight line).      This is not a feature- o:  curves ¡j and 

E, which implies that at  low levels of GDP per capita,  ti e change  in the 

growth rate of (c)  is relatively rapid. 

If Equations D and E are discarded, three CUTVCL-  (C, p and G)  are left 

to represent the pattern of relationship between (c)   end (y).      These curves 

have a very similar R  ;    actually,  when considering the sclents fitted to 

the observations,  they are even similar in shape.      Therefore, the slopes 

of the elasticity functions derived from the three curves are also very 

similar (a zero rate of change in Emiation C, and a relatively lov; rate of 

change in P and G). 

Thus,  it may he tentatively concluded that in the pattern of all 

countries a linear,  or close-to-linear, form can be used to appro:cinate 

the actual relationship betueen per capita steel consumption and GBP per 

capita (Figure 8),  the corollary being that the elasticity of per capita 

steel consumption to GDP per capita is either constant or slowly declining. 

(Of course, this conclusion is subject to many limitations.      Among the 

most fundamental  of then is that,  owing to the lack of a firm theoretical 

basis, it is impossible to ignore the possibility of the correlations found 

between the variables being spurious.      Furthermore,   even if one is 

convinced that it is not spurious,  one must still admit that other models 

not tested in this report might display a better ima^e of the actual 

relationship.) 

Examples of steel consumption levels and elasticity values corresponding 

to selected GDP per capita values are shown in the table on page 69. 

In examining the table, attention should be focused on the figures given for 

Equations C, P,  and G, which perform best in this analysis.      According to 

these figures,  the typical steel consumption pattern ranges from 30 to 8OO kg 
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per capita as GDP per capita rises from 0225 to C3,000 (1963).      Within 

this range, the consumption of steel is clastic in relation to GDP 

per capita   (a function is elastic      when  |E|> 1.)    Actually, the  lowest 

level at which steel consumption becomes inelastic  is 03,240 (equation G). 

Estimated steel consumption and elasticity values accordine 

;l!el»°ted levftls of G3? per caplta- sample of a11 cS^»»- 1^00-i97C "      "—'  

Level of GDP per capita      Steel consueti on 

(dollars  1963) (kg per capita) 
Elasticity value 

Equation C 

Equation D 

Equation E 

Equation F 

Equation G 

225 31 1.26 
800 154 1.26 

1,000 204 1.26 
3,000 814 1.26 

225 -91 -2.11 
800 266 0.72 

1,000 310 0.62 
3,000 518 0.37 

225 49 1.97 
800 171 O.55 

1,000 225 0.44 
3,000 302 O.15 

225 31 1.31 
800 156 1.24 

1,000 205 1.24 
3,000 790 1.22 

225 31 1.37 
800 162 1.22 

1,000 211 1.14 
3,000 743 1.08 

#4 
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The results presented in the table relate to all countriec.    It io 

conceivable,  however, that  ateel consumption patterns are influenced by 

group factors which convey the influence of the "universal  factors" in a 

specific way within given groups of countries,  thus making it necessary 

to split the sample and to estimate separate patterns  for sub-^rouns. 

For instance,  all countries have access to the same technology,  but the 

techniques  adopted by countries with relatively abundant  labour are likely 

to differ form those adopted by countries with relatively abundant capital. 

Similarly,   all  countries have access to  international markets, but coun- 

tries pursuing protectionist policies '.all tend to import  (and export) 

less than free-trade countries. 

Por the purpose of constituting two samples, the 45 countries discussed 

earlier were arranged in two croups:     Group A comprising 24 developed 

countries,  and Group B comprising 21 developing countries.^    The patterns 

for both ¿groups were found to differ significantly from the common    pattern. 

Developed countries.    In this case,   sub-division of the sample reduced 

the standard error of estimate, thus increasing the statistical accuracy of 

Equations C, E, P and G, but increasing the standard error of estimate of D. 

The coefficients of determination (R  )  were reduced in all cases except 

Equation E.    Thus, with the exception of this  ecuation,  Group A  fails to 

satisfy the assumption» underlying the functional form as closely as the 

sample comprising all countries.    Equations P and G perform best  in terms 

of analytical power and statistical accuracy.    According to these Equations, 

the 1968-1970 steel consumption pattern in developed countries increased 

from approximately 260 to 610 kg per capita aa GDP per capita rose from 

$1,000 to S3,000 (see table below and Figure 9). 

11/ 1/   Countries are classified as developed or developing according to 
standard United Nations practice.    The rationale underlying the 
principle of stratification is that the structural differences 
between developed and developing countries cannot be fully 
reflected by a cardinal measure such as GDP per capita.    An 
ordinal arrangement which takes into account the multiplicity of 
differences between developing and developed countries may tend 
to reveal the existence of "group factors" otherwise ignored by 
the common pattern. 

Jtì 
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Estimated   steel confiant ion -v.r.  elasticità valuer;  nrrorúir.- 
lovcls   of   ijl.J'   r,,(;r "carit::t    iT.-rir»    Q~ to  selected 

i'-e'/c: o:-ça  coiïr.Lrj c::   i''    ,--V 

¡£I2loMTDT^ca^      £tcoJL¿^ii£T£io„      Elusticitv valuó 

Equation F 

Equation G 

1,000 

2,000 

3,000 

1,000 

2,000 

3,000 

260 

468 

613 

258 

477 

606 

1.011 

0.723 

0.628 

'1.066 

O.703 

O.491 

.  .       Compared ,1th the  sample of all  countries, the nain effect  of G~cu,  1 

on the elasticity of »teel conBumntion in relation to GDP rcr caMt*  is"  ' 

that the  value of £ declines much more rapidly: vraatirr P    ', 
-u    J ' -1 coat ion F,   ¿or example, 

becomes inelastic at 31,065 per capita and Equation G at $1,1-tf. 

in the common pattern,   hcv.ver, the lowest level of inelcsticxt;- ::as found 

to be .ore than ¿3,000.     Thus,  ^ developed countries .hose GDP ^ ca.it, 

levels are hit*or than Clf 1C0, two countries differing by 1  Der cent  in 

GDP per capita would be  expected to differ by less  than  1  Per cent in steol 
consumption per capita. 

The above considerations m respect  of Group A  are restricted to f- 

period   1968-1,70.    A comparison of the results obtained  m different periods 

reveals  the  existence  of a tine effect  which cause, the Ottern to rotate 

oounter-clocta:iao fron  193c to  1970.     This time cffcc|  ig deisonBtrí.to¿ by 

the fact  that the consumption of steel  predicted at  a ©P per c„if>  lev^l 

of $2,000 varied fro,: 354 kS in 1550-52 to 468 K£ in  1968-7O in Scotio-  v 

and fron 361 to 47" kg for the sane time perieds for equation G. 

£eycloPin;T countries,     m this cane,  splitting xhe  sample results in 

a louer R     for all recessions, and  in  a lover standard error of ertine 

only for Equation C  and D.    In other words,   tho region eruatiens are 

both Iocs appropriate and less accurate when ..-plied to the data of develop- 

ing countries.    The »best»  enuations are C,  r and G.    Common ard el — 

tioity values predicted by these Rations aro Choi« on pa^e 74.       In 

this table the pattern of steel conation in developing countries cover, 
cUl   £Mpro;;imaTc   nr^   ,-.*'    1-1 inn  1 .x     ..in.T.  r.x..,,.  c.   11   -  100 kg pcz-  capita as C1)F por cani ta  iwrca.:or. 
fren CîOC to .000 (soc Fir-arc  10). 
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Pig.  9      Steel  consumption,   developed countri es  (1968-7 O) 
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J 

Figure  10.       steel  consumption, devila. 
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Estimates stool  conjuration and plasticity values accordin- to selected 
levels  of ÜJP r>r;r capita,   nanpic cu  aevclcpm ; comiric:!,   V^A-V/jo' 

Levels  of CDP per capita     Steel  consrjn.pt i on      Elasticity value 
(dollars  1963; {kg per capitaT 

Equation C 100 

225 

800 

Equation P 100 

225 

800 

Equation G 100 

225 

800 

12 

J5 

113 

11 

19 
100 

11 

15 

96 

1.068 

1.068 

1.068 

1.448 

O.850 

O.787 

1.347 

0.731 

0.340 

As mentioned before, the elasticity values of developing count ri en 

are found to be  lo-.-er than those of developed countries.    Thus,  a chance 

in GDP per capita in a developing country uould be associated uith a smaller 

chance in per capita steel consumption than it uould in a developed country. 

This is hardly surprising ::hcn one recalls that in developing countries GDP 

is less dependent  upon industry than in developed countries.    3j.ir.ilar to 

Group A,  the pattern in developing countries  is very sensitive to time, 

although no clear trend can be ascribed to the shift. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the analysis reveals the relevance 

of sample stratification to the study of the relationship between steel con- 

sumption and GDP. The relatively low Yi2 found in the cub-samples suchest, 

hovjcver, that more appropriate functional forms should be employed in this 

context. It uould also appear essential to introduce time-shift variables 

that uould account for the quite significant time-effects found in Groups 
A and £. 
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large countries,  selectE <d years 

Equation a b c j        Standard error 
—             estimate 1 F 

1960 A -8.90 1.54 , 
(11.94)* 

0.20 
(1.32) 

0.53 O.92 71.45 

B -20.73 5.04 # 
(3.08) 

0.43 
(2.50) 

-0.27 
(2.14) 

0.47 0.94 62.29 

1963 A -8.05 
/    U42N* (12.31) 

0.20 
(1.44) 

0.47 0.92 75.87 

B -16.64 3.92 
(2.43) 

0.37 
(2.16) 

-0.19 
(1.56) 

0.45 0.93 56.94 

1966 A -7.60 1.36 . 
(13.26)* 

0.18 
(1.46) 

0.43 0.93 87.96 

B -17.36 4.14 # 

(2.99) 
0.40 

(2.56) 
-0.21 
(2.01) 

0.40 0.95 73.79 

1970 A -6.85 1.33 # 
(13.05) 

0.06 
(0.51) 

0.42 0.93 86.11 

B -17.28 4.23 
(2.76) 

0.28 
(1.75) 

-0.21 
(1.90) 

0.38 0.95 70.08 

1960-1964 A -8.50 1.48 # 

(25.34) 
0.21 

(3.01) 
O.48 O.91 321.65 

B -19.19 4.60 , 
(6.65) ,°-42N* (5.22) 

-0.24 » 
(4.12) 

0.42 0.93 276.12 

1969-1973 A -6.69 1.31 
(27.19) 

0.05 
(0.91) 

0.40 0.92 375.88 

B -16.80 4.09 * 
(5.97) 

0.28  „. 
(3.64) 

-0.20 # 

(4.07) 
0.36 0.94 319.97 

Source:    UNIDO,  based on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

Hot e;        T-values are shown in parentheses.    An asterisk denotes statistical significance 
at a confidence level of 99 per cent. 
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Table 13.     Sunmary of regression results for small countries 

Equation a 

1960 

1963 

1966 

1970 

1960-1964 

1969-1973 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

-9.66 

-18.39 

-12.71 

-28.59 

-13.81 

-30.95 

-12.42 

-33.79 

-12.61 

-27.72 

-12.47 

-34.77 

1.69 » 
(6.06) 

3.30 
(0.21) 

1.95 „ 
(8.95) 

6.89 
(1.77) 

2.11  . 
(8.22) 

10.32 
(2.17) 

1.88 # 
(10.21) 

8.2d 
(2.42) 

1.96 . 
(18.06) 

6.61 
(3.55) 

1.86 
(20.09) 

8.45 + 
(4.99) 

0.40 
(1.50) 

0.51 
(1.04) 

O.48 
(1.45) 

0.57 
(1.71) 

O.52 
(1.32) 

0.60 
(1.59) 

0.65 
(2.29) 

0.81 
(2.87) 

0.49 # 
(2.97) 

0.59 
(3.60) 

0.70 
(4.93) 

0.86 , 
(6.16) 

d       Standard error        2 
- estimate — 

0.99 0.70 18.44 

-0.29 
(0.60) 

1.03 0.70 11.53 

1.W 0.81 42.50 

-0.37 
(1.26) 

O.98 0.82 29.70 

1.12 O.78 37.22 

-0.61 
(1.73) 

I.07 0.82 28.29 

O.92 0.82 53.51 

-0.47 
(1.87) 

O.87 O.84 40.72 

0.97 0.80 171.75 

-0.35 
(2.50) 

0.94 0.80 123.43 

0,92 0.31 208.24 

-0.48  _ 
(3.89) 

O.85 0.33 163.75 

Source:    UNIDO,  based en data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

Note:        T-values are  in parentheses.    An asterisk denotes statistical significance at a 
confidence level of 99 per cent. 
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Table  14.     Summary of regression results fox- 
developing countries,   selected year3 

Ecniat ion ,       Standard error      „2 
- estimate — 

I960 

1963 

1966 

1970 

1960-1964 

1969-1973 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

11.52 1.82 
(3.79) 

0.41 
(1.61) 

1.07 0.57 7.1? 

42.65 12.61 
(1.74) 

0.61 
(2.20) 

-0.94 
(1.49) 

1.02 0.65 6.C6 

•13.82 2.13 # 

(5.54) 
0.61 

(3.70) 
0.91 0.71 17.48 

17.33 3.34 
(0.51) 

0-63 # 
(3.23) 

-0.10 
(0.19) 

0.94 0.71 10.86 

•15.69 2.36 # 

(5.44) 
0.75 » 

(3.82)* 
1.09 0.70 17.43 

16.73 2.71 
(0.38) 

0-75 . 
(3.23) 

-0.03 
(0.05) 

1.13 0.70 10.85 

•13.87 2.13 # 
(6.10) 

0-62 # 
(3.97) 

0.88 0.70 20.50 

27.47 6.65 
(1.19) 

0.67 , 
(3.91) 

-0.38 
(0.81) 

0.89 0.71 13.61 

13.17 2.03 # 

(11.87) 
0-57 » 

(7.42) 
0.89 0.66 77.11 

29.48 7.66 
(2.83) 

0.66 
(7.65) 

-0.49 
(2.09) 

0.88 0.68 55.07 

13.91 2.12 
(14.19) (9.40; 

0.85 0.70 111.13 

24.88 5.76 
(2.61) 

,°-68 
(9.37) 

-0.30 
(1.65) 

0.84 0.71 76.33 

'Source;    UNIDO,  baaed on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

lfotet       T-values are nhown in parentheses.     An asterisk denotes statistical 
significance at a confidence level of 99 per cent. 
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Table I5.  Summary of regression results for 

developed market economies, selected years 

Equat ion Standard error      R2 
estimate    ~     — 

1960 

1963 

1966 

1970 

1960-1964 

1969-1973 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

-7.72 1.36 # 

(5.25) 
0.25 

(1.91) 
O.71 0.63 16.76 

-40.38 10.63 
0.63) 

0.30 
(2.30) 

-0.Ó6 
(1.42) 

O.70 0.67 12.44 

-6.89 1.25 # 

(4.54) 
0.22 

(1.71) 
O.72 0.57 12,80 

-27.99 7.13 
(0.98) 

0.25 
(I.84) 

-O.41 
(0.81) 

0.72 O.58 8.59 

-5.95 1.14 » 
(4.66) 

0.21 
(1.90) 

0.62 0.60 14.21 

-26.50 6.75 
(1.05) 

0.24 
(2.04) 

-0.38 
(0.87) 

0.62 0.62 9.61 

-5.07 1.03 # 

(3.99) 
0.21 

(1.89) 
0.61 0.54 11.07 

-31.62 8.14 
(1.11) 

0.24 
(2.06) 

-0.43 
(0.97) 

0.61 0.56 7.68 

-7.08 1.28 # 

(11.24) 
0.23 

(4.18) 
0.6B 0.59 77.90 

-31.15 8.03 
(2.82) 

0.26 # 

(4.74) 
-0.47 
(2.37) 

0.67 0.61 56.06 

-4.66 0.98 » 
(6.76) 

0.20 
(4.32) 

0.59 O.51 54.09 

-31.05 8.01 
(2.61) 

0.24 # 
(4.82) 

-0.47 
(2.30) 

O.58 0.53 39.27 

Source:    UNIDO, based on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

Not et       T-valueB are shown in parentheses.    An asterisk denotes statistical significance 
at a confidence level of 99 per cent. 
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Table 16.    Hypothetical projections of steel 

production for larpe countries,   197? 

Country 
a/ 

Projected production      Actual   product i otr- 
unad.jupted adjusted 

Argentina 

Brazil 

Canada 

Colombia 

Prance 

Germany (Fed. Rep.) 

India 

Italy 

Japan 

Korea (Rep.  of) 

Mexico 

South Africa 

Spain 

Turkey 

United Kingdom 

United States 

77 

133 

109 

112 

72 

69 
83 

101 

79 

147 

145 

58 

66 

98 

114 

110 

78 

106 

99 
145 

119 

106 

132 

81 

88 

103 

104 

99 

57 

52 
122 

141 

Source:    UNIDO calculations 

a/   Por a description of the assumptions employed in the two 3ets of 
projections,   see p.        of the text. 
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Annex to Chapter II 

STEEL PRODUCTION CAPACITIES  IN THE DEVELOP INO COUNTRIES 

OF AFRICA.   ASIA ANT  LATIN AigRICA-^ 

(An approximative assessment; 

AFRICA,   1965-1985 

North Africa 

The North African region (compri si rig Algeria, Egypt,   Libya, 

Mauritania,  Morocco,  Sudan and Tunisia)  is the only area on the African 

continent where significant  steel-making capacities are in operation 

apart  from Rhodesia and South Africa.    The actual production level is 

modest:    0.8 million tons in 1975«    Given favourable conditions,  however, 

a steel-making capacity of 12 million tons may be in operation about the 

middle of the 1980s.    If 75 per cent of this capacity is utilised,  10.5 

million tons of steel by I985 nay be a realizable figure. 

Algeria 

A major portion of North Africa's steel projects is in construction or 

under consideration in Algeria, which country may well become the biggest 

Bteel-prcducer in the region by 1985, with a capacity of 4.5 million tons, 

some of it for export.    Annual steel consumption in this country reached 

1 million tons in 1972-1974, as compared with 232,000 tons per year in 

1965-1967.    It is estimated that production will be in excess of 2 million 

tone by I98O.    For 1990,  a figure of 12 million tons is forecast.    The 4.5 

million ton capacity to be installed by 1985 is an intermediate projection 

made on the basis of existing plants, projects and long-term expectations. 

Egypt 

In Egypt, average annual steel consumption rose from 791,000 tone in 

1965-1967 to 973,000 tons in 1972-1974. Capacity expansion in Helwan and 

other areas is for a projected 3-5 million toii3 per year by 1985« 

l/   This Anne.*, should be read in conjunction with the data given in the pre- 
ceding tables,   ir. particular Tables 1,  8,   9 and 10,   an well  aE Annex 
Figure 1.    Except  vhcro references are pi ver.,   the d.at?. previ acri have 
been derived  from  information ,v.tnrred  in tne-  couri-v of UM DO activities 
in the iron an.l  *',«;el   sector. 

*OT 
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Libya 

Arc furnaces with continuous caster capacity of 21,000 tons per 

year will be in operation in Libya from 1976 onwards.    The  annual average 

of steel consumption reached 655,000 tons in 1972-1974.    The coastal  steel 

plant at Misurata is envisaged to have an initial capacity of 0.5-1.0 

million tons by 1985.     Part cf this production will be for export.    One of 

the significant features of the project is h?avy infrastructural facilities 

created,   such as a port,  a power station,  a water desalination facility and 

a gas pipeline. 

Mauritania 

The Arab Company for Metallurgical Industries, a joint Mauritania- 

Kuwait concern, is to establish a 1  million tons/year steel complex at 

Nouadhibou.    As the local market is rather limited, this project is 

export-oriented. 

Morocco 

Morocco has established a national steel company,  known as SONASID 

(Société Kationale Sidérurgique).    According to the current development 

programme,   a 1 million tons/year integrated mill will be in operation at 

Nador in 1979.    Annual  steel consumption reached 392,000 tons in the years 

1972-1974. 

Sudan 

The Sudan possesses high-grade iron ore deposits in its coastal 

regions but no steel-making project has yet been undertaken, with the 

exception of a mill to produce concrete reinforcing     rods and sections, 

using imported billets. 

Tunisia 

The 97,000 xons/year capacity of the integrated steel works at 

Sl-Pulladh is expected to be raised to 200,000 by 1977.    Steel consumption 

was 302,000 tons per year in 1972-1974-    In 1973, a letter of intent to 

set up a 1   million xons/year direct reduction plant wa3 signed, but according 

to some reports the projected capacity of the plant has been raised to 1.5 

million tons/year.     It is envisaged that an electric furnace with 0.5 million 

tons capacity may be added to the direct reduction facility. 
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West Africa 

In West Africa (taken to include Benin,  the Cape Verde Islands, 

Gambia, Ghana,  Guinea,   Guinea Bissau,   Ivory Coast,   Liberia,   Mali, 

Niger, Nigeria,  Senegal,  Sierra Leone, Togo,   and Upper Volta),   fore- 

casts of steel production in I985 are based mainly on the development 

of the Nigerian integrated steel mill at Ajaokuta,   which will actually 

be the prevailing s'i-eel  producing capacity in this sub-region.    The 

existing plant consist c of electric arc furnaces (capacity 24,0C0 tons 

per year),   ingot casting and a rod mill.    It  Ì3 also reportedly planned 

to establish an integrated iron and steel plant using the sponge ircn- 

electric furnace route.    Steel consumption is expected to increase from 
2/ 

O.7 million tons annual average in 1972-1974 to 3*5 million tons by 1980.^ 

East Africa 

The main potential   steel  producers among the developing countries of 

this sub-region (taken to include Burundi, Comoro Islands,  Ethiopia, 

Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi., Mauritius,  Mozambique,   Reunion,   Rwanda,  Somalia, 

Rhodesia,  Uganda,  Tanzania,  and Zambia) are Tanzania and Zambia,   where 

several steel projects are under preparation or being implemented.    Uganda 

produced 15,000 tons of steel in 1975» but information regarding expansion 

plans is not available. 

Tanzania 

Plans contemplate the building of an integrated iron and steel mill 

based on domestic ore and coal reserves with production scheduled to begin 

in I98O.    According to the report of a World Bank mission (March  1975)» 

demand by 1979 will reach an estimated 200,000 tens/year,   of which about 

120,000 tons will be in the form of primary materials.    The report mentioned 

that owing to the financial problems and uncertainties associated with the 

demand projections,  the estimate is a fairly broad one. 

Zambia 

The steel svili at Chisasa,  in Zambia's north-western province,  is 

being supplied by a German steel company with direct reduction facilities, 

electric furnaces, wire and rod mill,  power supply,  workshop and other 

2/    Third National  rcvelopnent   Flan,   1975-i?rO,   pp.   1S6-1C;T. 
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ancillary equipment.    It is estimated that by 1980,  the production capacity 

of the mill will reach 250,000 tons per year,  a figure well in excess of 

local demand:    the project is thus export-oriented. 

Central Africa 

The forecast cf steel production for this sub-region (Angola,  Central 

African Republic,  Chad,   Congo,   Equatorial Guinea,  Gabon, Cameroon,  and 

Zaire) is mainly based on Zaire»s steel development programme for this 

period.    The Zaire National Executive Council has signed an agreement with 

an Italian group which will assist the steel mill run by the Société 

Nationale de Sidérurgie at Maliku during the first ten years of operation. 

The capacity of the mill is expected to rise to 250,000 tone per year,  the 

annual capacity in the first of two phases being 120,000 tons. 

Southern Africa 

In this sub-region (comprising Botswana,  Lesotho,  Namibia,  Republic 

of South Africa and Swaziland)  the only steel producer is the Republic 

Of South Africa whose steel industry started in 1911.    Steel production 

is reportedly planned to increase from 6.8 million tons in 1975 "to 13«3 

million tons in 1984.    However,  as certain major projects have been 

postponed recently, an eventual decline in growth can be expected. 

PROSPECTS FOR 2000 

florth Africa 

Additional  steel production capacity of 25 million tons may be 

•xpected to be set up between 19^5 and 2000,   some ?8 per cent of this 

increase possibly being located in Algeria. 

By the year 2000,  Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia may be expected 

to double their 1965 steel production.    The average per capita production 

capacity should bring this region tc the upper level of the »medium» group 

of steel-producing countries shown in Table 10. 
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West Africa 

Moro than half the projected steel-making capacity of this region 

will probably be established in Nigeria. In view of the large population 

of the country, however, the expected production capacity of 5 million 

tons per year (38 kg per capita) is rather on the low side. Some other 

countries in the region, such as Ghana or Liberia, may consider setting 

up major facilities, although in the case of Liberia, the main pre- 

occupation will be to ensure stable foreign markets. 

Bast Africa 

Countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia, which may 

have established steel-making facilities in I985, are expected to strengthen 

their position. Ethiopia is envisaged to initiate steel production in the 

period I985-2OOO. On the whole, the sub-region will have a relatively 

«ödest steel-making capability in 2000. 

Central Africa 

Considering the availability of ore and coal, together with other 

economic aspects, significant developments can be expected in Zaire, which 

might establish more than two thirds of the steel-making capacity expected. 

The sub-region may attain a level of 68 kg steel production per capita 

thus placing it in the upper level of the "low'» group of steel-producing 

countries. 

Southern Africa 

With the exception of the Republic of South Africa, no new major steel 

facilities are envisaged in this sub-region. 
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ASIA, 1965-1985 

East Asia 

This sub-region (comprising Hong Kong,  Democratic People's Republic 

of Korea,  Republic of Korea and Mongolia) represents the highest steel 

production per capita in the whole region.    The Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea produced 3.5 million tons of steel in 1975«    Its steel 

consumption was 2.8 million tons per annum in 1972 and 1973,  and 3»4 

million tons in 1974.    Steel production capacity is planned tc reach 12 

million tons within the new six-year planning period,   1977-1982.    However, 

in view of the long implementation periods of steel projects,  only 9 

million tons steel-making capacity has been accounted for in the table. 

The Republic of Korea produced 2 million tons of steel in 1975 a* 

the Pohang Steel Mills.    By 1979 additional  facilities may bring that 

figure up to 5*5 million tons.    A second steel mill in the Naktong River 

estuary region is planned for completion in I982,  its initial annual 

production capacity being 7 million tons.    Construction has since been 

postponed and the Government has decided to reconsider project plans at the 

end of 1977 or the beginning of 1978.    Steel consumption increased from 

591,000 tons in 1965-1967 to 3 million tons in 1972-1974 (4-1 million tons 

in 1974). 

South East Asia 

This sub-region,  comprising Burma,   Indonesia,   Laos, Malaysia, 

Philippines,  Portuguese Timor,  Singapore,  Thailand and Viet-Nam,   is the 

least developed in Asia in terms of steel production per capita (4 kg 

in 1975 compared to 101 kg for fclast Asia).    Steel consumption averaged 

4.8 million ton3 in 1972-1974.    At a growth    ate of 8 per cent,  which 

might be a very conservative estimate,   it may increase to 11.2 million 

tons by I985.    At their meeting in September 1975 steel experts in the 

ASEAN group estimated a 10 per cent growth rate up to I985,  by which 

time the production capacities installed would hardly meet half the 

calculated demand.-' 

2j      Far Eastern Economic Review,  26 March 1976. 
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In Indonesia,  steel cons-.jnption cvrrsts'.d. 0.9 millier, tons m 1972-1974- 

The abundance of natural gas combined with the country's proximity to large 

deposits of high-grade iron o,-e appear to justify large-scale investment in 

the iron and steel industry.    A wide variety of steel projects are under 

consideration,   and the Krakatau steel  complex may be expected to produce 

as much as 1 million tons of steel in 1979« 

In Malaysia,  local  steel  consumption was 646,000 tons per year in 

1972-1974.    The east coast of the Malaysian peninsula is beine considered 

as the site fer a new steel plant with an initial capacity of O.'J million 

tons. 

In the Philippines,  annual steel consumption totalled 1.1  million tons 

in 1972-1974.    The country has drafted a regional ASEAN steel project 

envisaging an investment of $1.6 billion and the production of 2.5-3.0 

million tons of slabs,  blooms,  billets and plates.     In the initial stage, 

iron ore would be imported from Australia,   India and other countries prior 

to gradual replacement by domestic ore.    The plant may be built   in two 

stages:    the first (a capacity of 1.0-1.5 million tons of raw steel por 

year) is scheduled to start in 1982,   the second (an additional capacity 

of 1.5 million tons) is expected to be operational  2-3 years later. 

Steel demand in Singapore is expected to increase rapidly from the 

level of 1.2 million tons per annum registered in 1972-1974«    No inte- 

grated plant is reportedly under consideration at present. 

In Thailand, annual steel consumption averaged 0.9 million tons in 

1972-1974.    About 40 semi-intégrâted steel-making plants were in operation 

in the early 1970s, with a total capacity of 550,000 tons.    Almost 80 per 

cent of the steel was used in construction,  predominantly as reinforcing 

bars and rods.4/    A steel-making capacity of 1.2 million tons has been 

forecast for 1985. 

Middle South Asia 

This sub-region (comprising Afghanistar., Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, 

Iran, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) has the largest population in A3ia. 

India and Iran are the main steel producers, with Iran leading as far as 

steel production r.er capita is concerned. 

4/      SEASI Quarterly,  April   1973,  p.11- 
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In Afghanistan, reports indicate that steel plant with a capacity of 

1 million tons per year is likely to be built with Iranian help. 

In Bangladesh,  the Chittagong plant, has a rated capacity of 25,000 

tons.    Raw material shortages may restrict utilization of capacity.    It 

is to be expected that reconstruction and modernization will tak3 place 

in the latter part of the period. 

Steel production in India fluctuated around 6.5 million tons for some 

years before 7.1 million tons were produced in 1974,  and 8.0 million tons 

in 1975.    According to a statement by the Indian Minister of Steel and 

Mines in May 1976,  it was indicated -ihat a capacity utilization factor of 

over 84 per cent was being achieved (compared with 65-73 per cent for 

many years previous) and a higher factor of 94 per cent was being aimed 

at by I960.    The low capacity utilization factor was attributed to 

irregularities and difficulties associated with energy supply as well as 

to labour and •nanagement problems. 

Domestic demand for finished mild steel is estimated to reach some 10 

million tens by 1978/1979-    Steel consumption in India increased from 6.9 

million tons in 19Ó5-1967 to 8.6 million tons in 1972-1974.     According to the 

official »Selected Output Projections»  of the Fifth Five-Year Flan 

(1974-1979),  steel production is expected to rise to 20.5 million tons in 

1985-1986. 

Iran emerged as a steel-producing country in 1973 when the 

Isfahan works started production.    Consumption rose from 1.0 million 

tons in 1965-1967 to an average 2.5 million tons in 1972-1974.    According 

to estimates,   consumption may rise to 12 million tons by I983.    Government 

plans call for expansions to match the increase in national demand and to 

export steel,  especially to the Persian Gulf countries.    The two large 

state-owned steel companies may increase their production capacities to 

3.5 million tons each by the early 1980s and up to a total of 9-10 million 

tons by 1985.    The implementation of the Covernmer.t plans may be influenced 

by start-up periods required as well as by the priority given to steel 

projects in the future. 
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In Pakistan,   if the Pipri plant of the Pakistan Steel Mills were 

to develop according to schedule,   it would reach full-scale  operation 

fcy 1978,  with a targeted production of 1   million tonn  per year.    Additional 

Bteel  production capacity is envisaged after I98O.    Tt   ie expected that 

iron ore and coal  for the Finri  plant will be imported   from Australia. 

Contacts have also been established with  other ore-exporting countries, 

including Mauritania and Swaziland.    Steel consumption reached 0.4 million 

tonB per year in 1972-1974« 

South West Asia 

This sub-region, comprising Cyprus,   Iraq,  Jordan,   Kuwait,  Lebanon, 

Saudi Arabia,   Syria,  Turkey,  Yemen,  and People's Democratic Republic of 

Yemen,  is expected to achieve a high rate of growth in steel  production. 

The steel consumption of the sub-region reached 2.6 million tons in the 

years I965-I967 and 6.1 in 1972-1974. 

In Iraq,   steel consumption increased from 2Ô4,COO tons in 1965-''967 

to 985,000 tons in 1972-1974.    The installation of electric  furnaces in 

reportedly planned to provide a capacity of 1.0 million tonG by 1931. 

In Saudi Arabia, the Petromar project was originally planned in the 

eastern region of the country with an initial  production target of 1  million 

tons of steel  per year, whereafter it would gradually increase to 10 million 

tons per year.    However,  cwing to uncertainties,  only the initial capacity 

is now being considered for completion by I985.    Changes in planning are 

probable.    Steel consumption in the years 1972-1974 totalled 0.8 million 

tons* 

In Syria, the construction of a mini-steel works has reportedly been 

commissioned with an annual capacity cf 120,000 tons, which, according to 

plans may rise to 600,000 tons. 

In Turkey,   steel consumption reached 1.9 million tons per annum in 

I972-I974.    Majur capacity additions are under implementation and two new 

"greenfield" projects are in the preparatory stage,     The country's steel- 

making capacity thus may reach approximately 5 million tons by I98O,  and 

7 million tons by I985. 

Abu Dhabi and Qatar are reported to bo examining the erection of 

1 million tons and 350,000 ton3 of direct reduction capacity,  respectively. 

Sponge iron would be used locally tc produce raw steel.    (Abu Dhabi  and 

Qatar are included under "Other countries"  in Tabic  6.) 
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PROSPECTS POR 2000 

East Asia^ 

The relative steel-making capability of the Democratic Peopled Republic  of 

Korea and the Republic  of Korea is much higher than that  of any other sub-region 

or country in Asia.       However,  a slowing down in the rate of growth is expected in 

the period 1985-2000.  By 2000, the percepita steei production capacity may reach 387 kg. 

South East Asia 

An internationally     significant  increase in steel-making may take 

place in this area during 19Ö5-2000.    The five ASEAN countries could boost 

their steel production capacities to more than 20 million tons,   even though 

this would still meet  less than half of their estimated demand in 2000. 

A significant difference between local consumption and local steel- 

making capability was reported in 1975 - 24 kg per capita steel consumption 

as against 6 kg steel  production per capita.    According to estimates made 

in 1975 by ASEAN steel experts,  steel demand may reach 61 kg per capita 

in 1985,  as compared with only 16 kg per capita production. 

According tc an earlier forecast prepared by the SEA Iron and Steel 

Institute.^steel demand was to reach 11.2 million tons in I985,  i.e. 

38 kg steel consumption per capita.    The expectation for 2000 was 35-7 million 

tons of steel consumption,  i.e. 82 kg per capita.    In view of the conserva- 

tive nature of the SEA Iron and Steel Institute forecast,  steel consumption 

per capita has been estimated at 100 kg while demand would reach43.8 million 

tons in 2000.     Some 56 per cent of demand is expected to be met by regional 

production, the balance being supplied largely by Australia and Japan. 

Whereas the five ASEAN countries alone were expected tc have steel-making 

capacities of 26 million tons, the sub-region would have 33 million tons, 

thanks to steel industry development in other countries in the area. 

5/     Not including China. 

6/     South East Asia Iron and Steel Institute,   "Study of the Trend of 
production and Consumption of Iron and Steel»,  November  1975 
(mimeographed). 
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Middle South Asia 

In India,  per capita steel production rose from 4-50 kg to 13 kg • 

the decade 1955-1965, but no comparable rise in capacity took place 

during the subsequent decade.    By 1985,  « i« expected that a seccna sub- 

rtantial increase will have taken place,  bringing steel   production capacity 

per capita to ?6 kg in that year. 

Further expansion of steel-makang capacity in India will be largely 

a matter of capital allocation,   since the human and technical resources 

including plant design capabilities, are already available,    in the early 

1990s, a third decisive step is expected to be taken to expand steel 

facilities in the country,   and indications are that    steel demand nay «•• 

to 50 million tons (47 kg per capita).    Such a development might justxty 

the consideration of 53 million tons of steel producing capacity.    Houever, 

if India becomes a major net exporter of steel,  a figure closer to oO nahion 

tons would appear  justified. 

In Iran significant development of the steel industry is ejected 

although an eventual decrease in oil revenue might retard the implementaron 

of some of the country's steel  projects.    Three variants of per capita steel 

production capacity (300,   350 and 400 leg) have been calculated corresponding 

to production levels of 20,  2. and 26 million tons of steel,    lue lowest xs 

deemed most probable. 

In Afghanistan, it  is assumed that the 1  million tons of steel-making 

capacity now under consideration will become operational in the same 

period. 

South VJest Asia 

In Turkey production capacity is expected to increase to 20 million tons 

of steel  (V5 kg/capita steel-making capacity).    The Arab countries m tins 

eub-region contain a population of 95-4 »illion and  15 million tons  of raw 

steel production capacity.    The sub-region with 207 kg per capita would oe 

close to the North African sub-regional group attaining 191  kg per capxta. 

Iron-making in the Arab countries will be largely based on the direct 

reduction process.    In Kuwait,   the Gulf States,  and to a large extent,^ 

Saudi Arabia,   production will be export-oriented,  whereas in Iraq and .yrxa 

it will most likely supply local metal-fabrica and engineering xnducrxcr 
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LATIN AMERICA,  1965-1985 

A steel production capacity of 70 million tons might be achieved 

by 1985.    This capacity figure is rather on the low side, compared with 

earlier estimates such as those made by ILAFA,^ which indicated a 

projected production capacity of 87.3 million tons. 

The estimated growth rate of steel production in Latin America from 

1965-1985 is comparable   with that of Spain (1.2 million tons in 1955,  and 

11.1  million tons in 1975)  and Japan (9-5 million tons in 1955, and 

102.2 million tons in 1975) a decade earlier. 

For the purposes of this Annex, Latin America has been divided into 

the following sub-regions:    Caribbean and Central America, Tropical South 

America and Temperate South America.    In spite of significant discrepancies 

in levels of steel production among the countries within each sub-re-ion, 

these three groups of countries were rather close as far as steel production 

per capita at the sub-regional   level in 1975   »as concerned.     Each sub-region 

contains one major steel producer:    Mexico in the Caribbean and Central 

America;    Argentina in Temperate South America;    and Brazil in Tropical 

South America.    The future development of these leading steel producers 

will have a decisive effect upon the respective sub-regions.    It should 

also be noted that Venezuela is becoming an important  steel  producer. 

The Caribbean and Central America 

Of the countries in this   sub-region (Barbados,  Cuba, Dominican Republic, 

Guadeloupe, Haiti, Jamaica,  Martinique,  Puerto Rico,  Trinidad and Tobago, 

Windward Islands,  other Caribbean islands, Costa Rica,  El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,  Nicaragua and Panama),  Cuba produced 240,000 

tons of steel in 1975 and production is expected at least to double by 

1985. 

Mexico, which imported 50 per cent of its steel consumption require- 

ments 20 years ago,  aims to become self-sufficient in steel  in the near 

future.    In 1972-1974,  annual consumption totalled 5-3 million tons,  and 

2/       USI, Annual Conference,   October 1975, Mexico City, Report of 
Proceedings,  pp. 42-43. 
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production 4«8 million tons.    The installed steel-making capacity was 

expected to reach 9.3 million tons by the end of 1976,   and to be in the 

neighbourhood of sorce  i2.3 million tons by I98O,  following the  start-up 

of the second phase of Las Truchas.-'     If the constraints already 

identified can be overcome,  the installed ateel production capacity 

might be between 16 and 18 million tons by 19^5• 

In Trinidad and Tobago,  preparatory work has started on a 15220 million 

iron and. steel complex that will utilize the country's plentiful hydrocarbon 

resources.    Government will be the main shareholder,  with several inter- 

national companies holding minority shares.    When completed in mid-1978 

the venture is expected to produce 1.2 million tons of steel  billets a 

year.    The bulk of the production will be exported to Holland and Japan. 

Tropical South America 

Brazil plays a leading role in steel production,  not only in the sub- 

region (which comprises Bolivia,  Brazil,  Colombia, Ecuador,   Guyana,   Paraguay, 

Peru, Surinam, and Venezuela),  but also in Latin America as a whole.    Steel 

consumption in Brazil averaged 10 million tons in 1972-1974«    Since steel 

production was 7-7 million tons per year, the steel deficit  of 2.3 million 

tons had to be met through imports.    Despite efforts to increase steel 

production, the deficit may be 8.6 million tons by 1980, with an expected 

demand of 22.4 million tons of ingots compared v;ith a production of 13.8 

million tons.^    The deficit may be even larger by I985.    Installed steel 

production capacity was 9«3 million tons in 1975 and may increase to at 

least 25 million tons by 1985«    Additions to existing capacities and new 

greenfield projects would seem to substantiate this figure,   despite its 

apparent lowness.    The growth rate of steel consumption, which exceeded 

13 por cent for many years,  and other local conditions conducive to steel- 

making,  bode well for the further accelerated development of the steel 

industry. 

In Colombia,  annual  steel consumption averaged 0.7 million tons in 

1972-1974,  50 Per cent of which was met through local production.    Domestic 

coking coal reserves have been estimated at 2.3 billion metric tons:    the 

8/      B. Trillo, The Steel   Industry in Mexico,   USI,  Ninth Annual Conference, 
Mexico City, 13-15 October,   1975,   Report  of Proceedings,   p.77« 

2/      Fred Woods de Lacerda,";,   "Outlook of the Brazilian Steel   Industry",  USI, 
Ninth Annual  Conference,   Mexico City, 13-15 October,   1^75?   Proceeding,  P-60 
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c  axr:L'  at   providing an erport  surplus  of 

> '.   ,a*.--.durt::,  comprises two major projects 

*'.:<•   isasa ',   ::t(jt:l  production caoacity  of 

t..v  ine <r.a  of the 1980s.    SIDSRPERU,   the 

rati.;.,   is planning to expand its steel-mill 

r.iiiir.r. teas  by 1985.    The  second project 

:••: :  •-•:• or a Lì.eel   mill at  Nazca on the  southern 

U-,.  •.•:•!,v:d<..-t,  iVr a production level  of  2 million 

21'.r rei sta.;e.   for twice as much.    According to 

first   rr f;iil  be completed in 1983,   and the second 

Venezuela ha;   decided to devote considerable funds derived from its 

oil revenue to  i?aas.ssn-.  stool   production.     Steel consumption totalled 

2.3 million  : ors  ¡e-  arsa'.-, ia VMî^n-jA  (1974:    2.7 million tons),   and 

production was  .-. : ' ; r>-»   y  •.•-v'0ve   1 .0 "al .ion tens  in the  same period.     Steel 

consumption coun   asr.    ' rh.Mr,;, ir-nu by 1^5.    SID0R,  the  national  steel 

company,   i: anran, ta 1 aerea s,.; production capacity to 5 million tons by 

I98O. BeirvT sitia» tad or tie hasKs of the river Orinoco, the SIDOR steel 

mill is favourabiv lesa'ed in torna of accessibility to coke imports and 

future steel orrao-ts. Ir. addition, it enjoys the supply of cheap energy 

from the Gurt I ysre-el sci rie dan on the river Caroni. The planned Zulia 

steel mill is stsi'! beirv debated, the steel production capacity target 

of which has been  set  at  1C million xons by the mid-1980s. 
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Temperate South America 

Of the countries in this nub-region (comprising Argentina,  Chile and 

Uruguay),  Argentina has a large ste3l industry.    In 1973,  a national plan 

was formulated in order to define the development  programme for this 

industry.    At present, there are two integrated steel mills in Argentina, 

which produced 2.4 million tonn of steel  in 1974,   accounting for 58 per 

cent  of the country's steel  consumption which in that year reached 4.2 

million tons of raw steel,     'in 1974—1975,   the Government decreed that a 

third integrated steel mill be set up near Bahia Blanca,   involving an 

estimated investment of $2.7 billion.    The mill is planned to start 

producing raw steel in the early 1980s,  the initial capacity being 3.8 

million tons per year and rising eventually to 8 million tone. 

In Chile, the one integrated steel mill in operation produced O.5 

million tons in 1975.    Consumption averaged 0.7 million tons in 1972-1974, 

and the capacity of the existing steel mill may be doubled during this 

decade.    Furthermore, plans are under government review for the estab- 

lishment of another steel mill with an initial annual capacity of 1 million 

tons. 

PROSPECTS POR 2000 

Caribbean and Central America 

Steel production in Kexico vail have a decisive influence on 

production levels in the Caribbean and Central America.     Population is 

expected to grow at a rate of more than 3 per cent per year in the period 

I985-20OO.    Bearing in mind that the per capita steel production capacity 

in Mexico has been estimated at 217 kg in 1985.  analysis has shown that 

steel  production per capita will  likely be 300 kg, and steel-making 

capacity 46 million tons by 2000:    the total steel-making capacity of the 

sub-region is estimated at 5I million tons. 

Tropical South America 

Steel production in this sub-region will,  to a large extent, be 

determined by that  of Brazil, which country is expected to attain a ntfìei 

production capacity per capita of 283 kg,   i.e.  75 million tons in 2000. 
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This target figure includer. 35 million tone of new capacity at an annual 

rate of increment  of 2.3 million  Ions. 

Venezuela will become the sub-region's second leading steel-maker. 

It may attain a steel production level of 18 million tons in 2000,  i.e. 

847 kg production per capita.    This   per capita production level 

corresponds to that of highly industrialised countries,   such as Sweden 

in the 1970s.    It  is expected that a major part  of the steel produced wi 11 

be exported.    In Peru, production capacity is estimated at 9 million tons, 

which figure would appear rather conservative. 

Although expected to expand their steel production in this period, 

both Colombia and Ecuador will still be in the lower category of steel 

producers. 

The sub-region is expected to attain a capacity of 3U kg per capita 

steel production in 2C00 which would place it  among the leaders in the 

middle category of the world steel producers. 

Temperate South America 

Argentina is expected to attain a capacity of 669 kg per capita steel 

production,   i.e.   22 million tons in 200O.       It is thus anticipated that 

this country might become an important  exporter both of steel and 

engineering products. 

By 2000, Chile is expected to more than treble its I985 steel  facilities 

and steel  development will also take place in Uruguay.    This sub-region would 

be the only sub-region in the developing regions with a steel production 

capacity per capita surpassing 400 kg ( 557 kg/capita). 
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Chapter III 

THK IhCII A:Q;  ITJiiL T.ADi: <V i^lLOFIÜC COUIITPJSS; 

STKUCTUr-.   !^0.;!-uT3 ANI.   POLICIES ^ 

Introduction and mam -olicy conclusions 

In viev; of the target  set  in the  Lima Declaration of increasing the 

developing countries'   snare m  total   world industrial  production to at 

least 25 per cent by the year 2000,  efforts to expand the iron and steel 

sector assume ercit  importance  owing to its leading role in the develop- 

ment  process.       This  implies ti:* need  for considerable restructuring 

and change  in U*. composition of trade  in iron and  steel  over the next 

quarter of a century. 

Table   1  sunrises  the  iron óIú  steel trade situation  for a sample 

of 50 develop^ countries in   :«7i.       Exporte from these developing countries 

to the developed  countries amounted to only 31,423 million,   whereas these 

from developed to developing countries amounted to C6.013 million.       Similarly, 

large imbalances  exist in exporxs of ccal    and coke (a steel input)  as well 

as of machinery   ana  transport  ecuipment  which have a high  steel content. 

The burden caused by these foreign exchange expenditures can only be reconciled 

if the world-wide sectoral restructuring implicit in the Lima target is realized. 

V 

2/ 

This  section is adapted  from a preliminary report  prepared by the UHCTJ) 
secretariat  en t:.o tr^e  i^licution- of   restructuring tue v«or±u iron and 
steel   indurir-,   in ce^liance  -it* resolutions  .¿opted at the  -ooend 
General Conference of UÏ1I1X) in Karen  1975 and at U1ICTAD IV  in i,ay  1976. 

Developed   country export, of coal and coke amounted to S149 milli• ** 
those  o- -.acmnes and transport  equipment to 530,688 million,   wnereas the 
reverse fio,- of coal -nd coke  was only C8 million (data for machinery an<3 
transport  cniipment not  available). 
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Table 1.    Structure of the iron and steel trade of developing 

countries,  by processing stage,   1973 

(f millions) 

X.           Stage of 
^"v.     processing 

Ore and 
concentrates 

Semi- 
manufactures 

PiniBhed 
manufactures 

Total 

Exports by^v. 
source and      ^"v. 
destination           ^s. - 

Prom developing 
to developed 719 529 175 1,423 

Prom developing 
to developing 20 246 60 326 

Prom developed 
to developing 4 5,274 735 6,013 

Net developing 
country exports 715 -4,745 -560 -4,590 

Source:    Data supplied by 50 developing countries (see Table 2). 

The table also shows that the exports of developing countries are 

mainly compooed of ore and concentrates and semi-manufactures, whereas 

the reverse flow from developed countries consists of semi-manufactures 

and finished manufactures.    While the developed countries will continue 

as major suppliers of finished manufactures, achievement of the Lima target 

implies a shift in the product composition of developing country exports 

from ore and concentrates to semi-manufactures and greater import substitution 

in semi-manufactures. 

Furthermore, the small amount of trade among the developing countries 

themselves as compared with trade with developed countries is apparent.      If 

the Lima target  is to be attained,  the share of trade among the developing 

countries in their total iron and steel trade must  increase for a number 

of reasons:     general instability of export and import prices of higher 

order processed iron and steel in developed countries;  tariff, non-tariff 

and transport cost barriers to trade;   restrictive business practices and 

cartel policies resulting from the monopolistic/oligopolistic market 

structure in those countries;   and most  importantly,   because of the opportunities 

for restructuring iron and steel trade patterns in favour of the developing 

countries whose steel production,  consumption and concomitant trade are 
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expected to grow dynamically over the next 25 years.    These shifts in 

the trade patterns towards increased intra- and interregional trade on 

the part of the developing countries,   in the face of competition from 

developed countries,  can occur,  only if immediate steps are taken by 

the developing countries to create a stable co-operative environnent 

conducive to such trade  among themselves. 

Developing country trade  flows il. 1973 

This section provides an analysis of developing country trade flows 

in iron and steel production on the basis of data at  four levels oí 

aggregation (total value of iron and steel trade;  raw materials;   semi- 

manufactures;  and finished manufactures) for 50 developing countries in 

1973.    While trade data for only one year in respect of these countries 

may not conclusively identify the trade patterns of the developing countries, 

they will,  for most  cases, provide an indicative picture of the trade patverns 

likely to continue.     Having discussed over-all trade  flows  in the preceding 

section,  focus here is placed on intraregional and interregional trade. 

As shown in Table 2,  exports from developing countries xo other 

developing countries were valued at some S326 million in 1973 or 16 per 

cent of their total exports to the world.    The bulk of this trade originated 

in Latin America (32 per cent),  Asia (52 per cent) and the Middle East (9 

per cent). 

Exports from North Africa were distributed as follows:     intraregionaliy 

$2.2 million or 84 per cent of total exports,  with exports to the Middle 

East amounting to 30.3 million (10 per cent).    Exports to other countries 

in the African region ("Other Africa"  in Table 2) accounted for only $138,000. 

Total exports of iron and steel products from "Other Africa" were 

somewhat  less than those  for North Africa.     Intraregional  exports amounted 

to $3.4 million or 89 per cent  of total  exports while  interregional exports 

valued at 8341,000 or 9 per cent went  to North Africa with the remainder 

distributed among the other regions. 

Latin America is one of the three most active trading regions in 

iron and Bteel products,  Asia and the Middle East being the other two. 

Total exports from Latin America to other developing countries amounted to 

$105.0 million or about  15 per cent of its over-all exports to the world. 

ExportB from Latin America were primarily interregional  ($97.5 million or 

93 per cent),  the  remaining exports going to other regional  groupings listed 
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in Table 2s     "Other Developing" (Yugoslavia),   Asia, Middle East and "Other 

Africa".    This constitutes a sound ba3is for the possible expansion of 

trade with these areas in the future. 

The total exports of iron and steel products from the Middle East to 

developing countries amounted to $30.4 million or a 9 per cent share  in 

total exports of all developing countries.    As  in other regions already 

considered,   interregional trade dominated,  with exports to other regions 

amounting to $16.6 million (55 per cent),  of  which  25 per jent   went  to Asia and 

17 per cent to North Africa. 

The share of Asia in total developing country exports was roughly 

half of the total trade of the developing countries among themselves:     its 

exports amounted to $169 million (52 per cent).    Intraregional trade was 

also marked in Asia and exports amounted to $119.5 million (71  per cent). 

The interregional exports from Asia were to Middle East (17,2 million or 

10 per cent);  Latin America ($22.4 million or 13 per cent);   Other Africa 

($7.4 million or 4 per cent);  North Africa ($2.4 million). 

Iron and steel products valued at $15.2 million were exported tr all 

other developing countries from the regional grouping "Other Developing" 

(Yugoslavia).     Its relative share in total developing country trade  in 

iron and steel products amounted to 5 per cent.    Since this classification 

is not based on geographic considerations,   it  is not surprising that no 

intraregional trade is carried out.    The bulk of this region's trade in 

the year under consideration was, therefore,   interregional:    North Africa 

$7.2 million or 47 per cent;  the Middle East,  $4.3 million or 28 per cent; 

and Asia,  $3.5 million or 23 per cent. 

Trade data alone cannot accurately reflect  levels of development  in 

iron and steel fabrication, particularly those of vertical integrated 

production capabilities.    They do,  however,  provide an indication of ihe 

relative dependence and ability of the developing countries in world markets 

for iron and steel.    The data presented here provide,  for the first time, 

a global insight into iron and steel trade both within and between regions. 

These trade flows among and within developing countries have shown that, 

relatively speaking,  a large amount of intraregional trade goes on in iron 

and steel products,  and a surprising amount of interregional trade.    This 

pattern is most notable in the geographically distant countries in Africa, 

à 
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Asia and Latin America.    Whatever the commercial and other bases for these 

trade links may be,  they should be further exploited and expanded to pro note 

the industrialization goals implicit  in the Lima target. 

Developing country trade in iron and steel products 

In contrast to the price behaviour of most commodities where the 

largest fluctuations occur at the raw material stage and become smaller 

at more advanced stages of processing,   iron ore prices tend to follow the 

reverse pattern,   i.e. they are quite stable in comparison with the higher 

order of processed steel products.    For example, the prices of intermediate 

steel products  (merchant  bars,  heavy sections,  heavy pi.utes  and cold-reduced 

sheet) vary much more through time than do,   for example,   the export prices 

of iron ore from Brazil and India.    ThiB oscillation is most obvious in 

the case of heavy plates,  the prices of which fluctuated during the period 

1966-1975 from $88 to 8402 per ton (457 per cent).    By contrast,  prices 

of iron ore in Brazil and India varied only slightly from 156.85 to $7-75 

per ton in the case of India (13 per cent) and from S9-30 to 814.90 per 

ton in the case of Brazil   (60 per cent). 

The explanation for these disparities is to be found in the way in 

which prices are established in these two markets.    Traditionally,  iron 

ore is sold after negotiations between buyer and seller who agree to 

quantities and prices for the coming year.    This method is still used, 

though mainly by established mining companies whose ore has long been on 

the market.    However,  contracts for longer periods are customary in the 

mining ventures which came into operation during the 1950s.    In order to 

raise the capital investment required to start mining,   owners have to 

guarantee markets for a long time ahead,  at  least up to the break-even 

point.    Such long-term contracts, entered into as a guarantee for 

investment, may run to a considerable length of time:     some have been 

concluded for a period of 40 years. 

The steel market  in developed countries is highly cyclical, more so 

than the economies themselves.    This cyclical activity is due to the 

effect not only of frequent excess capacity arising out  of fluctuating 

stocks of steel products maintained by both steal producers and steel 

consuming industries,  but also of the pronounced accélérât or/multiplier 
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interaction on this sector.     This leads to volatile steei prices compared 

with the more stable iron ore prices. 

Developing country exports of iron ore have almost  doubled from some 

80 million tons in I968 to   U8 million ton3 in 1973.    Given the  relative 

price  stability and the rising volume of exports,  export  earnings have 

become  important to ore-producing countries,  and thereby make the trade-off 

for diverting this c   J to domestic use an  important  ronsideration for 

planning domestic sxeel production capacity.     For ore-abundant   countries, 

like Brazil,  the coat  is not  serious,  but   for others it  could be,   if they 

had to rely on steel exports to the developed countries  m order to warrant 

domestic production at efficient  levels.     The decision to move  downstream 

into steel production must,   therefore, take into consideration the trade-offs 

between stable export earnings and prices at the iron ore and pellet 

level,  on the one hand,  and the relatively unstable earnings and prices 

that will be encountered,   on the other hand,  if exports of steel are 

dependent on developed country markets.    The development among developing 

countries of stable long-term trade links for iron and steel products may 

help to avoid risks resulting from fluctuations of the steel market  in 

developed countries. 

Despite the successful  development of the direct-reduction/electric 

furnace method to produce  sponge iron,  and then steel,  using natural gas 

and/or gasified fuel oil,   great quantities of coking coal are still required 

in the blast furnace to produce iron on a large scale.    Therefore,  with 

the exception of those developing countries that have plentiful, resources 

of natural ga3, most  steel production in the developing countries will be 

dependent on imports of coking coal.    In contrast to most trading config- 

urations between developed  and developing countriee,   it   is developed countries, 

by and large,  which have abundant coal resources and arc, therefore,   the 

major exporters of coal and coke.    The volume of developing countries' 

imports of these products  shows a gradual upward trend over the period 

I964-I973 with imports amounting to more than five million tons  (of both 

types)  in the latter year.     Perhaps more  important,  however,   has been the 

growing value of these imports which reflects the  rising price  of coal and 

the concomitant rise in foreign exchange expenditure on the part of the 

developing countries over the period.    The f.c.b. unit  value of coking coal por 

ton has virtually doubled from $22.24 per ton in 1964 to $42.01  per ton in 
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1973.    When transportation costs are added to these prices,   the high foreign 

exchange costs of iron and steel resulting from this one input  become apparent 

and must be considered in the planning equation. 

Developing country imports of ingots and other primary fo*v.;3 of iron 

and steel from developed countries have risen from a low of 986,000 tons 

in 1964 to over 5 million tons in 1973,  which reflects the growing steel 

consumption and import  intensities of the developing countries over this 

ten-year period.    These trade flows also provide some indication of the 

•cope for using import-substitution policies in this sector by the developing 

countries. 

While the developing countries have demonstrated an incr    .sing ability 

to export  iron and steel products (SITC 67),  rising from a low base of only 

$103 million in 1964 to S668 million in 1973  (more than six-fold), their 

imports of similar products have increased from $1.6 billion in 1964 to 

$5.1 billion in 1973 (more than three-fold).    Although generalized, these 

statistics provide some insight  into the prospects which exist  for trade 

in iron and steel products among the developing countries.     Increased steel- 

making capacity on the part of the developing countries should reduce 

ioports of many specific iron and steel items from the developed countries 

via import substitution. 

Despite the prospects of growing import substitution in iron and 

steel products by the developing countries,  their dependence on imports 

of capital equipment for manufacturing,   construction and infrastructure 

in general will continue to increase as the industrialization process 

continues.    The developing countries«   indirect imports of steel in the 

foim of machinery and transportation equipment have risen from S9 billion 

in 1967 to 830.1   billion in  I973 (334 ?er cent).    This trend can be expected 

to continue in the future  in most developing countries,   since  import 

substitution of these items can only occur at a much higher level of 

industrialization.    However,  the more advanced of the developing countries 

nay be able to tap this high growth market by exporting higher order steel 

products to lesser advanced developing countries. 

Foreign exchange savings  resulting from import   substitution 

The  installation of  iron and steel-making capacities by developing 

countrie    will yield some foreign exchange savings as  locally produced 

iron and steel  products are  substituted  for imports of  similar gooriD. 
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However, the savings are not automatic,   particularly during the initial 

start-up and "learning" period,  nor are they "one for one" in that the 

value of an item formally imported is a measure of the  foreign exchange 

saved.    The amount  of capital costs to be borne in foreign currency terms 

is an important variable that must  be taken into consideration in any 

exchange saving equation.    These costs are a function of the degree of 

industrialization in the developing country in queution.    Thus, initially 

the foreign exchange component of the total expenditures will be very 

high as most machinery and other items have to be imported.    Once 

industrialization is well under ••«'ay,  however, the proportion of equipment 

that  can be PM^B|Fd locally will rise. 

In computing foreign exchange benefits,  it is not  unrealistic to 

assume that most developing countries which have developed,  or are planning 

to develop a steel  industry possess  iron ore and pay the greater part  of 

their wage bills in domestic currency:     consequently,   these costs are not 

considered here.     As far as other materials are concerned,  however,   almost 

any combination is possible, ranging from almost total  self-sufficiency 

in,  to heavy dependence on imports of,   such inputs as coke,  coal,  oil, 

limestone,  gas,  and hydro-electric power. 

Table 3 sets out the foreign exchange benefits accruing from steel 

production in a blast furnace/basic oxygen system plant as computed for 

four "typical" cases,  although a wider range of possibilities does exist. 

As can be seen,  savings range from 3161  to $196 per ton depending on the 

various assumptions used.    The foreign exchange benefits are likely to 

be much the same with the direct  reduction/electrice  furnace technology. 

Implications  cf the Lima target   for developing country imports 
of iron and steel products from developed countries 

As mentioned previously, the Lima industrial production target underscores 

the paramount  importance of the iron and steel sector which contributes most 

significantly xo the development process.    In view of the relationship 

between steel consumption and level of GDP per capita,   it follows that  iron 

and etcel consumption and production in the developing countries will have 

to expand enormously over the next  25 years.    This dynamic growth will have 

to be accompanied by increased international trade  in iron and Bteel  products. 

Not  only will this trade volume grow as the Lima target  is approached,  but 

the  structure  and composition of trading patterns will  also shift.     These 
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shifts will not  take place solely at the expense of the developed countries 

currently dominating iron and steel trade,  however;   as the developing 

countries begin to trade more  in semi-manufactured iron and steel products 

among themselves,   exports from the developed countries will shift more 

towards plant,   equipment and technological know-how for the new steel 

industries,  as well as the host  of complementary capital equipment  required 

for expanding infrastructure,     construction an<i  other emergent manufacturing 

sectors in the developing countries. 

It would be  expected that, as the  levels of economic development   in 

the developing countries improve,   imports of  iron and steel products would 

initially grow at a rapid rate  and then at a somewhat  slower rate as their 

economies approach industrial maturity.    A curve fitted to observations of 

steel imports of 88 developing countries from 20 developed countries in 

relation to a share of the developing countries'   respective GDPs follows the 

anticipated pattern,  thus underscoring both the anticipated growth in inter- 

national trade  in iron and steel  products as per capita GDP rises,   and the 

growth that must  occur in imports by developing countries of complementary 

goods and services from the developed countries.    The plotted observations 

are estimates derived from the  following regression equation: 

197} steel  imports  (SITC 67)  = f ( population,  r>er capita GDP) 

In Ms =  In B0 +  In  B1   Pop + In B^ PCCTP 

R
?
 =  .61    1.34+   0.68 +   0.81 

(T test values )     (1.7    (T.8    (1'7) 

This also demonstrates that growth of iron and steel imports expressed 

as a percentage of GDP will affect most developing countries which,   at present, 

are passing through the earlier phases of the  industrialization cycle.    The 

iron and steel  import elasticity for developing countries IB estimated to be 

0.81  which implies that,  for every one per cent  increase in GDP per capita, 

imports of iron and steel products should increase  by eight tenths of one 

per cent.    Relating this to the  results of another study,-'   and given that 

the Lima target   in respect of world production of semi-manufactured and 

manufactured goods will materialize,  that population will continue to grow 

at an annual  rate of 2.b per cent,  and that  the annual GDP growth rate of 7.t< 

required to meet  the  Lima target  by ,'000 will   be  attained,   imports  of  iron 

and steel products are likely to grow at an approximate annual rate of 6.2j 

per cent.    In constant  197"\ value terms, and taking that year's figures for 

developing country imports of  iron and steel  products of tlj.\    billion (SITC 67) 

as a base,  together with the  annual  growth rate  given above,   imports of  iron 

and steel products from developed countries could attain a value of approx- 

imately **2ó.2  billion,  or a :>14  per cent increase  in value by t;     year 2000. 

37      UNCTAD document "ID/l'Vj/Suppl.   1.   P-   ^   P«   '>-     Tnese «rowth rates lmPlv 

~        that  the  per capita growth  rate  is    .0 per rent. 
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Tariff arid non-tariff barri err; to the export  of iron and  steel 
product:J by duvoloping countries 

Developing countries  contemplating the expansion and/or development 

of their iron and steel  exporte to developed country markets need to take 

into account  the trade obstacles generated by tariffs and non-tariff 

barriers (NTBs).      As might  be expected,  the tariffs increase with the 

stage of processing,  e.g.   from ran material  inputs through semi-manufactures 

to finished manufactures.       This pyramid effect  is  shoi.-n in Table 4f  which 

provides data on the tariffs  levied on iron and steel products  in the 

European Economic Community  (EIX),  Japan and the United  States;     taken 

together these account  for  over 90 per cent  of developed country imports 

of semi-manufactured and manufactured  products  from the developing countries. 

The tariffs  of the United  States display the most  escalation through the 

three stages of processing.       On average,  the tariffs for the countries 

covered in Table 4 vary from duty-free at  the raw materials  level, to 6.7 

per cent  for intermediate  semi-manufactures and to  10.2 per cent  for 

finished manufactures.      Developing countries  planning to gain access for 

their exports  of processed  steel products to developed country markets should 

take into account the effect that this escalated tariff profile may have on 

their competitive position,  particularly on their exports of finished 

products. 

Table 4.       Average nominal tariffs on selected iron and steel  products 
by stage of processing:    LZG (1972);     Jaran C197271 

Stage of processing 

United states ( 1974T 
,per cent; TP 

Japan United States 

Raw materials 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Semi-manufactures 6.6 7.4 6.2 

Finished manufactures 8.7 9.9 12.2 

Total 

0.0 

6.7 

10.2 

Source:    UÎICTAD calculations. 

Vihen examining the tarrif structure,   it is a.130 imperative to note 

the existence of preferential tariff regimes which affect current and 

potential exports of iron and steel products from developing countries. 

Two najor preference systems  should be considered:    the Generalized System 
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of Preferences (CSP),  and the Special Preferences offered by the EEC 

to 46 developing countries in Africa, the Caribbean and Acia under the 

Lomé Convention. 

The GSP schemes of most countries (jiving preferences provida for 

duty-free treatment  of those iron and  steel products included in the 

product coverage of the scheme.      The product  coverage of the  schemes 

in the ICC,  Japan and the United States provide for moat of the developing 

countries1   exports of these    products.      Uhi le most  of the GÔP schemes in 

operation are  "open-ended",  i.e. not  subject to a priori  quantitative 

restrictions, the schemes in the EEC,  Japan and the United States contain 

quotas under -.mich the combined imports of the developing countries are 

accorded duty-free treatment up to a predetermined,  ruota level;    all  imports 

in excess of this level are subject to the full Host  Favoured nation (¡-KÏ; 

duties.      In the EEC  and Japan,  the  schemes also contain "rraximun country 

amounts" under vhich imports from individual beneficiaries no longer enjoy 

preferential    treatment once a predetermined share of the over-all cuota 

has been attained.      These restrictions are, hovever, applied on a year-to- 

year basis so that all countries have equal access to the  motas at the 

start  of the ne-.; year.      The  quantitative restrictions embodied  in the 

United States scheme  are knovn as  "competitive need criteria".       If a 

single beneficiary's  imports (or group of beneficiaries aligned in a 

customs union,   free trade area    etc.)  of a single item exceed C25 million 

or 50 per cent of total United States imports of that item, the beneficiary 

is permanently denied preferential treatment on the item in question 

(unless re-granted after presidential approval). 

These restrictions vhich cause uncertainty,  in addition to a number of 

product exclusions,   stringent  "rules of origin"  qualifying goods for 

preferential treatment, as veil as discriminatory beneficiary lists, make 

it necessary for each developing country to apprise itself of its eligibility 

under each separate GSP scheme and in respect 01' each iron and steel item it 

wishes to export.      The indeterminate duration of the GSP and possible changes 

in the administrative rules affecting its operation should also be considered. 

In addition to the GSP, the other most inoitsnt special preferential 

scheme is that of the EEC in respect  of 46 developing countries in the 
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African,  Caribbean,  and Pacific region (ACP).    These countries primarily 

4. +v,o nc-ociption of African and Malagasy States, members of the represent tne a.-"« J- - 
Yaounde Convention and a number of Commonwealth members.      Under  the 

"EEC-ACP Convention of Lomó",  the 46 member states are accorded duty-free 

ferential treatment on all industrial and primary products in chapters 

„     « J.U    -ar^icc-r.l <i Tariff nomenclature.       It is important to note that 25—99 of the unisona i.»iAJ-^ 
i  ^P-Pr>n+<-  ?1  out  of the  29 developing countries identified as the this accord aiiccxo c\ 
loped.       As distinct  from tne GSP, the Lome Convention also treats 

all ACP member-states as one area in terms of qualifying their exports for 

ruies-of-orisin purposes.      Thus,  by virtue of this "cumulative treatment" 

the avenue for co-operative industrialisat ior efforts is opened 

d allows member-states to specialize and combine inputs for duty-free 

export to the ESC. 

The "Tokyo Round" of Multilateral Tariff Negotiations (l-ETIi)   is 

currently being held unüer the auspices of the General Agreement  on 

ffs and Traxie ¿GATT).      As in the past, the negotiations centre on 

thTreduction of i-IFII customs tariffs.      Por the first time, the removal 

and/or reduction of non-tariff barriers (NTBs) are being negotiated. 

„_.  ¿.-„r. +nr-iff barriers and the GSP should be considered  .jointly Existing i"-*'-1-   i-c-i** 
because any reductions in the tariffs on products now covered by the GS? 

Mill erode the existing preferential margins currently enjoyed by the 

developing countries, while deep tariff cuts by the IITN in respect of 

those products not now included in the GSP, nor ever likely to be, are 

•     the interests of the developing countries.      '..Tiatever strategy the 

developing countries adopt with regard to the MTÎÎ, the following considerations 

should apply: 
(a)      Increased security of the GSP  should be ensured, i.e.   it should 

become a    binding commitment,   and its duration should be extended 

beyond the initial ten-year period; 

Preferences should be applied in a non-discriminatory manner to all 

developing countries; 

The tariff margins from preferences should be preserved to the 

extent possible within IVe context of the GATT; 

Where this has not airea.y been done, GSP rates should be reduce:' + o 

0>) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

zero; 
Existing limitations a", preferential imports (tariff cuotas, 
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(f) 

(g) 

ceilings, maximum country amounts,  competitive need criteria) 

should bo removed; 
Products not  included nor likely to be   included in the GSP should 

be subject to deeper than average tariff cuts, which should oe 

implemented in advance  in favour of developing countries; 

Maximum attention should be devoted to  the elimination of 

escalated tariffs or the pyramiding of tariffs as the scale 

of processing escalates. 

Tfce tariff regimes,  and the rationale underlying their present structure, 

currently  in force  in the developing countries should be scrutinized ana re- 

evaluated in the light of the present industrialisation and trade expanse 

goals.    It may be necessary to make significant changes  in these regimes to 

accommodate these plans,  particularly as regards the  iron and steel sector 

and the growth of xhe manufacturing sector.    Tariff reform which enhances 

the profitability of the domestic production of iron and steel and capxtal 

goods could overcome the existing constraints on growth in the manufactures 

sector. 
Co-ordination of tariff reform efforts between developing countries 

should also be attempted.    In this regard, maximum attention should oe 

devoted to designing a tariff regime to  take into account the complemen- 

tarity which exists among developing countries,  and particularly among those 

at different stages of industrialization.    On a broader front,  consideration 

should be given to formulating preferential tariff schemes among the 

developing countries at the sub-regional and interregional levels. 

In addition to tariffs there exists an additional set of obstables 

to trade  in iron and steel; these are the generally ad^ restrictions 

referred to as non-tariff barriers (STBs),    They axe broadly defined as 

any measure other than tariffs which restrict    imports;   they include  import 

licences,   exchange  controls,  quotas,   import surcharges,   valuation procedures, 

documentation requirements,  and customs fees and deposits.      Table 5 provides 

a list of IITBs affecting exports of iron and steel products to several 

developing country markets.      They are divided  into four groups:     (i)  foreign 

trade policies;    (ii)    administrative practices;       (iii)    internal policy 

*„d regulations;    and (iv)    private practices.      The table indicates that 

steel imports by the ten major steel-trading countries are subject to 31 

of 39 OTBs in at  least one of those developed countries, and that eight of 

these practices are in effect in all of the developed countries. 
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Unlike tariffs,  it is very difficult to  truant if y HTBs in order to 

estimate the decree  of trade restrictiveness they cause.      Important 

steel  restrictions t such as licensing,   exchange controls,  prejudice 

in government  procurement  practices,  ant i-dumping lavs, administrative 

practices,  non-economic internal  policies and  come restrictive business 

practices,  cannot be transformed  into tariff equivalents.       Some NTBs in 

certain developed countries can,  hov:ever, be  cruantified by estimating 

their ad valorem tariff ecuivalents:     quotas;     "voluntary"  export  restraints; 

domestic biased  purchasing;    import surchargée;    various forms of export 

subsidies,   such as direct payments, credit  financing,  penalties,  and tax 

rebates;    prior deposit recuirements;     document costs;    customs fees; 

various forms  of domestic  subsidies,  such as direct payments,  internal 

tax rebates and input subsidies;    indirect taxes and freight-rate discrim- 

ination. 

Using appropriate elasticities in conjunction v.'ith these quantifiable 

NTBs,   it has been estimated-*   that for 1968 ( I969 for the United States) 

steel  imports excluded by IITBs  imposed by these developed countries amounted 

to about $1.7 billion, with the United States  alone accounting for more than 

$1 billion.       The  small number  of IJTBs amenable to such quantification in 

relation to the total number of barriers erected indicates that this may 

represent only a minimum figure. 

Some developed countries have recently imposed legislation recuiring 

the steel industry to install various pollution controls.       These environ- 

mental measures have the reverse effect  of an NTB in that they could lead  to 

increases in the domestic price  of iron and  steel products  after the costs 

of the pollution control equipment have been absorbed by the  firms.      This 

could  lead to an increase in the importation of iron and steel products 

from developing countries uhich do not  impose   such controls.      Any increase 

in imports :;ill,  however,  depend on the extent  of the increased cost of 

producing these products and their initial competitive position vis-à-vis 

import  prices.       It has been estimated that the average annual total direct 

and indirect costs of environmental control as a percentage of the value 

of shipments amounts to 1.364 per cent  for the iron and steel industry in 

the United States.      Based on various assumptions, this could lead to an 

4/ See Table 5»   source. 
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average annual increase in exports of these products by the developing 

countries to the United States ranging from 2.7 per cent to 5,5 per cent 

over the period  1973-1977.^ 
Because of the ad hoc manner in which IITBn are imposed,  the political 

motivations prompting their introduction,  and the difficulties associated 

with their measurement, it will be very difficult to negotiate effectively 

the elimination or reduction of the NTBs in the Multilateral Tariff 

Negotiations.      Nevertheless,  the developing countries should mount and 

maintain continuous pressure in international fora for the removal or 

reduction of NTBs en specific  products of interest to them.      It 

therefore behoves the developing countries to take into account both these 

NTBs and tariffs  when considering the export of iron and  steel products to 

developed countries. 

Transport  costs as a barrier to developing country exports 
of iron and,  stee- 

Transportatiun costs insofar as they affect  iron and steel products 

are a third major factor to be considered by developing countries when 

planning the future patterns of trade in this sector,  since ocean 

transportation costs,  in particular, can reduce whatever competitive 

advantage their exports would otherwise have in developed country markets. 

Conventional analysis of international trade flows typically ignore 

or play down the importance of transportation costs.      This is justifiable 

only if transportation costs are small as compared with other barriers to 

trade.      However,   it has been estimated that in 1965 OECD imports of metal 

manufactures (the highest order of processing and therefore the most  indicative 

measure  for the purposes of structural considerations)  from all sources 

displayed nominal protection by tariffs and transportation costs of 8 an 

12 per cent respectively.^/    This may hamper the efforts of developing 

countries located relatively far from main markets in their efforts to 

5/   UNCTAD document TD/B/C.2/l50/Add.1./liev.1, Tables  13 and 14. 

^/    J. M. Finger and A. J. Yeats,  "Effective Protection by Transportation Costs 
and Tariffs:     A Comparison of Marautudes". The Quarterly Journal  of "xononics, 
Vol. XC, February V)li. 
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pursue higher orders of processing in iron and steel for export  purposes. 

Thus,  it may behove the developing countries to pursue efforts aimed at 

the development of national (possibly regional or sub-regional)   shippers' 

organizations or such bodies  in order to facilitate  their access to 

developed country markets and strengthen their effective  consultation and 

negotiation powers with shipping conferences or carriers,  as well as prepare 

the way for the anticipated trade in iron and steel products among developing 

countries. 

Ocean freight-rates for  iron and steel products are  primarily determined 

by steamship conference agreements since these products are usually shipped 

by regular cargo services.    Steel rates are generally levied by the con- 

ferences on a per ton basis.    Prom the point of view of exporters, a major 

feature of this conference system is the lack of price-competition among 

carriers,  which may allow ocean freight-rates to rise higher than they 

would in a more competitive situation.   Such practices as deferred rebates 

or other loyalty arrangements reduce the flexibility of exporters to exercise 

choice when independent carriers are available. 

The degree of discrimination in ocean freight-rates may also be related 

to the market strength of the users of the shipping services.    With few 

exceptions,   if any, the developing countries are   small users of shipping 

services for higher-order processed steel products:   they are therefore 

"captive" clients from the point of view of the conferences, and subject 

to any rates these impose. 

Organization of the  international iron and steel market; 
a barrier to developing country exports 

The structure of steel markets at the  national level can be  characterised 

either as monopolistic (public or private) or oligopolistic.    The extent of 

monopoly power associated with these structures depends on several factors, 

such as:    whether +he  industry (a)   is nationalized;  (b)   is a government- 

sanctioned privately owned monopoly;  (c) has government financial parti- 

cipation and/or control; (d)   is vertically integrated;  (e) has domestic 

production capacity exceeding domestic demand levels; (f)  faces competition 

from imports;   and (g)   indulges in cartel-type practices,  at domestic and/or 

wider international levels. 

Most of the steel-producing sectors established or planned in developing 

countries are  state-owned or controlled enterprises with natural or state-endowed 
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monopoly characteristics.      Although the scale of operations ìD  sometimes 

large relative to the current domestic demand for iron and steel  products, 

domestic demand can, in many cases, be satisfied only in certain products. 

Both these   situations recuire participation in inte.national trade:    in 

the first  case,  there is a need to seek export markets as a vent   for 

excess capacity;    and,  in the  second case, there is a need to import 

iron and steel products to meet demand, especially that for specialised 

product s. 

In those developed countries uhere a monopoly does exist,  national 

domestic cartels are usually present on either a de facto or a de  jure 

basis.      National cartels are  overt or covert  agreements by its members to 

restrain domestic competition through market  rharing, the maintenance of a 

uniform pricing policy,  the determination of guidelines for members' 

investment   and specialisation policies, the setuing of production quotas, 

and the like. 

"Voluntary" export restraints have reinforced the export cartel 

arrangements of steel-exporting countries.       "Pure" export cartels affect 

only competition in foreign markets,   .hile the "mixed" ones affect 

competition in bcth foreign and domestic markets.      A further distinction 

is that national export cartels involve exporters from several countries. 

Since   1953 the principal  steel producing groups in the EEC  have 

operated under i;hat is knoi.-n as the "Brussels Entente".      In essence, 

this is a central convention of national federations of steel manufacturers 

which organizes the export of steel to thiidcountries.      The main function 

of the Entente is to operate a minimum-price system uhoreby all  prices are 

based on Antuerp.      Houever,   on occasion the Entente has also operated 

export quotas. 

Japanese lai: permits the establishment of export cartels.       As far as 

iron and  steel products are concerned, four cartels govern export trade: 

for vare rod,  steel products,   iron and steel products, and tube and pipe 

fittings of maJloable cast iron.      Additional cartels exist  for semi- 

manufactured and manufactured articles of steel (e.g. construction steel, 

seilng machines, automotive components and accessories, machine tools, 

bicycles,   and tableviare).      48 Japanes firms are involved in the  four 
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cartels mentioned above, two of which export to the entire world market, 

the remaining two beine oriented towards  selected areas.      The  restrictions 

imposed by these cartels  include the setting of minimum prices and sales 

quantities. 

Purely  national  export cartels can be authorized in the United States, 

though none  currently exist  involving the  iron and steel   industry.      Anti- 

trust  legal   proceedings have, hot/ever, been initiated vàth respect to 
7/ 

metal-rolling mills  and rolling-mill machinery.-^ 

The uniqueness  of the  iron and steel   sector helps to explain its 

present market  structure,   as well  as the harmonized market practices 

it employs.      Given these realities,  imports, which constitute tne principal 

source of potential  competition, are restrained by various measures of the 

cartel variety,  as  well as by government-sanctioned trade policies.       It ha 

been noted that while IIRJ tariff rates have, in general, been gradually 

reduced over the years, the escalated tariff structure still Hinders the 

efforts of developing countries to export  higher orders  of processed  steel 

products, despite the GSP.      The selective lists of products and the  quanti- 

tative restrictions of the GSP with respect to  iron and  steel exports have 

also been noted,  as have the non-tariff barriers in the form of "orderly 

marketing arrangements" and restrictive business practices embodied in 

the export  cart eli zatio.; of the international steel market.      '..Tien all 

these factors are taken together, the prospects  for an active and growing 

exporting role by the developing countries in developed country markets 

do not appear bright.      This is not to suggest  that, given the present 

situation,   no room exists for growth in developing country trade, but 

excessive reliance on exports to these markets,   particularly as a vent 

for the excess capacity of new plants,   which arises prior to the maturation 

of domestic demand,  could prove to be hazardous  in the light of the realities 

of the existing market. 

In their capacity as traditional net exporters of iron and steel products 

to the developing countries, the developed countries are likely to maintain 

their foothold in developing country markets,   especially '..'here their trans- 

national affiliates arc participating in the development of the iron and steel 

industry.       In addition,  the possibility exists  for subsidiaries and affiliates 

2/    In  1952,  a consent  judgement  was entered rcruinng the cancellation or 
modification  of these agreements. 
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of transnational corporations  to participate in international cartel 

arrangementn,  organized by their parent organizations,  the objectiver; 

of which may be to maintain existing trade patterns in iron and steel, 

rather than facilitate the evolution of new patterns  involving greater 

participation by developing countries.      It will t?lce a substantial 

effort by the developing countries to overcome the  inertia resulting from 

these traditional established  commercial ties. 

The steel-producing and  -consuming  developing countries may gain 

some insights into h ou best to expand trade in this  sector among themselves 

by closely scrutinizing the practices of their counterparts in the developed 

countries.    Steel production  and trade should be rationalized, but  not 

only from the narro»; national   point of vieu.       With or without regional 

participation in formal   integration schemes,  new participatory initiatives 

require priority attention.       One of the first priorities  should be aimed 

at improving existing,  and creating new, intergovernmental machinery and 

institutions in order to harmonise better the national and common interests 

of the developing countries  ;rith respect to this sector.      Close attention 

should be paid to the establishment of complementary agreements between 

those developing countries .¡ith export capacity and those with import 

requirements.      Such agreements might include industrial co-operation 

at the enterprise level between developing country  steel producers; 

international sub-contracting,   which contributes not only to the generation 

of employment,  but also to the creation of skills,  the transfer of technology, 

and the development of entrepreneurial capacity;     joint ventures among 

developing countries;    and changes in import barriers, whether preferential 

or non-discriminatory, designed to augment the measures mentioned above. 
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Charter IV 

TECHNOLOGY OP STEEL-MAKING 

Choice of processes 

The processes by which iron ore and scrap are converted into steel 

have undergone tremendous technological changes within the past  two decades. 

However,  as the time required to bring a new process from conception to 

wide-scale commercial use often covers many years,   only processes that 

have reached the level  of commercial application and those now at an 

advanced state of development and likely to be in full use before 1990 

are considered in this Chapter.   The processes considered here are those 

that are applicable to the production of ordinary steels,   but comments are 

included where appropriate on the direction that technological  change may 

take in relation to the production of steel  in the last decade of the 

present century. 

The choice of processes is influenced strongly by: 

(a) The cost and availability of iron ore and steel  scrap; 

(b) The cost and availability of coking and steam coal,   oil, 

natural gas,   electricity,  charcoal, and other fuels; 

(c) The cost and availability of capital for the purchase and 

construction of facilities; 

(d) The availability of trained operative and technical staff 

(these requirements increasing with the size of the plant 

and the sophistication of the products made); 

(e) Transportation facilities available to move the large 

tonnages cf raw materials involved; 

(f) Environmental considerations,  principally the disposal 

of water and waste rock from mining, and slags from 

smelting and refining operations. 

Of the many different steel production processes employed in the past, 

only a limited number have survived in the  face of competitive forces.    It 

is these processe? mainly that must be considered when discussing the 

development of steel  industries in various ccuntri.es.    However,   sight must 

not be lost of the possibility that one or two processes which have become 

obsolete in highly industrialized countries may be suitable for calling 

back into service elsewhere. 
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The processes covered are bused on the beneficiati on and agglomeration 

of iron ores, the reduction and smelting of ores and agglomerates,   the 

melting and refining of raw steel,  the casting and solidification of raw 

steels and the hot and cold processing of raw steel  into commercially 

usable forms and products.    To relate the technological considerations to 

other parts of this study, the  raw material,  fuel and electrical needs of 

each process are  discussed briefly.    An intimate relationship exists 

between the ecale of demand for steel,  the nature and size  of the production 

facilities,  the types of fuels and the supply of electricity that influence 

the choice of an economically feasible production facility. 

The processes that would be considered in planning steel production 

are discussed in  the sequence in which they are normally employed.    It 

should be recognized,  however,   that the production facilities in any given 

case need not necessarily include all  elements of the technological base. 

Iron ore processing and aggi ornerà ti on 

In the production of iron and steel from iron ores,  it is economically 

advantageous if the ore contains a high percentage of iron,   low percentages 

of oxide impurities and low percentages of the so-called "tramp elements" 

(copper,   tin,  lead, etc.).    The physical character of the ore is of great 

importance, influencing as it does the operating efficiency,  energy require- 

ments and production capacity of the  reduction and smelting units employed. 

Beneficiation 

Ores that contain O-65 per cent iron are considered excellent quality. 

The presence of oxides  sv.sh as  silica,  alumina and titania (the gangue in an 

ore) at levels of up to 8 per cent is acceptable,  but higher lovels are 

undesirable,  except in spf nal  cases.    Phosphorus and sulphur content 

normally should also be ve y low.    The tramp elements should be lesa than a 

few tenths per cent each, generally,   but in ores for an integrated steel 

plant (e.g. one producing a wide variety of steels from iron ore and using 

coal as the primary fuel), 1 incentrations of these elements must not be 

greater than approximately 0 ?0 per cent, if serious contamination of the 

steel products is to be avoicid.    The elements arsenic and antimony should 

normally be less than 0.02 pei  cent each.    By using an oxidizing roaBt,   it 

is possible to remove  sulphur £ id arsenic from the  ore.    This operation is 

expensive, however. 

__fl 
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In many cases,   largo tonru.gcs of commercially usable ores can be 

extracted from low-grade deposits,  provided means can be found to reduce 

the gangue content and remove moisture and other volatile constituents 

BO as to obtain a product containing at least 55 per cent iron and less 

than 8 per cent gangue.    At  the same time,   steps can be taken to improve 

the physical properties of the ore so that it may be smelted more efficiently. 

In the language of the industry, the raw ore may be "beneficiated"  to 

improve its che-nical  and physical characteristics.    Virtually without 

exception,  it is more  economical to remove the gangue constituents in an 

ore prior to the smelting or reduction stages,  rather than later in the 

processing sequence because of the large increase in the use of energy 

needed for the removal  of these materials in smelting and melting operations. 

Usually,  it is necessary to crush and grind an ore to a fine size before it 

can be beneficiated. 

Agglomeration 

Often,  the iron ore from a high-grade deposit is initially in the form 

of coarse material  that can be crushed and screened to a diameter of 1-3 

centimetres,   and this may be used directly by the  steel plant.    The fine 

fraction of the ore may be  stockpiled for later use.    With increased extrac- 

tion of ore from the deposit,   the amount of ore that is too fine to use 

directly increases.    Also,   it is probable that lower-grade areas of the 

deposit will have to be developed and mined at a later stage.    These low- 

grade ores would have to be beneficiated through one or more of the methods 

outlined above. 

Although fine-grained iron ores and concentrates can be utilized in 

the production of steel,  and systems employing the fluidized-bed concept 

for the reduction of iron ores operate successfully on ores in the approximate 

size range 0.1-1.0 mm,  most processes for iron ore reduction and smelting 

encounter serious difficulties when fine ores and concentrates are used. 

Throughput is lower,   energy consumption is generally much higher,  and losses 

of iron from the system in the forms of dust and '.raste are exceedingly high. 

To counter this,  ore and concentrate agglomeration processes are employed. 

These processes may feature high temperatures,  as in sintering,   pelletizing 

and hot pressing,   or cold-setting bonding agents,   such as hydraulic cements 

or lime.    It is often of advantage in subséquent processing steps if fluxes 

such as line have been incorporated into  the material at  the agglomeration 

stage. 

 1 
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Sintering has progressed from its early auxiliary status to a funda- 

mental role in ore preparation, i.e.  in the improvement of metallurgical 

qualities.    Sintering facilities are usually located adjacent to where 

the sinter is to be used.    These facilities offer a useful means of dis- 

posing of dusts and roll scale produced by other operations in the steel 

plant. 

The large-scale industrial application of pelletizing commenced in the 

195°s.    It developed as a method complementary to sintering,  for the treating 

of concentrates too fine grained to be sintered in the usual way.    The bene- 

fits derived from pelletizing,  when correctly applied are:    uniform lump- 

size,   strength,   good reducibility,  high iron content,  and uniform chemical 
composition. 

The pelletizing plant is usually located near the mine and ore con- 

centrator.    The primary reasons for this are:    (a)   the economical size of a 

concentrator-pelletizing plant is one that produces many millions of tons 

of product per year,   and a facility may supply several steel plants at 

different locations;     and (b)  shipment of the very fine concentrates over 

long distances leads to a serious loss of the material and to contamination 

of the environment by the material,  which is readily air-borne when dry. 

Modern pelletizing techniques have led to the installation of additional 

capital  equipment near many mine3,  improving their general efficiency.    In 

ore-exporting countries,  high-capacity pelletizing plants may be located in 

large ports,  where ore concentrates and fine ores arrive from various sources 

Ore-importing countries often prefer to build pelletizing plants at the ports 

of arrival.    Pelletizing plants can also advantageously be built at iron- and 

steel-works equipped with sintering facilities,  thus making full use of both 

methods of agglomeration. 

Iron-making 

Over 95 Per cent of the iron ores and agglomerates produced in the 

world are smelted to produce pig iron,   which in turn is the major metallic 

material used in steel-making.    Virtually all of the 65O million tons of pig 

iron consumed in the world in 1975 were produced by the iron blast furnace; 

only a few million tons were produced by electric furnace smelting operations 

(chiefly in Norway and Venezuela).    As a rule,  pig iron from the blast furnace 

is used in the liquid form (hot metal)  directly in steel-making operations. 

A small  fraction is cast into pigs for use by the foundry industry and as 

charge material  for steel-making furnaces. 
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Iron blast furnace 

The iron blast furnace has long been the principal means employed for 

the reduction of iron ores and agglomerates.    The process has undergone 

major improvements in the last two decades,   however,  and furnaces have 

grown enormously in size. 

The modern blast furnace is designed to produce crude liquid iron 

(hot metal)  for the manufacture of steel having a composition of approxi- 

mately 4.2 per cent carbon,  0.5-1.2 per cent manganese,  0.4-1-2 per cenx 

Bilicon,  less than 0.05 per cent sulphur,   and a level of phosphorus that 

is determined by the composition of the ore or avérâtes being smelted. 

por typical taconite-type pellets, the phosphorus content of the liquid 

iron may be less than 0.05 per cent,   for the usual iron ores it may be as 

high as 0.4 per cent,   and for ores very high in phosphorus (such as are 

found in northern Europe)  it may contain as much as 1.9 per cent phosphorus. 

The furnace is also employed to produce relatively small quantities of 

merchant pig irons (for sale outside the producing plant) predominantly 

for use by the foundry industry.    These products usually contain more 

silicon (1-3 per cent) and possibly more manganese and phosphorus than 

is the case for pig iron used in steel-making. 

Furnace size 

Furnaces with interval volumes of 4,000 cubic metres are not unusual 

today;    indeed,   some are being built with volumes of up to 5,000 cubic 

metres.    These furnaces can smelt as much as 19,000 tons of ore to produce 

12,000 tons of hot metal per day. 

The size of blast furnace chosen for a given steel plant will be 

influenced by the demand for liquid iron for steel-making.    Although a 

single largo unit „reducing 3 million tons of hot metal per year might 

provide a certain supply of iron at a relatively low apparent unit cost, 

the use of two smaller units with individual capacities of 1.6-1.8 million 

tons might in fact provide the hot metal at a lower ever-all cost to the 

steel works.    The reason for this is that when the supply comes from  juet 

one furnace,  the loss of production of hot metal when that furnace clones 

down for repairs and relining,  or because of sudden outages,  shuts down .11 

the steel-making operations.    On the other hand,  the loss in production would 

be onlv aoproxlmatcly 40 per cent if one of the two caller blast furnace. 
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were out of commission.    The practical scale for the use of a blast furnace 

ranges from O.5 million to approximately 3.5 million tons of hot metal per 

furnace.    The current trend in large integrated steel plants is to install 

furnaces with capacities of 7,000-12,000 tons of hot metal per day,  e.g. 

2.5 million to 4 million tons of product per year. 

Size is only one of the factors that influence efficiency in blast 

furnace operations.    The main areas of improvement in plant and operational 

technology, as well as their impact on productivity and fuel and coke rate, 

introduced in Japan during the last two decades,  are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Trends in productivity,  fuel rate and coke rate 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the average coke consumption per ton of 

pig iron produced has been dropping rapidly in recent years in Japan.    It 

is currently at its lowest point.    In 1972,  the average values by country 

ranged from approximately 625 kg/ton of pig iron in the United States to 

45O kg/ton in Japan.    The average for all countries in that year was approxi- 

mately 585 kg/ton.    As indicated above, the coke rate is influenced to some 

degree by the amount of fuels that are injected into the tuyeres.    The rate 

of injection of natural gas does not exceed 70 m3 n/ton (O.65 G cal);     fuel 

oil at 4O-6O kg/ton (O.4-O.6 G cal), but it may be as high as 90-120 kg/ton 

O.9-I.2 G cal) in some furnaces, and oil injection of 130 kg/ton (3.7 G cal) 

has been reported.    Practices for the injection of a mixture of these fuels 

and an emulsion of oil and water have been developed successfully.    The 

effect of the injection of these fuels on the coke rate varies a great deal 

with the fuel, the furnace and the type of operation.    One kilogramme of 

oil replaces 1.0-1.4 kg coke,  the higher rate being approximately equivalent 

on the basis of energy.    With gas, the replacement ratio is 1.0:1.2 and it 

is 1.0:0.9 for coal. 

The praotice of injecting other fuels into the tuyeres to reduce coke 

consumption will continue to expand in areas where supplies of gas and oil 

are available, and the net effect will be to decrease the cost of energy in 

blast furnaces.    On the other hand, in regions where coal for coking purposes 

is plentiful, the practice may not be economical ari, in addition,  if coke 

consumption is decreased the steel works is deprived of the oil,  tar and 

gas that are produced in the coking operation. 
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Productivity (metric tons/day/m ) 
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The injection of gases into the stack of a blast furnace is a highly 

sophisticated operation which may lend itself to situations where gas is 

plentiful and coke is scarce and expensive.    Further,   the use of gas in 

this manner may place the blast furnace in closer competition with direct 

reduction systems.    The method may be used extensively after 1985,  as coals 

suitable for coking become scarcer.    Its use will require a well-trained 

and skilled work force and a strong supporting technical staff. 

Oxygen gas can also be used in some circumstances to increase the pro- 

duction of a furnace and to reduce the coke rate.    Enrichment of the air 

blast by the addition of 2-5 per cent oxygen gas by volume is often employed. 

This brings the oxygen content of the blast to 23-25 per cent. 

Three major trends are expected to be followed in blast furnace opera- 

tions in the next three decades.    In areas where coke is expensive,  the 

trend will be to reduce the coke rate as far as possible by the injection 

of fuels into the tuyeres and hot gasses into the stack.    By I985, it is 

expected that coke consumption in normal operations will be at its lowest 

level thus far, perhaps 350 kg/ton of pig iron and an auxiliary fuel con- 

sumption for tuyere injection of 100 kg (equivalent)/per ton.    The total 

energy consumption would be approximately 3.1 G cal/ton pig iron.    Gas 

injection will be used beyond I985;    however, even though coke consumption 

may be reduced to 250 kg/ton pig iron,  the increased use of auxiliary fuels 

nill probably keep total energy consumption at approximately 3 G cai per ton 

pig iron. 

The second trend will be followed in regions having adequate supplies of 

coals which are not suitable for coking, but which can be converted to a new 

tyt coke called "form-coke".   It is probable that this will be the prin- 

cipal fuel in the blast furnace,  the use of injected fuels being limited. 

Form-coke will not become available on a large scale for at least five years. 

Coke rates in the range of 450-500 kg/ton pig iron,  and the use of an 

equivalent of 25-5O kg coke per ton of pig iron as injected fuel, appear to 

be feasible (3.5 G cal/ton pig iron total). 

The third pattern will be followed where supplies of reasonably good 

coking coals are available to the end of the century.    Coke rates of 475-525 

kg and the equivalent in injected fuels of 25-50 Kg coke per ton of pig iron 

can be expected (e.g.  a total of 3.7 G cal/ton pig iron). 
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To sum up,  the following forecast coke rate for Japan in I985,  in the 

context of expecled blast furnace operational characteristics,  might be 

regarded as indicative of future trends elsewhere: 

Mean volume of blast furnace (m3) 3,050.0 

Coke rate (kg pig iron/ metric ton) 4OO.O 

Oil injection (kg pig iron/metric ton) 8O.O 

Fuel rate (kg pig iron/metric ton) 48O.O 

Blast temperature (°C) 1,250.0 

Blast humidity (9/Nm3) 10*° 

0? enrichment (per cent) 2*5 

Top pressure (9/cm2) 1,650.0 

Sinter ratio   j       (per cent) £   82.0 

Pellet ratio   J 

Coke ash (per cent) 12'° 

Source;    Toshio Ikeshima, "Reduction of coke rate and new 
"—•"""""      coking processes using ncn-coking coal",  paper 

submitted to the IISI Conference,  Tokyo,  1976. 

Thus, in 1985,  a. reduced coke rate will be expected as a result of: 

increasing oil injection (+^28 kg);    raising the blast temperature (+ 140°C); 

reducing humidity (- 5 ê/Nm3)ï    and increasing top pressure (+ 65O g/sq. cm.). 

The lowest coke rate in Japan is expected to be 350 kg. 

Charcoal 

As, in certain regions of the world,  abundant supplies of charcoal can 

be obtained,  it should not be overlooked as a blast furnace fuel.    It is 

highly reactive,  but it is not strong and cannot withstand the abrasion of 

the charge in a furnace of the usual height.    Nevertheless, it can bo used 

vary satisfactorily in a shorter,  smaller furnace.    It may,  therefore, be 

possible to operate a small furnace with a capacity of 4OO-5OO tons/day 

iron in regions where charcoal is available.    With a well-prepared burden 

of sinter or pellets, a coke rate of 750 kg/ton iron should be possible. 

Such a furnace would need stoves capable of heating the blast up to 1,100°C, 

but the auxiliary parts of the system would be relatively simple tc construct 

and operate.    Except in unusual circumstances,  the cost would not be very high- 
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Because charcoal is low in ash and sulphur,  the  sulphur content of the pig 

iron should be easily controlled.    When this form of fuel is used, however, 

afforestation programmes should te introduced in the interests of environ- 

mental conservation. 

MM 
The principal by-products from blast furnace operations are slag and 

blast furnace gas.    Slag is produced at a rate ranging from 50 to 175 kg/ton 

hot metal.    The first figure results from the use of low-grade ores and 

coke that is high in ash,  and the second from the use of very high-grade 

ores, coke that is low in ush,   and extensive use of natural gas or oil 

injection in the tuyeres.    Values in the range of 200-250 kg slag per ton 

of hot metal are usual in modern operations.    Blast furnace slag can be 

used for land-fill,  railroad ballast and raw material for cement manufacture, 

if the composition is controlled properly. 

Blast furnace gas 

Blast furnace gas is generally of low quality and its generation in 

conventional practice is in the range of 1,800-2,400 m3N/ton metal when 

producing pig iron for steel-making.    The calorific value of the gas rises 

and the volume declines with the use of oxygen in the blast.    The yield of 

gas declines roughly in proportion to the total of fuels,  coke,  oil and gas 

consumed in the furnace,  the ratio of gas in coke equivalent being approxi- 

mately 3.5-3.7 m\/kg.    It is seldom economical to transport the gas long 

distances because of its low calorific power«   hence it should usually be 

used directly in or in the near vicinity of the steel plant.    If pre-heated 

and enriched with coke oven gas,  it can be used as a general  fuel.    As 

approximately one third of the gas yield is used within the blast furnace 

plants, the net output of gas for other uses is approximately 1.1-1.4 G 

cal/ton pig iron. 

Electric smelting 

The electric smelting furnace is used foi   producing pig iron and hot 

metal only where electric energy is cheap and abundant (e.g. in Norway and 

eastern Venezuela).    The heat necessary for the smelting is provi.ded by 

current passing from the electrodes through the charge.    Energy and fuel 

requirements are relatively high, being approximately 1,800-2,400 kWh 
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electricity and 350 kg coke per ton of metal produced.    However,   the 

electrical requirements can be considerably reduced by pre-heating and pre- 

reducing the iron oxides in the charge. 

The metallic product of electric  smelting is liquid pig iron,   which is 

very similar to the product of the iron blast furnace.    The slag is similar 

in many respects to that of the blast furnace, and the amount is determined 

dir'-oly by the gangue content of the ore feed and the ash in the coke. 

The extra electrical energy required per 1 per cent increase in gangue in 

the ore and 1 por cent ash in the coke is approximately 75 kWh and 35 kWh 

per ton of pig iron,  respectively.    Accordingly,  it is particularly advan- 

tageous to use high-quality ores and low-ash coke in electric smelting 

operati ons. 

Direct reduction 

Processes employed to reduce iron ore to solid metallic iron other than 

the iron blast furnace are called "direct reduction"  processes.     The end- 

product is called by various names,   such as "sponge iron", "metallized iron 

ore", "reduced pellets",  and "direct reduced iron".     The grey,   metallic, 

sponge-like matter produced by early processes was called sponge iron 

because of its appearance.    In this Chapter, all forms of the product of 

direct reduction processes are called direct reduced iron. 

A number of direct reduction processes have reached the stage of 

industrial use, and several have been in use successfully for a number of 

years.    The processes may be classified according to the general classes of 

reductant and fuel employed (gas or soli ì fuel),  and by the nature of the 

reduction system.    The shaft furnace,   gas-retort system and fluidi zed bed 

employ gas as the fuel and reductant.     The rotary kiln and the  solid fuel- 

retort system employ solid fuels.    However,  all of   the direct reduction 

processes that have reached general  commercial use,   employ gas as the fuel 

and reductant. 

Natural gas is the principal type of »as employed, but it must be 

reformed (i.e.  converted to hydrogen and carbon monoxide) before it is 

suitable for use.    In addition, it should contain very little sulphur. 

Fortunately,   desulphurization and reforming of natural gas can be accomplished 

by systems that have been in use for years,   systems that are incorporated 

readily as stages in direct reduction operations.     Coke oven gas can bo used 

tfta 
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also,  and some of the more volatile of the petroleum products (such as 

naphtha can be converted to gas and used.    The supply and demand for 

natural gas and these premium liquid fuels in many parts of the world, 

however, are so high that tliose commodities may not be available on a 

large enough scale for direct reduction processes,  or they may be too 

expensive.    On the other hand, in regions having large supplies of natural 

gas and petroleum-based liquid fuels,  use of these direct reduction pro- 

cesses may be practical.    Even in these regions, however,  it must be borne 

in mind that such fuels may become too costly for this purpose by 1990 

or 2000 because of the demands for their use in transportation,  the food- 

producing industries and so forth. 

In principle,  it is possible to gasify coals and to use the gas pro- 

duced for direct reduction.    However,   the cost of such gas,  based on its 

energy content and world prices for ordinary coals, would be approximately 

twice the cost of oil on the international markets.    In addition,   the 

capital cost for gasifying the coal,  when added to a gaseous direct reduc- 

tion process,  results approximately in a doubling of the capital cost of 

the reduction system.    Seme technical problems exist also that have not 

been fully resolved.     Thus,  except in very unusual circumstances,   it would 

not be feasible to install a gaseous direct reduction process for gas 

derived from coal. 

Solid reductant processes utilizing the rotary kiln or the retort-type 

system have met with varied success in different countries.    Although they 

have not reached the advanced stages of large-scale commercial exploita- 

tion,   these processes can be considered for use on a production scale in 

the range of from 50 to several thousand tons of metallic product per day. 

The capacity of most direct reduction systems ranges from a few hundred 

to a few thousand tons per day.    Thus,  in practical terms,   their maximum 

capacity is that of a small blast farnace.    If a plant with a capacity of 

over 0.6 million tons of product per year is required,  it  should be built 

to contain two or more such systems. 

The iron product from a direct reduction plant is generally suitable 

for use as the charge for steel-making in an electric arc furnace,  and it 

could be used ir. an open hearth furnace.    It is also suitable as an alternative 

to scrap in the various types of oxygen steel-making furnaces;    however,  the 

principal metallic  source for there furnaces is liquid pig iron,    liirect 

M 
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reduction iron can also be utilized by the foundry industry as the charge 

to electric arc melting furnaces and cupolas. 

The gangue constituents in direct reduction iron products should be 

limited in order to avoid the generation of large amounts of slag in the 

steel-making furnaces.     The ores or concentrates being processed should 

therefore be low in gangue, i.e.  silica and alumina.     The total of these two 

constituent? optimally should be less than 3 per cent.    If the total is 

over 6 per cent,   serious penalties may be expected in terms of energy 

consumption and operating conditions in the melting furnace. 

With an installed capacity of some 6 million tons and more than 20 

plants in operation all over the world,   the direct reduction process 

accounted for 1.5 per cent of total world pig iron production in 1975. 

Further and rapid growth is expected.    Fifty new plants were reported under 

construction or in planning in 1976;     20 of these,  larger in average size 

than existing ones,  are to be operational by I98O.    In that year,  the total 

installed direct reduction capacity may therefore be more than 30 million 

tons, representing 5 per cent of total world pig iron production.    Expected 

growth in production between I98O and I985 could increase this share to 8 

per cent.    A hypothetical 20 per cent  share in iron-making would require 

direct reduction capacities of 200-240 million tons by the year 2000,  de- 

pending on the total new iron requirement of steel-making by that time. 

Retort system (gas) 

This process employs four retorts in which four batches of ore in the 

form of pellets or lump raw ore are processed simultaneously.    The ore in 

each retort is processed through a four-step cycle:     pre-heating of the raw 

ore;    reduction;     cooling and carburization;    and discharging and recharging. 

Thus,  one reactor is in each step at any given time.     Each step requires 

slightly less than three hours for completion.    The reformed gas first 

passes down through a batch of reduced ore in order to be carburi zed and 

cooled.    With the installation of heat recovery systems,   the energy require- 

ment for the process has been brought down to 3.2-3,3 G cal per ton of 

product. 

Fluldized bed   system (gas) 

In this process,   a stream of gas passes up through a bed of fine particu- 

lates and agitates them so that the bed has many of the characteristics of a 
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fluid.    A hot reducing gas passing through the bed of fine iron ore con- 

centrates (less than a•) reduces the ore while the bed is kept in a 

"fluidized state". 

The hot,  fine metallic product from a fluid bed production system 

can be charged directly into a steel-making furnace in order to save heat 

and avoid briquetting,  which may be troublesome.    However,  the problems of 

handling and storing this reactive product have not yet been solved. 

The consumption of energy in a fluidized bed system is a little greater 

than it is in the other gaseous reduction systems because of the energy 

consumed in fluidizing the beds.    Approximately 3.4-3*7 G cal are required 

per ton of product. 

Rotary kiln (solid fuel) 

In this process,  the ore and solid reductant are introduced at the 

upper end of a long,  inclined,   refractory-lined cylinder that rotates about 

its long axis. 

The fuel requirement is approximately 5 5 cal Per "t°n °f direct reduc- 

tion iron (i.e.   one ton of low-rank coal or lignite),  with no recovery of 

the thermal or chemical energy in the waste gases.    Since only the fixed 

carbon in the coal is effective as a reductant,  the direct energy consumption 

in the kiln may possibly be reduced to below 3.3 G cal. 

In recent years,  several plants have been built employing the rotary 

kiln as the reduction system.    The capacities of the units range from 20,000 

to 400,000 tons of direct reduction iron per year.    The largest is approxi- 

mately 100 metres long and five metres in diameter.    Thus, with the most 

recent advances incorporated into the design, it apparently is feasible to 

operate units with annual capacities of as little as 20,000 tons,  and as 

much as 500,000 to 600,000 tons.    It should be possible to operate smaller 

kilns on char obtained from wood and other organic materials.    Such chars 

are highly reactive,  however, as is the char produced from the fixed carbon 

of low-rank coals and lignites. 

The process has been employed to produce high-quality metallic iron from 

which powdered iron is made.    By its nature,  it is suited to relatively small- 

scale operations (less than 30,000 tons per year).    However, it can be adapted 

to a wide ran¿ye of ores, and it is suitable for the production of direct re- 

duction iron which,  in turn,  could be used as raw material for the small-scale 
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production  of steel in electric or open hearth furnaces.     Its use would be 

practical  in areas where labour is abundant and supplies  of char from coal, 

lignite or  organic materials are available.    Approxiirately 300 kg of char 

would be required per ton of direct reduction iron product.    The kiln is 

heated by burning directly a readily available fuel such as coal,   oil,   gas 

or wood.    Some of the heat could be supplied by burning the gases evolved 

from reactions taking place in the kiln. 

Steel-making 

There are four principal processes by which the common types of steei 

(carbon and low-alley)  are produced on an industrial scale today.    These 

are:    the basic oxygen furnace  (LO/BOP or OBM/Q-E0P);    the Basic Bessemer; 

the electric arc furnace;    and the open hearth furnace.     The principal  raw 

materials used are. hot or cold pig iron,  iron and steel   scrap,  and direct 

reduction iron. 

The fluxing agents,  necessary for the  formation of the slag,  are 

limestone and burnt lime.    Some fluorspar may also be used.    Small quantities 

of iron ore or agglomerates may be needed,   and a supply of gaseous oxyger. is 

also required with some operations.    The principal alloying agent is ferro- 

manganese,   and relatively small amounts of fqrrochromium,   nickel and molyb- 

denum are needed if some of the  more common  low-alloy steels are to be pro- 

duced.    The processes differ to  some degree in the proportions of pig iron, 

«crap and direct reduction iron used in the charge.    They also differ in the 

•ources of energy required.    In producing the common types of st<iel,  approxi- 

mately 6 kg of ferromanganese (containing 75 per cent manganese) are required. 

The type of furnace to be employed is determined principally by local   factors, 

which in turn determine such matters as the availability of scrap and the 

feasibility of producing pig iron or direct  reduction iron.    The availability 

of fuel and electricity is also important,   as is the technical infrastructure 

in the community,   which may determine whether supplies of oxygen and sources 

of reasonably good-quality refractories are available.     One of the meat 

important fact or G is the expected level of demand for the steel products, 

which determines the size of the steel-making unit. 

Oxygen steel-making processes 

A eteel-makinp shop usually has two vessels in ordor that cr.e can be 

serviced and repaired while the other is in  operation.     Also,  with carefully 
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controlled operations,   one vessel can be tapped and charged while the other 

is being blown,  following which operations are reversed.    In this way,  a 

shop equipped with two furnaces can produce well over 50 heats per day.    A 

modern shop with two 50-ton vessels can be expected to produce 800,000 tons 

o*" "aw steel a year,  while a shop with two 300-ton vessels can produce over 

4 million tons per year.    It is important  that the shop be equipped with 

high-capacity equipment  for charging the furnaces and handling the ladles 

of liquid steel.    The buildings should be tall to accommodate bins above 

the level of the furnace from which ore,   limestone and fluorspar can be 

charged to the furnace. 

The normal charge to the furnace consists of approximately 0.8 tons 

of liquid pig iron,  0. 3 tons of scrap and 75 kilogrammes of burnt lime per 

ton of raw liquid steel  to be produced. 

Recent advances in steel-making using the basic oxygen furnace are: 

(a)   decreased heat times;     (b) improved control of the slag, which also 

improves lining life (some linings are now lasting to over 6,000 heats,   as 

compared with the more conventional life of 800-1,200);    (c) improved mean3 

for controlling the furnaces;    (d)  better means for charging the furnaces; 

and (e)  development of facilities for collecting and utilizing the waste gases. 

This type of furnace requires less energy than others for its operation. 

Approximately 75 kWh of electricity are required per ton of raw steel,  for 

the operation of cranes and equipment to charge and tilt the furnace and for 

the production of oxygen.    Only some 0.2 G cal of fuel,  in the form of oil, 

natural gas or coke oven gas per ton of raw steel is required to dry and 

heat the ladles and the refractory lining of the vessel.    If the wa3te gases 

are collected and utilized,  approximately 0.5 G sal  of energy can be re- 

covered.    Facilities for this,  however,   are expensive relative to the 

value of the heat recovered.    Except  for the electricity required and with 

the usual furnace and facilities, the heat recovered from the system in 

the form of steam compensates for the fuel used for auxiliary purposes in 

the shop. 

The 0BM/Q-B0P type of furnace is similar in many respects to the LD/B0P 

furnace.    The important  difference is that the oxygen for refining is injected 

into the metal bath through special nozzles,   ov tuyeres,   that are installed 

in the bottom of the vessel,  and no oxygen lance i a needed.    The ratio of 

scrap to hot metal  in  the charge,  and the yield of raw steel fron, the charge, 

are both a few per cent  higher than  they are for the Lo/Boli1 system. 
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The OBM/Q-BOP process was developed a number of years after the LD/BOF 

process was invented (1949)«    However,   it has advantages over the older 

process  only in somewhat limited conditions, and it is not expected to 

replace the LD/BOP process in the same way that that process replaced the 

open hearth and Basic Bessemer furnaces in the years between 195° and I965. 

Basic Bessemer process 

The Basic Bessemer process is reasonably well suited to using hot metal 

with a high phosphorus content (1.5-2 per cent)  for the production of many 

steels of commercial quality such as concrete reinforcing bars,   light 

structural products,  and hot rolled sheets and light plates.    The process 

has fallen into disuse for three principal reasons:     (a) The supplies of 

iron ore of high quality have replaced those ores that were high in phos- 

phorus and which were smelted to produce hot rnetal suitable for the Basic 

Bessemer furnace.    In addition,  processing methods have been developed by 

which the phosphorus can be removed from the Basic Bessemer ores;     (b)  Phos- 

phate fertilizers were obtained from Basic Bessemer slags.  However,  fer- 

tilizers from this source are not competitive with those produced from 

phosphate rock;     (c)    For many uses, Basic Bessemer steel is not competitive 

with steels produced by other modern methods. 

Despite these disadvantages, the Basic Bessemer process may still be 

considered for use in refining high-phosphorus hot metal The process is 

simple, inexpensive to operate, small in scale, and has a very short heat 

time. 

Open hearth process 

The open hearth furnace is a reverberator:/- type furnace   ,hat has a 

shallow dish-like hearth on which the charge of iron and steel scrap, pig 

iron,  iron ore and limestone is placed.    The furnace is able to operate on a 

charge that can range from essentially all scrap to all pig iron,  and the 

pig iron can be either liquid or solid.    Where no liquid pig iron is available, 

the charge is ali  cold scrap and pig iron;    however,   in integrated plants 

where there are supplies of scrap and liquid -'ron,   the charge will range 

from 30 per cent hot metal and 70 per cent scrap to the reverse ratio.    This 

flexibility is one of the major advantages of the process.    Although the 

acid version of the process is used now in only a few locations,  it is most 

often employed for the production of high-quality forgings from a charge con- 

sisting principally of carefully selected scrap and a little cold pig iron. 
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The open hearth process is very flexible with regard to size,   raw 

materials required and fuels that can be used.    A 3mall  (100 ton/heat) 

furnace that melts scrap can produce 60,000-100,000 ton3 of steel a year. 

On the other hand, a large modern shop with ten 500-ton furnaces operating 

on a mixture of hot metal and scrap can produce 2 million tons annually. 

The energy requirement for fuel per ton of steel ranges from I.5 to 0.9 G 

cal per ton  of steel.    Approximately,   38 kWh electrical  energy is required 

per ton of steel for running auxiliary equipment and for the production of 

oxygen. 

The principal disadvantages of the open hearth are the high capital 

cost of the plant and the high cost of refractories.    In addition,   the 

large labour input required for operating the furnace is a disadvantage 

where labour is scarce or expensive. 

Electric furnace process 

The principal electrically powered furnace employed for the production 

of steel is the arc furnace which operates on three-phase alternating current. 

The coreless induction furnace is used to a minor extent. 

The usual charge tc the furnace is iron and steel  scrap.    Direct 

reduced iron materials are finding greater use with increased production of 

that material.    Liquid pig iron is used only rarely because problems arise 

from the amounts of carbon and silicon that must be oxidized.    Large quantities 

of carbon monoxide gas and slag are formed,   both of which complicate the opera- 

tion of the furnace. 

In recent years,  the electric arc furnace has become the principal process 

employed where scrap and direct reduction iron are the main raw materials 

available.    One ton of good-quality scrap is required to make one ton of raw 

steel.    The yield on direct reduction iron depends on the percentage metalli- 

tation and the gangue content  of the charge material.    At  3 per cent gangue 

in the raw ore and 95 per cent metallization,  1.10 tons of direct reduction 

iron are required to produce one ton of steel.    If metallization is 85 per 

cent, approximately 1.16 tons are needed. 

The time requ-'.red to make a heat of steel depends to a significant degree 

on the size of the transformer installed with the furnace.    Many furnaces now 

have a power of 400 kVA per ton of steel  capacity,  and the newer high-powered 

furnaces may have over 55O kVA per ton.    With the newer furnaces,  heat times 

mm 
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of less than 1.5 hours for producing carbon steels are not unusual.    With 

the older furnaces,  heat times of 4-5 hours are common. 

Several practices have been developed for the melting of direct reduc- 

tion iron.    It has been found advantageous not to use more than approximately 

65 per cent of the material in the charge,  if the balance consists of scrap. 

Some operators like to follow the same practice with direct red-action iron 

in the charge that they follow when melting an all-scrap charge.    Others 

prefer it if all of the scrap and approximately half of the direct reduction 

iron to be used in the furnace is charged at the beginning of the heat. 

After the initial charge is melted down,  the balance of the iron is fed 

continuously.    The operation of the furnace is carefully balanced by pro- 

v vidlng energy,   lime and the direct reduction iron at carefully controlled 
V rates.    This practice is well suited to the melting of direct reduced pellets. 

It is generally considered,  however,   that the design of the conventional 

electric arc furnace is not ideal for the melting of direct reduced materials, 

especially those containing over 4 per cent gangue and which result in the 

formation of a large volume of slag.    Further advances in furnace design 

are expected. 

Electric furnaces for steel-making range in size from 5 to 5OO tons 

per heat.    Furnaces with capacities in the 5O-IOO ton range are well suited 

as melting units for use with a direct reduction plant.    The larger furnaces 

are commonly used for producing carbon steels from scrap where the output of 

raw steel may be in the range of 600,000-1.5 million tons per year.    The 

total consumption of electrical energy for producing carbon steels from 

scrap may be as low as 475 kWh V^r ton of raw steel.    A more typical figure, 

however,  is 55O kWh per ton.    When 5O-6O per cent direct reduction iron is 

used in the charge,   the balance being scrap,  energy consumption will be 63O- 

65O kWh per ton of raw steel. 

Casting operations 

Liquid raw steel must be solidified under well-controlled conditions 

if the resulting steel is to have a good surface and be free of internal 

defects.    An important consideration in the choice of methods ft>r producing 

the solidified steel is to avoid loss of some of the steel as scrap,  the 

objective being to obtain a high yield of blooms or slabs from the liquid 

steel. 
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Two types of casting operations are now in general use.     The first, 

the traditional method,  is ingot casting,   which is uced extensively  in 

both large and small  steel plants.    The second is continuous casting, 

which has been under development for many years.     (Currently,   only some 

10 per ';ent of all steel made in the United States is continuously cast, 

the figure for Japan being approximately 20 per cent.)    The method is 

used most extensively where merchant and structurai sections are produced 

by the electric furnace, particularly non-integrated steel producers that 

utilize scrap and direct reduction iron.    In those operations,   the advantage 

of a high yield of finished steel from raw steel reduces the capital outlay 

for steel-making facilities. 

In continuous casting,  the consumption of energy per ton of cast product 

is approximately 20 kWh of electrical energy and O.44 G cal of miscellaneous 

fuels.    The comparable figures for ingot casting are 2 kWh and O.O3 G cal 

respectively.    It is to he recognized that the difference is more than offset 

by the energy requirements for primary rolling of ingots,  a step which is 

not required when producing strand cast products. 

The continuous casting process can be expected to expand because of the 

savings in energy it offers and its higher yield compared with conventional 

ingot casting. 

Changing technological patterns of steel-making 

Despite the difficulty of forecasting the evolution of individual steel- 

making processes known today,  certain trends are identified in this study: 

(a) The decline of the Bessemer and Thomas processes,  to some 

I.5 per cent of world steel production in 1975; 

(b) A decrease in open-hearth steel-making,  although the process 

io still used in steel plants in various parts of the world 

(3O.8 per cent of the world steel production in 1975); 

(c) The phenomenal spread of basic oxygen furnaces since the mid- 

1950s, accounting for 5C.8 per cent of crude steel production 

in 1975; 

(d) An increase in electric furnace processing,   which has more 

than doubled from 7 per cent in 195^ to 16.9 per cent of steel 

production in 1975« 

World steel production by these furnace types has increased from 18".6 

million tons in 19;}0 to 6^0 million tons in 1975  (Toblo I).     Considering ail 
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the steel-making projects under construction and in preparation,  it can be 

anticipated that the use of basic oxygen furnaces will increase to nearly 

70 per cent of crude by 1985. 

Iii the light of the expanding use of direct reduction and the trend 

towards transforming primary energy (including nuclear energy)  into elec- 

tricity,  the electric furnace will be used to an increasing degree in world 

steel-making (about 20 per cent in 1985»  and 38 per cent in 2000)  at the 

expense of the open hearth process in particular, which will probably decline 

to 10 per cent of world steel production in I985 and to 2 per cent by the 

year 2000. 

Whereas the basic oxygen furnace will probably have achieved its highest 

share in world steel production ~ay I985,  it is expected to decline subse- 

quently to 60 per cent  of world production in the period I986-2OOO.     (These 

indications,  though corresponding to expected trends,  are,   however,   hypo- 

thetical and provisional,  and must be regarded in this light.) 

Rolling and finishing 

A wide variety of rolling mills are employed to convert ingots and 

continuously cast bars into finished products.    The type of rolling operations 

and the plant facilities required are designed to manufacture steel  products 

of precisely controlled shapes and physical properties. 

Primary mills 

Ingots must undergo "primary"  reduction in a primary,   or roughing,  mill 

where the steel is kneaded or worked to obtain a cross section close to that 

of the finished product.    Steel destined for merchant and structural products 

is rolled into intermediate sections called blooms.    That destinea for plate, 

hot rolled sheet,  and cold rolled sheet products is rolled into slabs. 

Primary mills are not  needed for continuously cast steels because of the 

nature of the internal  structure and because of the smaller cross sections 

that are possible. 

The energy requirements for primary mills are approximately 35 kWh and 

O.44 G cal per ton of steel produced.    The yield from ingots of cteel blooms 

and slabs will range from 75 to 95 per cent,  depending on the product.    This 

compares with the yield from liquid raw steel of continuously cast products 

ready for rolling of 90 to 98 per cent. 
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The forecast demand for crude steel will doubtless be influenced by 

the expansion of the continuous casting process, which permits better yields. 

Earlier production forecasts for crude steel,   therefore,  might decrease on 

a global basis by about 6.6 per cent (70 million tons) by I985.-' 

It is anticipated that continuous casting will be used much more exten- 

sively in future steel-producing facilities. However, the advantage of con- 

tinuous casting (the omission of the primary mills) is offset to some degree 

by the need for very close control of the operations. 

Merchant mills 

Merchant mills may range from high-capacity,  fully automated units,   to 

simple rolling operations involving manual labeur.    The choice of mill depends 

on the type of product and the rolling capacity required-    A second re-hiating 

and rolling may be necessary to obtain the desired cross section.     The average 

energy requirement is 65 kWh and O.58 G cal of miscellaneous fuels per ton of 

finished product.    The yield from blooms or strand cast bars is usually quite 

high (95-98 per cent). 

Structural products 

Light structural products,   such as angles, bars and small beams are 

produced in a manner very similar to that discussed in the previous paragraph. 

The production of heavier structural sections,  such as H-beams, large channels, 

and piling bars,  requires larger and heavier mills.    The throughput of these 

mills is proportionately higher,  owing to the cross-section of products which 

include railway tracks and accessories and tube blanks. 

As mills manufacturing medium and heavy structural products usually have 

a relatively high capacity - more than 200,000 tons per year - proportionately 

large markets are necessary to  justify their installation.    Furthermore,   such 

mills should be adequately equipped with a wide range of rolls and roll  stands 

so that a broad spectrum of products can be  offered. 

Average energy consumption when producing structural products from blooms 

is estimated at 42 kWh of electricity and O.58 G cal of miscellaneous fuels. 

The average product yield from blooms i3 approximately 95  Per cent. 

1/ »Some Economic Aspects", by James Briscoli, Managing Director, British 
Steel Corporation, Annual Meeting of the International Iron and Steel 
Institute in Osaka,   October 197°\   p. 5. 
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Hot rolled flat products 

This product category includes flats,   skeip for small welded pipe and 

tubing,  hot rolled bands,  and light and heavy plates.    Narrow products,   such 

as flats and skelp can be produced on merchant mills.    Hot rolled bands and 

light-weight plates are usually produced on the hot  mills used to roll 

products for subsequent  cold rolling.     Wide and heavy plates are usually 
produced on specially designed plate producing mills. 

Where annual  demand for hot rol] ed sheets ai.d plaies reaches several 

million tons, the modern continuous hot mill is used.    The mill which is 

extremely expensive and has an enormous capacity, includes a conditioning 

yard where slabs are inspected and surface defects removed.    Several large 

heating furnaces are required to provide the mill with an adequate supply 
of properly heated slabs. 

Hot-rolled flat products have many different applications,  such as:     all 

types of cold-rolled sheet products;     all but the largest sizes of welded 

pipe;    formed and welded structural members;    frames and bodies for trucks 

and rolling-stcck.    Though subject to variation,  energy requirements in 

plate production are similar to those quoted for hot mill operations:     I05 

kWh and O.70 G cal of miscellaneous fuels per ton of product. 

Small-scale hot-rolling operations 

Modern methods and equipment for processing steel3 into various hot- 

rolled products have been developed principally to minimize the number of 

man-hours required for all operations,   to increase the rate of production, 

and to improve the product in terms of metallurgical quality and configura- 

tional control.    Where relatively small quantities  of simple products arc 

required,   equally simple equipment and processing methods can be used.     When 

these simple methods are used,   however,   the man-hours and energy consumption 

per ton of product are relatively high.    These disadvantages may be offset 

if low-cost labour is in abundant supply.    Within limits,   it is possible to 

use simple heating and rolling equipment for the production of such items 

as concrete reinforcing bars,   small structural sections,   small flats and 

fence posts from small ingots obtained by melting local scrap.    It is also 

possible to obtain These products direct by re-rolling certain types of 

scrap steel.    For example,  rails can be re-rolled in the course of which 

scrapped rail is heated and slit longitudinally to obtain three discrete 
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pieces (head,  flange and web) which are tnen rolled into various simple 

shapes.    Discarded railroad car axles can aleo be re-rolled.    Heavy sheets 

and plates taken from discarded structures ana vessels can be cut by 

shears or torch for use Ln re-rolling operations.    By this means,  relatively 

small tonnages of steel for local use can be obtained. 

Cold-rolled flat products 

Cold-rolled flats are required in the manufacture of most types of 

steel containers, automobile bodies,  household appliarces,  light-weight 

equipment,   such as farm machinery,  and roofing and siding for dwellings 

and other buildings.    The facilities and equipment for converting hox- 

rolled coils or sheets into cold-rolled products are not only greatly varied, 

but very costly. 

Relatively simple facilities may be employed in the small-scale manu- 

facture of a limited range of cold-rolled products.    Small hot-rolled sheets 

can be pickled and then rolled on a simple reversing mill,  whereafter they 

can be hand-dipped for hot-galvanizing or hot-tinrdng,   or used directly as 

"black plate".    Small-scale production does not  offer as good a control of 

shape,   thickness, and physical and mechanical properties as dees the use of 

highly mechanised and automated facilities;    nevertheless,  the products can 

be satisfactorily used for a number of purposes.    One major disadvantage of 

hand hot-dipped tin plate is that  the tin coating is relatively heavy, thus 

making the product very costly. 

Cold mill operations involving a number of processing steps consume an 

estimated 270 kWh of electrical energy and O.83 G cal of miscellaneous fuels 

per ton of finished product.    In small-scale hand operations,  energy consump- 

tion would be similar to that estimated for the manufacture of merchant 

products. 

Various levels of integration in steel-making 

In planning the iron and steel industry,  the choices to be made are not 

solely linked to the major processing stages,   such as agglomeration,  iron- 

making,   steel-making,  rolling and finishing.    Consideration must also be 

given to the level uf integration of the subsequent stages.    Accordi r.g to the 

traditional classification,  an integrateu plant would carr/ out all  operations 

from the production of pig iron using iron ores and coal to the .lanufacture 
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of finished products.     Non-integrated steel plants need not have sm If 

furnaces;    they could rely on steel scrap as the principal raw material 

In the past, in a period of growing iron and steel  demand with 

sequent low scrap availability, the construction of intf.-r-ra+a-4     •    , 
e^rated sxeel plants 

with coking facilities was considered necessary.     Today    howeve 
the 

direct reduction process offers an alternative to total  depende 

scrap supplies and,  if combined with electric arc furnaces and 
o-no. continuous" 

casting,   offers another possibility of integrating iron- and steel-mak' 

in one plant. 

Traditional integrated plants require an enormou- amount  of caD" t 1 

complex technology and large production scales in orde.« to operat 

ciently.    Non-integrated scrap/electric furnaces,   or the 10re recent di 

reduction electric furnace continuous castineAolli^ svs- >„„ , , 
°' "        "B    J   •-is,  need less 

capital and the scales of production can also be much lower    A 

steel demand continues to grow, however,  it will be necessa-n    » i_., 
"""••J    o  muid 

integrated steel mills in various parts of the world,  as   ./ell t."     i.,. 
estábilsh 

small and medium-scale plants using scrap and/or reduced ores. 

As indicated earlier,   there is a trend towards increasing the 

capacity of sintering plants, blast furnaces,  converters and rollio 

ties and combining them into huge integrated industries.    The use   f C(     ^ 
•Vter3 

is an important factor in increasing unit production and ensuring precisi 

and accuracy. 

As regards processing,  the main international cost/price  relationships 

will be determined by the large complexes with 10-20 million tons capaciv„.. 

Most of these are established in traditional steel-making countries of Europe, 

the United States,  the USSR and Japan, but their numbers are increasing also 

in Brazil, Mexico, North Africa,  China, India, North and South Korea and 

other developing countries.    However,  small and medium-sized unite will r.till 

be able to work efficiently provided there is a good loca)  scrap or reduced 

ore and energy supply,   they are close to the consumers,   or they can offer 

products responding to specific market requirements. 

The design and manufacture of steel  plant equipment 

Steel plant equipment and structural materials 

The manufacture  of steel plant  equipment forms part   of the industrial 

machinery sector,   which comprises a large number of manufacturers operating 
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either as independent  engineering firms or in association with major steel- 

making companies.    The design and engineering groups are very often part of, 

or dependent on,  the  steel or equipment manufacturers. 

The traditional   steel-making countries,   and to an increasing degree 

Brazil,   China,  India,   and Mexico, carry out  their own engineering and manu- 

facturing   work, as well as that of other clients. 

It is a generally accepted rule of thumb that plant machinery is 

equivalent to one-tenth of the installed production capacity;    excluding 

the weight of structural materials needed.    A more specific estimate is 

given below (in metric tons): 

Million tons of capacity 

M ii2 2.0 5.0 
Gas route plants 

Equipment 

Structurais 

Blast furnace route 

Equipment 

Structurais 

45,500 85,500 160,000 
20,000 35,000 60,000 

220,000 400,000 

175,000 320,000 

Source:    "Stael production in the Arab world by the year 2000 with particular 
reference to capital equipment", M.M. Luther, Chairman,   Projects and 
Equipment Corporation of India, New Delhi,  June I976, Annexes III 
and IV. 

Indigenous supply of spare parts 

The development  of engineering capabilities might well begin with the 

production of spare parts to meet local demand, which can be assumed to be 

of the order of 2,400-3,200 tons per million ton capacity,   depending on the 

age of the equipment ajid the maintenance standards.-^   In order to be able 

to identify national technological constraints on manufacturing facilities, 

careful assessment should be made of the distribution of spare parts in terms 

of their component raw materials (iron, steel and non-ferrous castings, 

2/     "Scope of Manufacture of Steel Plant Equipment in Mexico", Volumes I-III, 
by Ch. I. Sengupta,  UT1TD0 expert,  assisted by UKID0-NAFINSA Team,  Mexico 
City, May 1976,   Volume II, Xrt-5-6. 
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forgings,  and structural   steel)  and their weight requirements.    Particular 

attention should ce paid to facilities for the manufacture of medium and 

heavy spares.    In Mexico,   for example,  medium an^ heavy spares account for 

as much as 70 per cent of total  expenditure or. spares,   even though in 

quantitative terms they are relatively small. 

The development  of a  spare parts manufacturing capability is of neces- 

sity a complex process,   governed by such factors as the following:-' 

- Uncertain quality of indigenous supplìeu; 

- Lack of interest on the part of local industries in producing 

custom-made spares with little prospect of repeat orders; 

- Government tariff and customs policies pertaining to imports; 

- Price of locally manufactured spare parts as compared with 

that of imported spares; 
- Reluctance of steel plant management to try locally manufactured 

spares instead of original spare parts from abroad; 

- Availability of foreirr  exchange. 

In addition to workshops attached to individual plants,   a central work- 

shop might preduce important  spares and assemblies co*ior. to all  steel plants, 

such as mill spindles,  table frames,  rope and brake drums for cranes,  and roil 

housings. 

Developing local engineering and production capabilities 

In developing local   engineering and production capabilities,   priority 

should be given to light and medium-weight equipment for rolling mills and 

finishing lines.     The incorporation of heavy capital  rolling equipment,   such 

as mills for blooms,  slabs,  and wide hot and cold strip,   in initial stages 

of development i3 not recommended,   owing to the need for additional heavy 

manufacturing equipment for casting, forging and machining. 

The light and medium-weight equipment may include mills for billets, 

bars,  wire rods,  light structurais, merchants,   transfer and cooling beds, 

coilers,   3hears,  and saws.    Finishing lines may include straighteners,   saws, 

shears,   as well as bundlers for structurais, bars and rods.    Rolling mill 

equipment includes repetitive items such as mill stands,   cooling beds,   roller 

tables,   coilers,   coil conveyors and straighteners. 

3/       See Sengupta,   op.   cit.,  Volume II,  XII-3. 
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The development of a steel plant manufacturing industry can ensue along 

one of three main lines, depending on the circumstances: 

(a) A design and engineering company can be formed to specialize 

in the purchase and development  of equipment designs.    Standard 

components and assemblies can be bought froir other suppliers, 

while existing foundries,   forges and equipment  factories within 

the country can manufacture other parts.    The  design and engineering 

company which would be instrumental in promoting the establishment 

of facilities for heavier and more sophisticated types of equip- 

ment, would need a competent inspection department,   a strong team 

for construction supervision and commissioning,  a warehouse 

facility with cranage,  and a medium-sized assembly shop for 

testing,  checking,   and rectification; 

(b) Manufacturing companies producing similar equipment could expand 

and restructure their organization to meet local requirements; 

(c) A nev; plant could be set up to manufacture equipment and spare 

parts. 

In preparing contracts for steel plant construction,   consideration 

should be given to the inclusion of a heavy fabricating and machining workshop. 

In the course of the actual construction,   a substantial part of the equipment 

could be manufactured •'" the workshop, utilizing mainly the contractors 

supervisory skills and local labour.    Upon completion of the plant,  the 

workshop could be operated by an appropriate organization as a separate 

entity to provide a national heavy engineering facility.     This procedure 

might ensure the availability of an experienced and trained indigenous labeur 

force and of the tools that would permit locally made steel to be consumed in 

the manufacture of a large proportion of the capital equipment and spare 

part needs of the national industrialization programme. 

Case study 

Greater participation in the steel capital goods market is foreseen 

for developing countries that have  steel-making capacity.    Long-term plans 

to invest in their own steel industry might enhance thi3 development.    These 

are typical of the considerations that led to the foundation in India in 

I958 of the Heavy Engineering Corporation at Ranchi.    The Corporation was'to 
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function as the centre of gravity for the heavy metallurgical industry", 

servicing steel works located within a radius of 800 km.-' 

Production commenced in 1963,  with an installed capacity of 80,000 

metric tons of heavy machinery,  as follows: 

Coke oven and by-product equipment 7|700 

Blast furnace equipment 5i500 

Steel-making equipment 7,000 

Crushing and grinding equipment 3,150 

Crane equipment 6,570 

Rolling mill equipment 34t500 

Spare parts for metallurgical equipment 1,080 

Mining equipment 880 

Excavators 4t950 

Press forging equipment 1»360 

Heavy oil-drilling rigs 5»500 

Miscellaneous heavy machine parts and assemblies       1,810 

80.000 

Some 25,000 tons of structurais per year were used.    A foundry and 

forge plant with an annual  capacity of 31,75° metric tons of grey-iron 

castings,  37,112 metric tons of steel castings,   and 26,529 metric tons of 

forging was set up to meet,  first of all,   the needs of the company, but in 

addition supplies of heavier ranges of castings and forgings required by 

a number of public and private sector units in India.    In due course, 

presses with capacities of 1,000,   1,650,   2,650,  and 6,000 metric tons 

were added to the plant. 

The third unit of the company is a plant for the manufacture of 10,000 

metric tons per year of heavy machine tools such as radial drilling machines, 

horizontal boring machines,  centre lathes and double-column planing machines. 

The company's design office,   the largest such unit in India,   is engaged 

in the development  of designs for the metallurgical industry and other stra- 

tegic sectors such as cement, fertilizer,  chemicals,  and oil.    It has 17 

bureaux and 330 designers. 

$/      S.C. Hadera,   "Heavy Engineering Corporation Back-bone of India's Industry", 
submitted to the Third International Symposium on the Iron and Steel 
Industry, Brasilia,   14-21 October 1973- 
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The Indian example illustrates the impact of steel-making on heavy 

engineering,  which once started,   cannot be restricted to the  serving of 

only one industrial branch.    As regards size,   smaller countries may find 

other scales of operation worth aiming at.    Even in India,   only one third 

of the production capacity^ could be utilized up to the early 1970s.    In 

a sector such as heavy capital goods,   the appropriate balance  of engineering, 

production and marketing capability can be assessed only in the course of 

time. 

Environmental  management 

Types of pollution 

The iron and steel industry produces gaseous, liquid and solid con- 

taminants.    The gaseous contaminants include sulphur and nitrogen oxides, 

ammonia, and carbonoxides and particulates such as iron,  silica,  and lime- 

stone.    The liquid contaminants are tars,   oils,   phenols,  cyanides,   ammonia, 

heavy metal ions,   low pH,   suspended solids,   and some BOD (Biochemical Oxygen 

Demand - a measure of the biologically degradable portion of the waste loading), 

The solid contaminarts are largely fines of the raw materials  such as carbon, 

iron,   silica, and limestone.    As a plant becomes "environment  conscious",  it 

tends to convert more and more of its gaseous and liquid contaminants to 

solid wastes, which then become one of its major concerns.    The sources and 

types of major contaminants in this industry are given in Figure 2.    Specific 

quantities and concentrations of each contaminant in waste water are shown in 

Table 2. 

If contaminants produced at source in iron- and steel-making plants are 

scrubbed into liquid wastes or trapped in solid wastes,  the principal air 

pollution will emanate from the coke plant.    Treatment of these contaminants 

is becoming more common,   however;    many of them are being converted,   reduced 

in concentration,   or eliminated altogether. 

The following table shows the usual  emission levels of gases and solid 

particles from coke plants:-' ' 

¿/      Op.  cit. p. 23« 

6/      I. Codd,  "Pollution Control and the Iron and Steel Industry",   Third Inter- 
regional Symposium on the Iron and Steel Industry,  Brasilia,  Brazil, 
14-21 October ¿973. 
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Coal and coke dust 

Coke oven gas 

so2 

H2S 

Phenols 

Aromatica 

HCN 

NR\ 

Pyridine bases 

Kg/ton dry coke 

2.0 

0.7^ 

0.63 

0.12 

0.13 

0.21 

0.07 

0.14 

0.02 

a/    Approximately 0.4 per cent of total gas make: 
300 m3/ton coke. 

Other air contaminants may be released from power-plant,   lime-kiln,   or 

sintering operations      Power plant contaminants consist largely of SO ,  while 

contaminants from the kiln and sintering are mainly particulate (with the 

addition of SO   in the case of sintering).    The amount of SO^. in the 3tack 

gases from each of these operations depends largely upon the sulphur content 

of the fuel used. 

Sources of pollution 

In conventional processing,   most contaminants originate in the coke- 

oven or in sintering,   pelletizing and blast-furnace operations.    Coke ovens 

generate most of the chemical contaminants, while the other operations generate 

the 6olid matter.    The finishing operations of hot-forming and cold-rolling 

add pollutants in the form of rnetals, acids,  oil and iron-scale.     Power plants 

add oxides of sulphur and nitrogen. 

Some 2.5 tons of raw material  (coal,   iron ore,  scrap,  limestone)   are 

needed to produce one ton of liquid steel.    One ton of raw material becomes 

liquid steel,   0.385 ton becomes slaj,  leaving I.II5 tons of residual  gaseous, 

liquid and solid wastes. 

If all of these wastes (with the exception of those from the coke-plant) 

are converted to solid, it  can be seen that the production of one ton of 

liquid steel  results in the production of 0.923 tons of solid contaminants. 
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Table 2.    Waste-water contaminants from a typical iron and steel mill 

Contaminant Coke 
plant 

Blast Steel Hot- 
furnace manufactur       forming 

(Gallons per ton of  product) 

Cold-rolling, 
including 
acid picklinf? 

Total waste- 3,000' 5,700 4,000 7,500 
water (2,200 ex- 

cluding 
cooling 
water) 

(Pounds per ton of product) 

2*200 

Phenol 0.55 0.02 

Cyanide 0.32 0.09 

Ammonia 0.32 0.25 

B0Dc 

Suspended 

3.2 - 

- 55 
solids 

Oil - - 

Acidity - - 

Iron - - 

Chloride - - 

*4 
Total Cr — 

VI 
Total - - 

ro4 
- - 

2-inc — 

30 40 

3.5 

TIM 

0.05 

2.0 

7.0 

9.0 

10.0 

4.0 

5.0 

4.0 

0.5 

0.4 

O.A 

1.0 

0.7 

Source:    C. Wm. Rice Corporation for the U.S. Environmental  Protection Agency: 
      »Industrial profile study on blast  furnaces and basic steel  products"; 

Contract W. 68-01-0006    0971/. 
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Unless all  of this waste is returned to the furr.ace3 as acrap,  addi- 

tional quantities of contaminants will be generated in the course of 

finishing the steel.    At least 50 per cent (and usually 75 per cent)  of this 

solid matter is iron. 

Pollution control 

Even though the technology for effective removal of most contaminants 

from effluent exists,   their complete removal at plant level is costly.    The 

decision to invest in pollution control in a steel mill,   therefore,   depends 

upon both the physical and economic limitations of the plant.    The modern 

steel mill is even more affected by these limitations than  other industries 

because of the great volumes of gaseous,  liquid and solid wastes entailed 

in its operation. 

Baghouse filters,  cyclone separators,   electrostatic precipitators,  and 

both solid and liquid scrubbers are used to control pollution.    Water con- 

taminants are removed through neutralization,   sedimentation,  flotation and 

concentration.     Sometimes biological treatment is required to reduce BCD. 

Solid wastes are settled or filtered out of scrubber and plant process 

water wastes as well as refined from both blast furnace and BOP slag.    The 

ferrous portions  of the solids are re-used in the furnaces while the slags 

may be sold for use in other industries.    No really positive steps have 

been taken at the international level to reduce noise or aesthetic contamina- 

tion. 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency has suggested the 
7/ following treatment technology:-^ 

Production process 

Coke 

Treatment 

Iron manufacturing 

Steel manufacturing 
Hot-forming 
Cold-finishing pickle 

rinse water 
Cold-rolling 

Cooling water recirculation; dilution of still waste 
with cooling water system blow-down; biological oxi- 
dation of combined still waste blow-down stream 
Polyelectrolytes,   classification,   sludge thickener, 
vacuum filtration of thickener under-flow,  cooling 
and recycle 
Thickener 
Scale pit and oil flotation skimming 

Neutralisation and settling 

Chemical coagulation and dissolved air flotation 

2/      United States environmental Protection Agency,  "The Industrial Hastec ?+vdics 
Programme:     Summary Report or. the Iron and Steel Industry"  (SIC  3312), 
19 January 197?. 
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It maintains that by utilizing this technology,  the effluent levels 

shown in Table 3 can be achieved for each of the five major processes. 

Table 3.    Achievable waste-water effluent loads 

(pounds per ton of product,   i.e.  coal coked, 
hot metal produced or steel undergoing 
finishing,  in addition to suspended solids) 

Suspended    Oil   and       .   .... 
S04      NH3      Fe      B0D5        Cr        Phenol        ^.^        gre^e      Acidity 

- 0.070        -    0.700    0.060      0.110 

- O.O5O        -       -       0.018      0.004 

Coke 

Pig iron 

Steel - 
manufacturing 

Hot-forming 

Pickle rinse 2.500    -      0.100 
water 

Cold-rolling 

Galvanizing 

- 1,300 

- 9.0C0D     - 

-      0.290     - 

1.000 

0.100 

6.200 0.900 

0.100 

2.500       1.870 

These results can be attained in new plants, where it is possible to 

treat each mill waste separately,  in the most effective manner.    In older, 

integrated iron and steel mills where it is no longer either technically or 

economically practical to treat the liquid waste-water from each operation 

individually,  it may be segregated into three different categories: 

Total mill effluent (except pickling liquors and coke plant effluent); 

Pickling liquors; 

Coke plant waste-waters. 

In the "total mill" category,  once the separation has been made,  effluent 

can be treated by settling the scale in large retention pits followed by sand 

filtration to remove the major portion of the oils.    If, however,  the pro- 

portion of emulsified oil to total oil is high,  chemical treatment to "crack" 

the oil emulsion will be required.    Pickling liquor wastes can be used to 

crack the emulsions.     The  oil recovered from the total effluent  should be used 
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as auxiliary fuel in the blast furnace or power plant boilers;    the scale 

recovered from the pit should be retumad to the blast furnace feed.    Palm 

oil effluents can be used again as a lubricant in the cold-rolling mill and 

as a source of fatty acids for various industries. 

In the  second category,  if sulphuric acid is used for pickling,   it is 

best treated by concentration techniques involving either evaporation or sol- 

vent extraction with subsequent re-use of the ferrous sulphate and residual 

sulphuric acid.    However,  pickling with hydrochloric acid is recommendsd 

whenever possible since the acid can be recovered and re-used more easily 

by roasting into iron oxide and hydrochloric acid. 

Coke plant wastes are left over from the ammonia still and light oil 

decanter following extraction of the major part of the ammonia,  tars and 

oils.    Some residual quantities of both ammonia and light oil remain,  however, 

as well as phenols,  cyanide and chlorides.    These are treated best by bio- 

logical oxidation, preferably in a nearby municipal  sewage treatment plant, 

or by carbon adsorption or chemical oxidation.    The use of one of these three 

processes,   after ammonia and tar removal and in conjunction with recycling 

for cooling and quenching,  can help to avoid water pollution.    Tars removed 

from the decanters may be burned in the furnaces, and the ammonia may be 

sold for the production of fertilizer using ammonia or ammonium sulphate. 

Coke oven gas,  after removal of ammonia and tars, may be re-used as fuel in 

the blast furnace. 

Dust is controlled best by good house-keeping practices.    Coke oven 

emissions are eliminated by closed operations and wet scrubbers. 

Stack gases containing SO   and H?S can be desulphurized with an efficiency 

of 7O-9O per cent by spraying with a suspension of either limestone or mag- 

nesium sulphite.    For removing the particulate matter from these gases or 

from primary dust emissions collected in plant,  multicyclones, electrostatic 

precipitators,  fabric filters,   or scrubbers can be used.    The selection of the 

proper treatment unit for particulate matter depends primarily upon the average 

size of particle to be removed and the desired removal efficiency,  as well as 

upon economics,  space, and equipment availability. 

In steel-making,  the fines in the gaseous emissions are concentrated by 

•lectrostatic precipitation in a dry condition.    Pinal scrubbers are   recommended 

•specially on electric arc furnaces,  which produce a large amount of dust - 

whenever final emissions must be maintained at less than 65 mgs/n . 
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Most of the contaminants of an iron and steel mill are solids, and 

it is very important to the economy of the industry to recover and recycle 

as much of these as possible.    The re-use of the solids found in millscale, 

blast furnace dust,   sinter plant dust,   slag,  lime dust,   scrap and scarfing 

powder is recommended for reasons of economy as much as for pollution reduc- 

tion.    The particulates recovered - with the exception of slag - can be 

incorporated in the sinter mix, in pellet and coke making, and in powder 

metallurgical s.    Blast furnace slag can be used in the production of cement, 

insulation of building materials, and in making aggregates for road-building. 

BOP slag is valuable for its iron as well as its relatively high phosphorus 

content.     The iron can be reclaimed and used again in the plant while the 

phosphorus content can be used as a fertilizer input. 

New processes that result in less environmental pollution are: 

- Dry (instead of wet) quenching of coke; 

- Hydrochloric acid (instead of sulphuric acid)  pickling; 

- Direct reduction of iron ore (instead of coking and blast furnace). 

Cost of controlling pollution 

Gaseous and liquid pollution control costs may be expressed either as a 

percentage of production costs or in terms of dollars per ton of product.    In 

the first instance,   the factor will be 1  to 2 per ceni,   i>. the second $2-$5 per 

ton of steel produced.     These costs are sufficiently low to be spent by plants 

in developing and developed countries alike.    They may be abosrbed in the 

price of the steel and passed on to the consumer.    Costs may be reduced still 

further in future by establishing integrated industrial  complexes containing 

steel mills and such auxiliary industries as fertilizer,  cement and other 

construction operations. 

Assessment of environmental impact 

Environmental impact statements 

An environmental impact statement is a clear-cut assessment of the effect 

on the environment of a contemplated new development,  in this instance the 

construction of an iron and steel mill,   the expansion of an existing one,  or 

a change in production techniques.    An unbiased and expert assessment will 

reveal to all concerned the potential effect of the deve 1 opr.ent on the people, 

^M JX 
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air, water,  and land in the immediate area.    If it is seen that the effect 

will be too severe,  one of the following alternatives - or a combination 

of them - may be considered: 

- Modification of the proposed production plan; 

- Installation of proper pollution controls; 

- Relocation in an area where the environmental consequences would 

be less severe; 

- Acceptance of life in an environment of poorer quality and modi- 

fication of life style to accommodate plant production. 

Regardless of the final decision,  the impact statement,   in pointing out 

the effects and providing the alternatives,  is  of utmost value.    Regulations 

to protect the environment  should be enacted and enforced in the area sur- 

rounding the mill in order to ensure a minimum degree of protection.    Por 

healthful uncontaminated air,  for example,   the atmosphere might be maintained 

at less   .han 0.03ppm CO,   0.002ppm SO ,  and 60 micrograms per cubic metre of 

particulates. 

Pollution during construction and operation 

Certain non-recurrent  operations during the construction of the mill 

affect the environment.    Noise and dust are the two most annoying.    If it 

is seen that these problems are going to continue during actual plant opera- 

tion, they should be taken into account at the onset  of the project.    When 

the plant is in actual production, the environmental guidelines established 

must be maintained by the plant personnel.    The plant manager must ensure that 

his production techniques include appropriate environmental controls. 

Plant location 

Prom the environmental standpoint,   iron and steel mills should be located 

wherever the air,  water and land can assimilate with lit+le or no environ- 

mental damage the contaminants normally discharged by the plant.    Some damage 

is almost inevitable,  but the degree should be a measure of the will of the 

local population and the government of the area,  and not that  of the industrial 

plant.    It is not to be expected that all communities and governments will 

demonstrate the same will to preserve the environment to the same degree. 

However,  communities and governments in all parts of the world should safeguard 

the environment for mankind as a whole by establishing and maintaining minimum 

standards of pollution control. 

41 
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Although the opinion is sometimes expressed that developing countries 

aro reluctant to devote scarce funds to pollution control,  experience has 

shown that it is wiser to incorporate environmental conservation controls 

at the very outset rather than to adopt remedial action at inordinate cost 

at a later stage. 

Steel production sites should be compared on a total production cost 

basis.    Here, environmental control costs may play a significant role in 

the final decision,   since all other costs may be of a rimilar order of 

magnitude.    This is  especially true in small countries where costs of land, 

transportation, power and labour costs are comparable throughout the country. 

Ideally,  production facilities should be located on large,   relatively clean 

watercourses which are not used for other municipal purposes,   where the pre- 

vailing wind is strong,  upward and away from any habitation and where great 

areas of land are available for slag or other solid wast 3 disposal. 

Over-all effects of environmental controls 

Despite the current  trend,   especially in developed countries,  towards 

direct reduction of iron ore, its value to the industry is not significant 

in environmental and economic terms.    Admittedly,  environmental contaminants 

and hence costs are less with direct reduction than with the conventional 

coke oven, blast furnace and BOP steel-making processes.    However,  total 

environmental costs in the correntional production of steel account for such 

a small percentage of plant production costs (2 per cent)  that even if 

environmental control  costs were to be halved,  the benefit gained would 

hardly suffice to  justify changing production plans solely to protect the 

environment. 

Since production costs are largely governed by raw material,   labour, 

and transportation costs rather than environmental costs,   the production 

of iron and steel in developing countries using conventional methods would 

appear acceptable.    Owing to the relatively low -.oat of environmental control, 

production costs should always include complete environmental control in both 

developing and developed countries.    Whenever possible,   direct reduction of 

iron ore,  electric arc  steel-making furnace and continuous-casting methods 

of steel production (billets only)  should be considered,   since less environ- 

mental damage is incurred. 

SI 
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This is best achieved under the following conditions: 

(a) Steel billets,  rather than slabs or blooms are the desired 

end-product ; 

(b) Sponge iron from direct reduction can serve as a partial 

substitute when scrap for the BOP is scarce; 

(o)    Production flexibility is desired; 

(d) A developing country starts its domestic steel production 

with relatively low consumption; 

(e) The environment is capable of absorbing the great amounts 

of small particulates which may originate from the electric 

ere furnace in spite of scrubber controls. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The production of iron and steel need not be unduly constrained by 

•nvironmental factors since the control technology is known and abatement 

costs are relatively insignificant in comparison with other production costs. 

Plants should be located primarily on sites which permit minimization of all 

production costs,  including environmental control costs.     These production 

costs may also be minimized by locating plants in integrated industrial 

oomplexes.    Considerable research,  evaluation and pilot experimentation are 

necessary, however,  in order to optimize these complexes  (which may contain 

a different mix of industries for each site).   Wherever possible,  steel 

products should be manufactured using direct reduction,   electric arc furnaces 

and continuous casting sequences,  thereby minimizing environmental damage. 
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Chapter V 

RESOURCES 

The geographical distribution of the major natural resources essential to 

steel production will be central determinants in the future development of the 

global iron and steel trade.    Pour of these resources   relate   to energy - total 

coal, natural gas,  oil, and hydro-electricenergy-'- and the others   relate   to 

raw materials or are combined fuel and reductants - iron ore, coking coal, 

charcoal, and manganese ore - as well as fluxes.    Identified reserves  of the 

major resources and their geographical apportionment are shown in Figure 1 

and Table 3.    It has been possible to identify those developing countries 

which, in the sense of known mineral and energy reserves, are in a favourable 

position to establish an iron and steel industry.    Figure 2, derived from Tables 

4, 5 and 6,  identifies those developing countries where the availability of 

resources may be designated favourable (five resources present), less favourable 

(three resources),  or least favourable (less than three resources). 

It must be emphasized that this assessment has been made in the light of 

known reserves only.    It is likely, however, that future exploration nill 

reveal more resource deposits in the developing countries. 

Iron oro 

Global reserves of iron ore are estimated at approximately 700 billion 

tons, with positively identified deposits totalling 250 billion tons.    Future 

exploration will undoubtedly lead to a revision of this figure as large 

reserves are expected to be found in previously unexplored areas of Africa, 

Asia, Australia,  and Latin America.    In any event, known iron-ore resources in 

Brazil, Canada,  Sweden, the United States and USSR suffice for several decades 

at least.-* 
Recent estimates from a variety of expert sources indicate that the 

developing countries possess at least 210 billion tons of iron ore,  or over 

30 per cent of total world resources (see Figure 1 and table below). 

l/   Total energy requirements (by source) for the iron and steel industry for 
the period I985-2OOO are shown in Table 1,  total energy consumption for the 
same period being shown in Table 2.    All numbered tables are at the end of 
this Chapter. 

2/   Commodity Data Summaries 1974»    Mining and Minerals Policy, page 81, 
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Calculated iron-ore reserves in selected developing countries 

Percentage of   Billions of 
world total tons 

Africa 4.2 

Algeria 1.6 
Angola 1.2 
Gabon 1.2 
Libya 3.5 
Zaire 5.0 

Asia 8.6 

China 3I.0 
India 21.5 

Latin America I7.6 

Bolivia 40.O 
Brazil 72.O 

It should he stressed once again that in the course of future 

exploration, particularly in the developing countries, far greater 

iron ore resources than are accounted for at present will ho found. 

Manganese ore 

Land-based deposits of this ore, the manganese content of which 

generally ranges from 25 to 50 per cent, are currently estimated at 

3 billion tons and are more than adequate to meet expected world 

demand for the rest of the century.    Furthermore,  extensive ocean- 

floor deposits have been identified, particularly in the Pacific. 

More than 40 per cent of known reserve», or some 1.2 billion tons, 

are located in the developing countries: 
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Calculated manganese reserves in selected developing countries 

Percentage of   Billions   Millions 
world total      of tons     of tons 

Africa 

Galon 
Morocco 

Asia 

China 
India 

Latin America 

Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Peru 

20.0 

5.0 

15.0 

0.6 

0.14 

0.45 

45O.O 
50.0 

20.0 
100.0 

100.0 
20.0 

25O.O 
22.0 
54.0 

Coal/ooking coal 

In 1973 world coal reserves were estimated at 8,143 "billion tons, 

of which only 429 "billion tons (5 per cent) were suitable for coking. 

The developing countries possess only 5»2 per cent (22 billion tons) 

of known coking coal reserves, which, however, are very unevenly 

distributed: 

(a) Only three countries, China, India and Colombia, 
account for some 98 per cent of the total coking 
coal reserves of the developing countries; 

(b) Some 89 per cent of the developing countries1 

coking coal reserves are concentrated in Asia: 
China,  India, Iran,  Korea (Democratic People's 
Republic),  Korea (Republic of), Mongolia, 
the Philippines, Taiv/an,  and Vietnam; 

(c) With the exception of South Africa and Rhodesia, 
no other African country is known to possess 
reserves of coking coal ; 

(d) Only five Latin American countries, Brazil,  Chile, 
Colombia,  Mexico and Peru,  possess significant 
reserves of coking coal; 

(e) No developing country in Oceania has any identified 
coking coal reserves. 

ál 
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The known reserves of the developing countries night well be 

larger than currently estimated:    future »xploration might disclose 

new coking coal deposits in other developing countries, however 

there can be no doubt that at present the lack of this resource will 

prove a serious handicap to many prospective iron and steel producers 

in developing countries.    The requisite imports will continue to be a 

serious drain on foreign exchange reserves in the developing countries. . 

Oil 

Nearly 80 per cent of known world oil reserves,  estimated at some 

75 billion tons in 1973, are located in developing countries,  some 60 

per cent being accounted for by the 13 member states of the Organization 

of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC):    Algeria, Ecuador,  Gabon, 

Indonesia,  Iran,  Iraq,  Kuwait, Libya,  Nigeria, Qatar,  Saudi Arabia,  the 

United Arab Emirates and Venesuela.    Several other developing countries, 

such as Argentina, Chile, China,and Mexico,  have significant oil reserves 

and large-scale prospecting is at present being carried out in a number 

of other developing countries. 

After the substantial rise in the coke price in 1970,   oil was used 

in blast furnaces.    The consumption of oil per ton of steel production 

had been on the increase in many countries during the 1960s,  despite a 

drop in the United States owing to a reduction in steel manufacture 

using the open-hearth process. 

The extent to which fuel oil will be used in steel-making operations 

in the future, will largely depend on the evolution of the relative 

costs of coking ccal,  gas, and oil.      However,  it must be stressed that 

oil cannot totally replace coking coal in blast furnaces,  and the total energy 
requirement per ton of steel changes very little irrespective of the fuel 

used. 

Katural gas 

In 1973, the total world reserves of natural gas were estimated at 

nearly 63 billion a , of which some 46 per cent were located in 

developing countries.    (See Figure 1.) 

^M 
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Natural gas iß mainly used in direct reduction processes.    In 1969» 

natural gas provided 18 per cent of the energy needs of the steel industry 

in the United States,   and in the USSR it reached a 23 per cent share in 

1972.    In steel works in Europe, the proportion of natural gas used has 

teen much smaller, averaging about 5-6 per cent of energy requirements, 

while the steel industry in Japan does not have a tradition of using 

natural gas.    The basic reason for these fluctuations in the use of this 

energy resource is that gas must be available at a lower price on site 

than other fuels,  since coal-fired direct reduction or blast furnace 

methods are still cheaper than gas-fired direct reduction. 

Another source of energy in developing countries is the natural gas 

which is currently flaring at the rate of over 175 Million m   per year, 

and which represents more potential mWs than the total steam power plant 

capacity of all the developing countries.    Less than one per cent  of 

' this wasted energy,  i.e.  I.5 hillion m3 of natural gas, would suffice 

to fuel the production of 3 million tons of steel.    In fact, the total 

•mount of gas currently flared could be used to fuel over 80 per cent 

of the planned steel capacity in the developing countries by the year 2000. 

Electricity 

The use of electricity to produce iron and steel throughout the 

world is constantly increasing, climbing from 7.2 per cent in 1950 "to 

17.4 per cent in 1974.    Shown below is the percentage of electrically 

produced total iron and steel output in selected major steel-producing 

countries in the period 1965-1973: 

mi     mi 
Prance 9.0 10.6 

Germany (Federal Republic) 8.5 19»9 

Italy 37.4 39.9 

United States IO.5 18.2 

The use of electricity will continue to increase as specific electric 

•nergy requirements per ton of steel gradually decline. 
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Potential hydro-electric resource« 

Some 1,425 GW or 6} per cent of the world's total potential hydro- 

electric resources are located in the developing countries, only 

4.1 per cent of which however,  are being developed at a realistic 

average maximum flow capacity (lav).    At present, the developing 

countries account for only 20 per cent of total hydro-electric energy 

output, and much of their future energy requirements could be covered 

by the exploitation of water resources which have not yet been utilized. 

Africa possesses nearly 20 per cent of the world's hydro-electric 

resources, but produces only 2.3 per cent of the world's hydro-electric 

energy.    Half of the hydro-electric energy generated in Africa comes 

from three dams:    the Aswan dam on the Nile in Egypt, the Akoganito dam 

on the Volta river in Ghana, and the Kariba dam on the Zambezi river, 

which demarcates Zambia and Rhodesia. 

Nearly half of Africa's potential hydro-electric resources are 

located in Central Africa, but only 5 per cent of these have been 

exploited.    The Congo river in Zaire alone has an estimated potential 

of 32,000 mW,  and this would represent the largest concentrated source 

of hydro-electric power in the world.   Hydro-electric resources in 

East Africa represent 30 per cent of the continent's potential,  an 

amount roughly equal to the total hydro-electric resources of Europe, 

whereas in North Africa resources represent only 4 per cent of total 

African hydro-electric potential. 

Latin America, which has 14-5 per cent of the world's hydro-electric 

potential, has already harnessed 4-8 per cent thereof,  thus surpassing 

the other developing country regions in this respect.    Unfortunately 

however, some 65 per cent of Latin America's potential is represented 

by the Amazon, the world's largest river by a factor of five, which 

flows mostly through unpopulated and inaccessible jungle areas. 

Consequently, most hydro-electric development in this region has taken 

place in the Parana river basin in southern Brazil, the Orinoco basin 

in Venezuela, the Magdalena basin in Colombia, and on other smaller 

rivers running off the western slopes of the Andes in Ecuador and Peru. 
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Asia has the largest potential of all,   28.3 per cent of total 

world hydro-electric resources and a potential of some 640,000 mW, 

of which only 4.3 per cent has been developed.    The rivers draining 

the Tibetan plateau represent the bulk of Asia's total hydro-electric 

potential,  78 per cent of which is located in the following five 

countries: 

Per cent 

China 50 

India 1° 

Burma 

Indonesia 

8 

6 

Pakistan 4 

The potential of Oceania, which has not yet been tapped, is less 

than 1 per cent of the world total. Most of it is represented by the 

rivers which carry the heavy rainfall from the central plateau of 

Papua New Guinea down to the sea. 

Much of the development of these hydro-electric resources 

described above is limited by a variety of climatic and geographical 

constraints. It is worthy of note, however, that, assuming a specific 

energy consumption per ton of steel of 550 kWh in I985 and 400 kWh in 

2000, and using scrap re-cycling methods, less than 5 per cent of the 

potential represented by the developing countries« untapped hydro- 

electric resources would provide enough energy to meet steel production 

targets established subsequent to the Lima Declaration. 

Charcoal 

The use of charcoal as a furnace fuel is certainly worthy of 

consideration in countries rich in tropical forests and lacking in 

coal. Argentina, Brazil, India,and Malaysia have long used charcoal 

in iron smelting, and certain African countries, such as Ghana and 

Kenya, are reportedly increasing the utilization of their forests for 

charcoal production on an experimental scale. Charcoal is technically 

suitable as a furnace fuel, and fuel consumption (0.7 tons per ton of 

iron) is less than in the case of coke. The main difficulty with 

charcoal is obtaining supplies adequate to sustain economically 
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feasible levels of production: a 25,000-30,000 hectare eucalyptus 

plantation would be needed to sustain a blast furnace operation with 

an annual output of 100,000 tons of pig iron. Estimates of growth 

stocks in the forests of the developing countries vary, but it is 

generally considered that these countries possess some 30 per cent 

of world forest reserves. This would provide many of them with a 

sufficient source of charcoal for significant local production of 

pig iron using small blast furnaces. Care, however, must be taken 

that the ecological balance is not impaired. 

In the blast furnace method, the substitution of charcoal for 

coke is an acceptable and fully feasible technology. Its utilization 

will call for an early decision with respect to forest establishment, 

however, in order that sufficient supplies can be ensured by long- 

term harvesting and replanting strategies. The paramount importance 

of preserving environmental balance in the developing countries may 

limit the utilization of charcoal, if programmes for adequate 

replanting are not given priority. 

The three basic sources of scrap are: revert or mill-generated 

scrap; industrial scrap; and obsolete metal. 

Revert or mill-generated scrap is produced as raw steel p.nd 

processed into semi-finished and finished products. In conventional 

processes, cropping and trimming results in a scrapping of some 15 per 

cent of raw steel input from the ingot to the semi-finished stage. 

Continuous casting can reduce this loss to 5 per cent. Scrap losses 

between the stages of raw steel and finished product can average 

nearly 30 per cent of the raw steel input. This revert scrap, the 

properties of which are well known, produced as it is on tho premises, 

may be re-cycled to satisfy scrap requirements. 

Industrial scrap is generated by other specialized industrial 

manufacturing sectors in the course of producing finished goods. 

In industrialized countries, scrap losses of this kind are estimated 

at 30 per cent in the automotive industry, 20 per cent in the appliances 

industry and 15 per cent in the heavy machinery industry. Steel mills 

generally pay good prices for industrial scrap, and its availability 

can be forecast on the basis of fluctuations in economic activity. 
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Obsolete metal is obtained by re-cycling discarded industrial 

products with a high iron and steel content, such as motor vehicles, 

heavy machinery and appliances, as well as metal structures or forms 

from demolished buildings or bridges. These sources provide the majority 

of scrap consumed by the steel industry throughout the world: such sources 

are obviously most readily available in those countries with the longest 

history of industrialization. In the past, some industrialized countries 

have exported large quantities of obsolete metal. These exports will 

decrease, however, as domestic demand for scrap grows in the industrialized 

countries, a number of which are also increasing their electric furnace 

steel-making capacities. A continuation of these trends will reduce the 

amount of obsolete metal available to the developing countries. 

Future scrap requirements will depend on the relative popularity of 

the three major steel-making processes*. At present, over 50 per cent of 

world steel output is produced by means of a variation of the basic oxygen 

process, in which the amount of scrap in the charge varies from up to 

28 per cert in many plants in Europe and the United States to 7-10 per 

cent in some cf the newly built mills in Japan. About 30 per cent of 

world steel production is made in open-hearth furnaces, which can take a 

complete cold metal charge of 100 per cent scrap, or an 80 per cent hot 

metal charge with 20 per cent scrap. On an average, scrap would consti- 

tute 45-5C per cent of the charge in the open-hearth method. 

The thi^d conventional steel-making method based on scrap consumption 

is the eleetnc furnace which is finding increasing use. World per- 

centages of steel made by this method rose from 11 per cent in i960 to 

174 in 1974. Since this method, with very few exceptions, requires a 

100 per cent scrap charge, an increasing global demand for scrap can be 

predicted, with obvious concomitant escalations in the price of scrap, 

irrespective of source. 

In the future, most steel will be produced by the basic oxygen 

process (which requires less scrap than the open-hearth processes): 

an estimated 70 per cent by I985, and 57 per cent by 2000. However, 

the increase in electric furnace capacity to an estimated 20 per cent 

of global output in I985 and 41 per cent in 2000 will more than com- 

pensate the decline of the open hearth. Satisfying the scrap demand 

of the steel industry, and particularly its growing electric furnace 

3/ Table 7. Forecast distribution of steel processes, 1974-2000. 
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sector, will become increasingly difficult.    The following estimates of 

future scrap requirements have been made based on the likely amounts of 

steel to be produced by the available processes, the optimal technology 

of scrap use,  and the possible supply of sponge iron as a substitute for 

scrap. 

Future scrap demand in millions of tops 

Global      Developing countries 

1985 150 - 050 110 

2000 965 - 1,200        270 - 340 

These figures could well be exceeded as 465 million tons of scrap were 

consumed throughout  the world in  "i'-l,  a rocord ynar. 

By all estimates,  scrap prices will remain high;    particularly,  if 

scrap has to be imported when global demand for steel is high.    The 

international benchmark is the price of No. 1 Heavy Melting steel scrap 

f.o.b. United States ports, which is subject to considerable    fluctuation 

as indicated below: 

> P»r ton 

Average 1972 35 

April 1974 132 

December 1974 83 

Current 1976 75-80 

1980 estimates 135-140 

World scrap prices have tended to follow or exceed the above prices; 

in 1974t when raw steel output reached 7IO million tons,  the U33Ü succeeded 

in selling its scrap at prices that at times exceeded 0 200 per ton. 

Developing countries will naturally consume domestic scrap before 

resorting to imports, but in planning future capacities they must take 

into account that steel-making facilities, once installed, must be 

on-going.    The locally available scrap supply might seem ample at first, 

but, in reality, it only suffices for a year or two of production, 

proving insufficient thereafter, and necessitating costly imports of 

scrap. 
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Sponge iron as a substitute metallic source will hardly replace scrap 

before I985.    Global sponge iron capacity was of the order of 10 million 

tons in 1974,   and almost wholly captive,  the sponge iron being totally 

consumed in the steel-making process of its manufacturers.    Facilities 

representing another 10 million tons capacity are under construction or 

active consideration in the Federal Republic of Germany,   Saudi Arabia, 

the United States, and elsewhere.    These amounts,   from these plants, 

however, could only replace but a small fraction of the scrap,  the demand 

for which may conceivably be as high as 500 million tons in I98O.    Even 

if, as some predict,   sponge iron production reached the 5C-6O million-ton 

level in I985,   it could still only compensate some 10-20 per cent of the 

scrap demand in that year.    It is clear that until well beyond I985 apon«« 

iron will serve as a supplement to,  and not a substitute for,  scrap. 

Scrap in the developing countries is obviously limited since most 

developing countries,  by definition,  are only now beginning to establish 

the industrial plant to manufacture capital goods with a high steel 

content.   As the manufacturing sectors of these countries expand, more 

industrial scrap will be locally available;    however, this process will 

not transpire overnight.    If they have not already done so, developing 

countries might set about systematizing the assessment and collection of 

their local metallic scrap supplies:    a measure vital to any country 

contemplating electric furnace steel-making. 

Atowic energy and steel-making 

The application of atomic energy to steel production would involve 

the use of a reactor to generate both electricity and the hot reducing 

gas needed in the direct reduction process.    Two methods are considered 
feasible: 

(a) Using the heat from a high-temperature, gas-cooled reactor 
to re-form hydrocarbon gas for the direct reduction of 
iron ore,  the 1t600°F + temperature being indirectly 
supplied by the hot helium from +he reactor.    The direct 
reduction sponge iron thus obtained would be refined to 
steel in an electric furnace powered by heat from the reactor. 

(b) Using reactor heat to obtain hydrogen (by splitting water) 
which is then used for the direct reduction of iron ore 
obviating the use of fossil   fuel. 

L 
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The overriding probi«* is to design a Mfe,  long-life catalytic 

»••former that can be heated by hot helium gas from the reactor.    Among 

the countries now active in developing this technology are:    Germany 

(Federal Republic of), Japan,  Switzerland, the United States, and the 
USSR. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, research on high-temperature 

gae-cooled reactors has long been undsr way at the Jülich nuclear research 

plant in co-operation with General Atomic of San Diego and the Government 

of Switserland.    The main lines of development are directed towards 

nuclear coal gasification and direct reduction. 

In Japan, the drawingboard design of a 50 mW multi-purpose high- 

temperature gas-cooled reactor (1,000°C) has been completed by the 

Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute which is also testing materials 

(e.g. hastelloy)  for reactor construction.    An in-pile gas loop is 

being built at Oarai.    Other work is being carried ou+  by the Agency of 

Industrial Science and Technology on a basic design for a pilot steel 

plant for completion in 1978.    The key components of this plant will be 

• stessi reformer and a heat exchanger. 

In Switzerland, the Confederate Institute for Reactor Research is 

studying the application of high-temperature gas-cooled reactor process 

heat to steel-making as well as to  zinc and aluminium production. 

In the United Stat en, the Energy Research and Development Administration 

is reportedly planning a crash development programme for high-temperature 

«as-cooled reactors which could be used in the steel as well as other 

industries.    General Atomic of San Diego has built  1,000°F steam-producing 

reactors and is now studying the construction of high-temperature gas- 

cooled reactors capable of achieving the 1,600°F + necessary to produce 

steel.    Leading United States steel companies and the American Iron and 

Steel Institute are also studying the employment of high-temperature gas- 
cooled reactors. 

In the USSR,  the Atomic Energy Institute (I. V.  Kurchatov)  is 

studying the use of nuclear reactors to provide electric energy and 

process heat in the metallurgical  industries. 

A number of other agencies are studying nuclear steel-making under 

the aegis of the European Nuclear Steelmaking Club,  established in 1973. 
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These include:    British Steel Corporation, United Kingdom;    Centre 

de Recherches Métallurgiques, Belgium;    Institut de Recherchen de la 

Siderurgie Française, Prance;    and Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico,  Italy. 
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Figur« 1.      Distribution of roaoui-coB of raw matorial for tha iron and stael industry 
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Chapter VI 

CAPITAL REQUIRFMISNTS 

According to one of the projection variants presented in  Chaptor II, 

it  is conceivable  that raw steel-making capacity of the order of 446 million 

tons will   be built   in the developing countries between  1975 ^d  2000. 

A tentative evaluation of the capital required to  install this  capacity is 

given in this  Chapter.  It goes without  saying that  an evaluation of this 

kind can only be very approximate  since the capital  required to  build 

one unit capacity of raw cteel    varies widely according to a host of 

factors,  the majority of which cannot be taken into account  in the 

present context.—' 

Variability of capital cost 

The wide range of possible capital cost variations can be  seen in 

Table  1, which shows the capital  cost of     recently established plants: 

costs vary between  $200 and 1750 per ton of raw steel  (a ratio of 1:3.6) 

at  1975 prices. 

The cause and effect relationship determining the ultimate capital 

coBt  is far too complex to be analyzed in detail  here.  It is possible, 

however, to differentiate between two broad categories of factors:    the 

macro-parameters,  on the one hand,   adduceable to the environment  in which 

the capacity  is installed (for example, the cost  of land, transport,  and 

interest rates), and the micro-variables, on the other, reflecting 

technical alternatives. Among the latter variables, the choices of scale, 

process and product mix are of particular importance in determining the 

capital cost.-' 

Tables 2 and  3 show examples of functions relating capital  costs to 

technical variables. According to estimates provided by plant manufacturers 

for 1975, the capital cost of greenfield   plants  (BP/EOF route) decreases 

by as much as 100 per cent as plant  size increases from 0.2 to 3*0 million 

tons (Table 2), while an increase from 1.0 to 3*0 million tons still offers 

capital cost savings of 22 per cent. 

1/      In this Chapter the term 'capital cost' will he used to define the 
~       amount of dollars required to install annual capacity of one ton of 

raw steel, regardless of the level of capacity utilization. 

2/     These variables are separated solely for expository convenience.    It 
should be clear that the options concerning product miz,    roces«, the 
level of capacity utilization and scale are interrelated. 



100   _ 

Capac ity 

Process sequence 

C O   8   t 

Raw steel Finished steel 
year) 

Raw steel Fi 
Lars 

nished steel 
per ton) 

Total 
(tons (D i Mil lion? < • 

dellarp 

50,cor 47,000 35 ton EF,  continuous 
caster,   small hot mill 

240 255 1? 

50,000 47,000 D-R plant,   35 ton EF 
continuous caster, 
small  hot mill 

340 361 17 

10C. ,000 94,000 70 ton EF,   continuous 
caster,   small hot mill 

230 245 23 

10c,00c 85,000 70 ton EF,   ingot casting, 
small  hot mill 

210 245 21 

500,OCX 450,000 2-150 ton EF,  continuous 
caster,  merchant mills 

320 355 160 

50c,cor 450,000 D-R plant,   2-150 ton EF, 
continuous caster, 
merchant mills 

426 475 213 

500,000 375•000 2-150 ton EF,  ingot casting, 
primary and merchant mills 

370 500 185 

5CC.0CC 450,000 1-1500 t/day blast F,  coke 610 670 ,05 

500,00c 

1,CCC,000 

1,00c,occ 

1,000,00c 

450,000 

900,00c 

900,000 

750,000 

2,00C,CCC 1,600,000 

2,000,CCO 1,600,000 

* 8,000,000 6,000,000 

plant,   1-100 ton BOF F, 
continuous caster,  merchant 
mills 

3-200 ton O.H. F,  continuous    340 
caster,  merchant mills 

3-200 ton EF, continuous 
caster, hot mill (flat), 
merchant mill 

346 

D-R plant,   3-200 ton EF, 606 
continuous caster,  hot mill 
(flat),  heavy structural mill 

3-200 ton EP,  inpot casting,     390 
primary mill,  hot mill  (flat), 
merchant mills 

1-600C t/day blast F,  sinter    477 
plant,  coke plant,  2-I50 ton 
BOF.  plant,  continuous 
caster,   hot mill  (flat), 
merchant mills 

D-R plant,   6-2CC ton EF, 482 
continuous caster,   hot mill 
(flat),  cold mill,  iralvan- 
izing 

Fully intepTated plant: 675-750 
blast  furnaces,  coke 
plant  BOF,  continuous 
casters for merchant, bar 
and structural mills, 
continuous hot mill,  hot and 
cold sheet mills,  coated 
products,  plate mill 

380 

385 

670 

520 

600 

603 

170 

346 

606 

39c 

955 

"'65 

900-1,000 6,000 

Source:     Paul  Marshall,   "A  study of steel   prices",  Washington D.C.   1976. 
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AB shown in Table 3, a Bi«ilar phenomenon OBI» be observad In the case 

of th«    DR/EP procBBB.  Capital  cost degression can be sipiifioant up to 

a oapacity of 0.5-0.6 Billion tons. Within this range, oost degree« ion ìB 

•ore pronounced in DR plante than in EF plants. 

Ml,      li  

to plant size 

liant  s izc 

of tons) 

Index of capital cost 

(thousands 

200 213 

300 180 

400 164 

500 155 

600 146 

700 HO 

1,000 129 

2,000 115 

3,000 110 

5,000 100 

Table 3. 

CoBBwditiBB Roac«reh Unit Surrey. 

Capital cost of a Ai/ZF plant  in a developing country 
in relation to plant  size 

liant  sise 

(tiioun-.nun of tone) 

Tndo: of Capital G ont 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

7 OC 

1,000 

2,000 

3,000 

ii liant       Site and DR EF Total^ 
other costs    cost      cosi 

10! 

88 

oO 

75 

71 

69 

68 

ó 3 

68 

"7 

23 

20 

1S 

17 

'( 

15 

<5 

13C 79 170 

ri 67 145 

100 61 131 

93 56 121 

88 5? 114 

85 51 111 

84 50 109 

84 49 108 

83 49 107 

a/    JÏ capitai  c   -t plus 70 ner cont  of Ji? capital  cost, 

Source:     Comr.oaitiec l'eco;* c;. Unit  Survey. 

- 
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate examples of cost degression  related to 

both capacity and production techniques.  On the basis of historical data, 

Figure 1   shows the capital   cost  curve  for blast  furnaces.       Figure  ;• present:; 

the  capital   cost  curve  for a basic oxygen  furnace and both  two-converter 

(one always  in operation)   and three-converter  (two always;  in  operation) systems. 

JW0 

8 loo 

5  140 

H 

Fig.   ". .  Capita   ^ott   r»*r ton   - caponi ty  of blast  fmnace 

Hearth diameter in in. 

*  1?0 
H 
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80 

60 

40 

20 

4S t/dnvV* 
(without  r-ountr-r nreRsnre) 

60 t/day/m 
(counter pressure  °  at.) 

0.5 Ï.0 1.5 -».«" 

Production    capacity in «ill.  tone/year 

?.5 
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7 
•H 

I 

70 

60 
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40 

30 

20 

10 

Pig.  2.  Capital cost per ton - capacity of bnsic oxygen furnace 

T 
MV10C 

>"'k.      IOC 
'TOB ^"^^S«--. 2 ooBver 

\ 100 emflt weight) - t^ns 

so" 
100 

ÌOC 

150VS^lCOBV*rUr" 

aeelt cycle:  }*> min. 
Operation: 8400 h/year 
Products: Slabs 

_±  
12      3      4 

1.0 

 J» Stahl u. Hem, 90 
(1970), No. 4. 

01214        567« 

•reduction capacity in aill.t/year 
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The third technological variable which appreciably influences capital 

coat is product mix.    The capital coot of rolling and finishing mills 

varies between $90 and $300 depending on the size and product mix involved: 

the upper limit increases even more when heavy structurais,  nails and wire 

are among the items produced. 

The economic production of 'rounds1,   such as wire rod, concrete 

reinforcing bars,   light and medium structurais (which account for over 

50 per cent of steel consumption in most of the developing countries) 

starts at a scale of 100,000 tons per year.    Merchant bars require an 

investment of some $70 per ton, while production of the main types of 

flat-rolled products becomes economic in the 1-3 million ton range. 

Technological assumptions 

As a point of reference for the evaluation of total capital require- 

ments,  it has been assumed that a typical BP/BOP facility would have an 

annual capacity of 3 million tens of raw steel.    As for the DR/EP route, 

it has been assumed that most prospective users in the developing countries 

will be concerned with steel-making facilities in the range of 200-300 tons 

per day (i.e. up to 100,000 tons per year).    This scale of production can 

be achieved by a newly erected DR/EP integrated installation or through 

the backward integration of a re-rolling or scrap-melting and EP operation. 

The capacity of such integrated milis (DR/EP route) may rise to 0.4 - O.5 

million tons,  given the appropriate bar,  rod and section rolling 

facilities. 

A comparison of capital costs for flat and non-flat product mixes 

should encourage the developing countries to give priority to non-flat 

products,  if such a policy is consistent with market requirements.    In 

estimating average capital costs,  it is assumed that the rolling and 

finishing sections of the steel plant will be oriented towards non-flat 

products, though not exclusively so. 

Capital cost assumptions 

In view of the wide variation in capital costs,  a certain degree of 

eclecticism becomes necessary.    In this Chapter, therefore, it has been 

decided to focus on two figures of reference:    the first,   $690 for a 

3-million ton HP/BOP facility;    the second,  $312 for a O.5 million ton 
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DR/EP facility« including a direct reduction unit meeting 70 per cent of 

the metallic requirement of the electric furnace. The figures have been 

obtained on the basis of both published information and private sources 

and should be considered to represent the averages for the 1970s. 

Capital cost structures for the BP/BOP route are shown in Table 4, 

and those for the DR/EP route in Table 5. In estimating the capital 

costs shown in Tables 4 and 5t *he following elements were not considered: 

(a) Mining. The investment necessary for the extraction and 

benefici ation of iron ore (including pellet plant) may amount to $100 

per ton, while coal mining may require an investment of $30-40 per ton. 

(b) Power. An in-plant power station and power grid may have to be 

constructed. Construction costs will be influenced by numerous factors, 

such as distance, capacity, voltage and route conditions. 

(c) Housing. Investments of this kind are frequently associated 

with major steel facilities. 

(d) Contingencies and unforeseen needs. It is usual practice to 

add 10 per cent to the estimated basic capital costs to cover construction 

delays. 

(e) Interest paid during the construction period. 

Of the components included in the calculations, the following items 

deserve some comment: 

(a) Materials handling facilities. Together with an ore 

agglomeration plant and a coke plant, these facilities are considered 

part of the capital cost in the case of the blast furnace process. 

(b) Utilities and services. Capital investment requirements include: 

oxygen plant, water supply facilities, repair and maintenance shops, 

laboratories and office buildings. 

(c) Spare parts. These are estimated to range between 5-7 per 

cent of the value of the related equipment. 

(d) Pixed assets. These account for 68.9 per cent of the total 

capital costs in the BOP plants and 74.5 per cent in DR/EP plants. 

- 
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(e) Pre-operating expenses.    These comprise the costs of training 

the management,  maintenance and operating personnel. 

(f) Costs of project implementation.    These are based on the 

assumption that new steel capacity for the production of 2-3 million 

tons per year requires a minimum of 5 years for completion in 

developing countries which have little experience of steel- 

making. 

(g) Inf rast ructural investments.    These estimates of infrastructural 

costs are based on several  Latin American and European projects.    Por a 

3-million ton steel-making facility, it has been estimated that such 

installations may require an investment of around $200-250 million, 

including port facilities.    Thus,  infrast ructural costs may range between 

167-83 per ton. 

(h)    Working capital.     In the case of BP/BOP mills,  the working 

capital requirement is based on experience in Latin America.    The DR/EP 

working capital requirement has been estimated on the assumption that 

requirements for this process are much lower than those for the more 

complex BP/BOP mills. 

(i)    Prices.    The estimates are based on 1975 prices.    Consequently, 

their validity is conditional upon the stability of the price system of 

that year.    As long as price increases do not alter the system of relative 

prices (i.e. they affect uniformly all goods and services, which is most 

unlikely),  the same amount  of real resources will be needed to build one 

unit of raw steel capacity.    In such a case,  nominal capital costs should 

be multiplied by the general price index.    If,  however, the prices of 

components needed in steel-making facilities tend to rise at a disproportion- 

ately greater rate than the prices of other goods, more real  resources vd.ll be 

needed to erect such facilities.      In the latter case, both nominal and real 

capital costa  should be revised  upwards. 

Total capital requirements in developing countries 

On the basis of the two reference figures ($690 and $312), the total 

capital required to build 446 million tons of steel-making capacity can be 

estimated.    As a preliminary step, however,  further assumptions in respect 

of the structure of future capacity are necessary.    Basically, this 

structure is tripartite: 

M 
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1. The construction of new (Greenfield) steel plants; 

2. The extension of existing steel facilities (round-out); 

3. The replacement of worn-out or obsolete capacity. 

The first type of installation will comprise plants with a coke-oven- 

cum-BP/BOP-complex as well as smaller plants with electric furnaces and 

simplified rolling mill equipment.    Apar* from being more economical,  a 

smaller mill,  based on an electric furnace with continuous casting and 

bar mill, constitutes a means of launching a steel industry, as well as a 

flexible means of expanding an existing industry.    However, as an electric 

furnace mill cannot be expected to cover more than 40 per cent of the 

greenfield capacity to be installed,  it has been estimated that the 

average capital cost of greenfield mills would be of the order of $600 

per ton of capacity.    In respect of investment in capacity extension, 

an average figure of $360 per ton of capacity has been adopted, and 

for replacements,  an average figure of $300. 

Table 6 shows the assumed distribution of the installation of 446 

million tons of capacity according to the three types of investment. 

Table 7 uses the capital cost figures of 1600,  $360 and $300 to show the 

amount of capital required to build up the total capacity for these three 

types of investment. 

The total capital expenditure figure obtained for 1975-1985 is $62 

billion;    that for 1986-2000 is $169.5 billion;    and the total for 

1975-2000 is $231.5 billion.    The net investment required (gross less 

replacement)  in developing countries would be $215.6 billion ($60.2 

billion in 1975-1985,    and $155*4 billion in I986-2000).    Assuming a 

continuous flow of capital expenditure and a discount rate of 10 per cent, 

the actual value of the total net investment would be $68 billion.    This 

figure was obtained by applying the following formula: 

•X h '"rt-at • X. h •"* dt 

where E is the actual value of the total net investment, I. is the annual 

rate of expenditure during 1975-1985t I2 *
B *«• annual rate of expenditure 

during 1986-2000, and r is the discount rate. 

L 
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According to United Nations statistics, the GDP of developing 

market economies was $601 billion in 1973.-^    Allowing for annual 

growth rates in real GDP of 2 per cent and of 5 per cent in price 

levels, the GDP jf the developing countries would be of the order of 

1688 billion in 1975.    The ratio between the 1975 value of net 

investment and that of GDP is approximately 9.9 per cent.    In other 

words, given a discount rate of 10 per cent,  the actual value of 

investment required to create an additional capacity (total capacity 

less replacement capacity)  of 403 million tons of raw steel is 

equivalent to 9.9 per cent of all goods and services produced by the 

developing countries in 1975«    Distributed over 25 years, annual 

expenditure would amount to 0.40 per cent of the 1975 GDP of the 

developing countries. 

Another way of comparing the investment required with the investment 

ability of developing countries is to divide the sum of investment 

needed by the sum of annual GDP expected between 1975 and 2000. 

Assuming a GDP growth rate of 5 per cent, the latter sum would amount 

to 134,482 billion, and the net investment of $215.4 billion would be 

equal to 0.6 per cent of this amount. 

¿/     United Nations, Yearbook of National Account Statistics, Vol. Ill, 1975« 
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Tabla 4.  Capital costs (BF/EOF route) 

(3 million tons/year, 1975) 

Coke plant 

Blast furnace 

Basic oxyr^n furnace 

Continuous casters 

Mixed rolling facilities 

General facilities 

Sub-total,fixed assets 

Millions capaoity       structure 
of dollars (dollar« per     (Per oent) 

 *vnT  
56.0 168.0 

225.0 

130.0 

131.0 

563.0 

125.0 

1,342.0 

75.0 

43.0 

43.0 

188.0 

42.0 

447.0 

8.6 

11.6 

6.6 

6.6 

29.0 

6.5 

68.9 

Engineering, procurement and inspection 
(5 per cent of fixed assets) 

Administration, advisory and expediting 
costs 
(6 per cent of fixed assets) 

Pre-operating expenses 
(3 per cent of fixed assets) 

Sub-total, project implementation and 
pre-operating expenses 

Fixed capital costs 

Infrastructural investments 

Sub-total,  fixed capital costs plus 
infrastructure 

Working capital 
(15 per cent of fixed assets) 

Interest paid during implementatioi 

GRAND TOTAL 

J 

22.0 

27.O 

13.0 

62.O 

509.O 

72.0 

58I.O 

67.O 

648.O 

42.0 

69O.O 

3.4 

4.2 

2.0 

Ü 
78.6 

11.1 

89.7 

10.3 

100.0 

Interest has been calculated for a four-year period based on averages of 
£447 + £72 -• I519 on the assumption that half thiB sum would be financed 
through a loan at 8 per cent interest. 
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Table 5.    Capital coate (i)k/EF route) 

UK (350,000 tons) 

Ulectric furnace (500,000 tons)^ 

Six-strand caster (500,000 tons) 

Merchant bar mill (450,000 tons) 

Installed 
r.i liions      steel-rialcin.T 

oi" dollars        cap-^ity 

(dollaro per 
  ton) 

30.¿ 

20.0 
O'i   r. 

31.5 

77.0 

•10.0 

<:5.o 
63.0 

Capital 
cost 

structure 

(l'or cent. 

25.5 

13.." 

11.9 

po. 9 

112. A 

Engineering, procurement and inspection 
(5 per cent of fixed acoetn) 

Administrative, advisory and expediting 
costs 
(3 per cent of fixed assets) 

Pre-operatinß expenses 
(3 per cent of fixod assets) 

!25.0 

11.0 

7.U 

7.0 

Ite 
3.6 

î.3 

Sub-total,project implementation and 
pre-operati ng expenses 

Fixed capital costs 

Infrastructural investments 
(15 per cent of fixed assets) 

Sub-total, fixed capital costs plus infrastructure 

Working capital 
(8 per cent of fixed assets) 

25.0 

Interest paid during implementatio 

GRAND TOTAL 

> 

25O.O 

34.0 

284.0 

18.0 

302.0 

10.0 

312.0 

8¿2 

82.7 

11.3 

¡0 

6.0 

100.0 

il i 
i/ 

neludinc general and auxiliary facilities, 

Interest has been calculated for a two-year period based on averages of 
$225   +    C34 = S259 on the assumption that half of this sum would be 
financed through a loan at 8 per cent. 
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Total world capital requirements 

The total raw steel capacity to be built ir the world (China not 

included) amounts to 38 million tons a year in 1 975-1985»   and to 51-7? 

million tons a year in 1986-2000 (depending on the Drolection variants). 

.•.ccorui.^ij,  Ct.^1 to.1  i'04'aii'u...üi.L^ >..^v'  "^ c^ti-.u.tc  ^.t í¡it».ci' ,,\j^*'j bilxion 

or ,5G>.S billien (Tubie v/. 

Table 8.    World capital  needed to replace and expaml 
iron 

(bil 

and  stori- -making facilities 

li ons of •iollars, 1975) 

Plant Per year,   19 75-1985 Per year, 1986-2000 

Variant A Variant B 

Replaced 7.2 9.0 9.0 

Expanded 6.4 9-7 15.1 

New 11.8 14.4 18.0 

Total 25.4 33.1 42.1 

Grand total, period ?54.0 496.5 631.5 

Financing capital requirementB 

In financing steel projects,  the share of the foreign and local capital 

components is a major consideration.    The ratio between the two differs 

according to the fixed assets concerned.    In major steel projects now under 

construction in Latin America, the distribution is as shown in Table 9. 

In general, in the developing countries, 60 per cent of the fixed assets 

wiP be paid in foreign currency and 40 per cent in local currency. 
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Table 9. Average structure of expenditure for fixed assets 
(1-2 million tons capacity, coking metallurgy) 

(per cent) 

Foreign Local Total 

Plants and spares  74.0 
80.0 

Structures 6.5 
60.0 

Transport 6.5 
88.0 

Erection 12.0 
33.0 

Civil works 1.0 
3.0 

Fixed assets,  total 100.0 

25.O 

6.5 

1.0 

34.5 

33.0 

100.0 
57.0 

20.0 

40.0 

12.0 

67.O 

97.0 

43.0 

50.O 

8.0 

4.0 

23.0 

15.0 

100.0 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Source:    World Bank Steel project reports. 

Assuming that on an average, 40 per cent of the capital costs would be 

met from local currency,  some $3.7 billion and ¡56.8 billion foreign exchange 

would be required annually in the respective periods.    Further assuming that, 

on an average,   50 per cent of these amounts would be financed through medium- 

and.long-term loans,  foreign resources required to finance the steel industry 

in the developing countries (not including China) would be of the order of 

$2 billion in the period 1975-1985,  and 14 billion in the period 1986-2000. 

As a comparison,   reference is made to the flow of financial  resources 

from selected developed countries* to developing countries and multilateral 

institutions which amounted to 126.8 billion in 1974 and an estimated $37.5 

billion in 1975, and comprised both official and private net disbursements.^ 

The sharp increase from 1974 to 1975 was linked with the rise in private 

export credits from $2.5 billion to $6.2 billion.      The total capital expenditure 

expected  should be  related  to the oa^abilitioR of tho IIP.VRI opinar countries 

to invest on a.  lar^e ;.cale in their national  economies. 

J 

¿/ Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany 
(Federal Republic of), Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Sweden,  Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States. 

5/     World Bank Annual Report  1976, Table No.  3,  p. 100. 

J 
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Capital cost and employment created 

The direct employment generated by 1 million tone of steel-making 

capacity may be estimated at 6,f00 people.    The average figure for 

capital investment of $600 per ton used in this study implies a figure 

of $600 million per 1 million ton/year steel-making capacity.    With 

reference to the assumption of 6,500 people employed,  this means that 

892,300 is required per job.    The figure of 8600 per ton was applied to 

all sub-regions and countries, regardless of any specific conditions. 

This may lead to significant over-   or under-e stimate s of the actual capital 

needed to estabHsh a job or vacancy under specific circumstances. 

Operating costs 

Average operating costs have been calculated using data on four 

3-ffliIlion ton capacity steel-making mills, favourably located in the 

United States, Brazil, Western Europe and Japan, and these are shown 

below: 

Operating costs 
(dollars per ton) 

BP    -   Pig iron 98-68 

BOF   -   Raw steel (transfer of pig 35.72 
iron and basic oxygen 
procese) 

CC     -   Slab (continuous casting, 8.74 
less scrap credit) 

Related general equipment charges 
(in-plant transportation and general 9*45 
facilities) 

152.59 

In practice, operating costs vary extensively owing to local conditions 

affecting supplies of energy and raw materials,  transport and labour costs, 

scale of operation, and level of capacity utilization.    Costs also vary owing 

to capital charges.    Since the above costs were calculated at the operating 

level, only depreciation was considered (5.5 per cent of capital investment). 

Accordingly, an interest rate of 10 per cent would add 821.60 to the 

operating costs cited above. 

Assuming the average figure of 1600 per ton used in this study,   . 

the capital chc.rges for 1 million tons of installed capacity 

fe A 
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are  shovn belo' .       Since the figure of G600 per ton covers various capital 

recuirement components,   including '..'orking capital,   a depreciation  rate  of only 

4  per cent  it; used  instead  of 5*5 por cent.    Like  1: e,  only 3 per cent  (instead 

of 4  per cent;  of the capital  investment   is calculated  for maintenance. 

I'er cent        wt on/year      MI 11 ioni; of dollars 

Depreciation 4.0 

Maintenance 3.0 

Return on capital-' 10.C 

¡¡et urn on capital 5»0 

24 

18 

60 

( >0) 

2'! 

18 

60 

(15; 

V- 

102 (or 57»   if return i; 
5  p'-T cent J 

a/    The return on capital may take on different  formt, according to the capital 
structure of the company, but  as regards itn magnitude, ti,o  variant;-, Lave 
been calculated. 

If this calculation  . ere applied to the investment  recuired  to provide a 

job,  annual capital  service costo would be :,8,77O-15i700 per job.      The cost 

structure of steel-making reflect« the capital  intern,?ty of t..e  industry and it. 

dependence on ore and energy (coke,  oil,  gas,  electricity;  price:.;. The percentual 

distribution of the inputs  in relation to total  operating costs  is sho-.n beloi.. 

I 

Table    10.    Cost  structure  of iron and steel-making at the operating level (Dl'V'BOi'j 

(Per cent) 

Bftffl? 9ISy«f"       Continuous mi9 9IHiKt"       ^ontiiwoug B1m* fünftes «hop     «tMl-naking     rtwl casting 

Raw materials and 
primary energy 

Utilities 

Labour 

Overhead 

Maintenance (4 par cent 
of investment) 

Local taxes and insurance 

Depreciation (5.5 per cent 
of investment) 

Total costs 

84.7 

1.9 

5-2 

3.3 

2.0 

0.1 

2.8 

100.0 

93 .0*/ 

0.4' 

1.4 

100.0 

Source:    Arthur D. Little Steel Report. 

§/   Liquid metal from the previous process and transfer costs. 

95 .62/ 

1.0 0.3 

0.8 0.9 

0.5 0.5 

2.9 1.1 

0.3 

1.3 

100.0 
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